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" THE ENTRANCE FROM the wings of GEC was not entirely unexpected" was our 
comment last October when Brian Moore, formerly deputy managing director ot a GEC 
subsidiary, took over the running of Dragon Data. So it was no more of a surprise when 
the electrics giant moved further into the spotlight earlier this year. 

It was announced that sales and marketing of all Dragon Data products had been 
taken over by another GEC subsidiary, GEC McMichael (this is one way to tell you 're 
dealing with a giant company, when you find it's got subsidiaries everywhere). GEC now 
has a finger in a lot of computer pies. ranging from such things as specialised chip 
manufacture to viewdata. It's not clear at this stage exactly what GEC's grand strategy is, 
but it certainly has enough cash to support any moves it cares to make. And Ifs also 
prepared to play a waiting game. Ea~ly last summer GEC was involved in talks with 
another British micro manufacturer, Torch. These talks came to nothing, and only now 
has the company's interest in the micro market been publicly revived. 

However, GEC has missed one chance to invest in Dragon Data. Toy-maker Mettoy, 
formerly a shareholder in Dragon Data and the founder of Dragon computers, went into· 
receivership at the end of last October - nearly a year after selling Dragon Data off to a 
consortium of investors. This meant that Mettoy's shares were up for grabs, with the 
other shareholders having first refusal. At the same time as news of the GEC marketing 
deal broke, it was announced that existing shareholders had taken over Mettoy's 
holdings. So one string with the Dragon's past was finally broken, as the GEC strand 
continued to unravel. The main shareholder in Dragon Data is in fact Prutech. the high 
technology investment division of Prudential Assurance, itself a shareholder in GEC. 

What this manoeuvring means for Dragon users is hard to say. GEC's marketing 
influence seems more likely to benefit Dragon Data's move into the business market
how much clout the electrics giant can bring lo bear on the home computer market 
remains to be seen. Intriguing, too, is how "interactive" the relationship between the two 
companies will be. Obviously Dragon Data will be concentrating on developing products 
GEC is keen to market - so in this way GEC ·will be playing some role in deciding 
Dragon Data's direction. Of course there are two sides to being involved with a giant like 
GEC. Its very size suggests that it will be, on the one hand, lumbering, but on the other, 
stable. The first seems a little inappropriate for the home computer market but the 
second does have advantages for users- for example, Micronet's interest in providing a 
Dragon service has been encouraged by GEC's arrival. And GEC has a reputation for 
avoiding many of the problems of sheer size by allowing its subsidiaries a great deal of 
independence. 
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The quality of the material we can publish in 
Dragon User each month will, to a very great 
extend, depend on the quality of ltle dis· 
eoveti.s that you can make 'with your Dra
gon. The Dragon 32 computer was launched 
on to the market with a powerful version of 
Basic, but with very poor doaJmentation. 

Every one of us who uses a Dragon wlll be 
able to discover new tricks and qt.li'1<s almost 
every day. To help other Dragon users keep 
up with the speed of the development each 
of ua must assume that we made the 
discovery first - that means wrttlng It down 
and passing it on to others. 

Articles which are submtlted to Drllgon 
UStH for publication should not be more than 
3000 words long. All aubmiHlons should be 
tjped. Pl8U& i.ave wide marg1na end a 
double space between each line. Programs 
9hQuld, whenever possible, be computer 
printed on plain while paper and be accom
perjed by a tape of the program. 

We caimot guarantee to retum every 
8Ubmltted al1k;lt or program, so please keep 
a c:opv. If YQl.I want to !lave your program 
i'etUmed you must lnciude a stamped.
acklr"es&ed envelope. 
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This is the chance to air your views - send your tips, compliments and complaints to Letters 
Page, Dragon User, 12-13 Little Newport Street, London WC2R JLD.Letters 

Oasis 

replies 

I'M AFRAl'D Maurice Brown has 
caught us out! The first version of 
Dragon Chess did have this prob· 
lem . It was not very sporting to 
say the least. and did sometimes 
resign before losing. Not deliber
ate I promise but a genuine bug . 

We cured this a long time ago 
and I can only think you must 
have an old version. Please call 
us or send your fu ll name and 
address fo r an immediate replace
ment. We do, of course , offer this 
to any other readers with the 
same problem . 

By way ot compensation, Oasis 
Software would like to of.fer to 
anybody replacing their Chess the 
other four games - Backgam
mon, Othello , Dominoes and In 
vader Cube - fo r £9.95 (the full 
retail price for the Compend ium 
being £19.95) . 

By the way , our new add ress 
is: Oasis Software , Alexandra Pa
rade, Weston-super-Mare, Avon . 
Phone (0934) 419921 . 

John Gross, 
Oasis Software. 

Tapescan
code 
IHI: ~I: ISCAN routine in Febru
ary's Dragon User is not to gener· 
ate the initial Tapescan code as 
implied in the text, but is asimple 
Basic program to make loading 
and copying of the initially saved 
program easier. 

It prepares the machine for the 
machine code load ie the CLEAR, 
reads in the Tapescan machine 
code program, and is then menu 
driven al lowing various options 
suc·h as motor onrott to position 
tapes fo r copying the routines to 
and automatic copying of both 
Setscan and Tapescan to further 
tapes. 

I have just spotted a minor 
error in line 37 of the program 
listing where the screen message 
will appear as " ... THEN CON
CLUSION .. . '' rather than · · . . . 
THE . . . " 

I sugg est that Bruce Devlin's 
excellen t short Machine Code 
Loader rout1ine (page 51 of De· 
camber's issue of Dragon User) 
be used to jn itially set up the 
Tapescan code . 

At last I have ma naged to get 
the Dream cassette and have used 
it to assemble Tapescan. Any 

readers with assemblers wi th par
ticular quirks, or having problems 
entering directly from the dis
assembled listi ng , should write to 
Dragon User (enclosing a 
large, stamped and addressed 
envelope) for acopy of the Dream 
listing . 

I note with interest the com 
ment in Margaret Norman's arti
cle in February's issue (page 31) 
regard ing finding out by trial and 
error how many records may be 
held in the Addfile program . The 
techniques detailed in my OM 
article in the March issue should 
be of great assistance . 

Pam D'Arcy, 
High Wycombe, 

Bucks. 

Which 

printer? 

I HOPE I am in time to prevenl 
others being disappointed. 

In the February issue Brian 
Cadge, in Dragon Answers, sug 
gested the use of the Microtanic 
Printface to enable a Sinclair prin 
ter to be used. I consider that 
both Brian 's statement and Mic
rotan ic's advertisement are mis· 
leading. 

The iritertace uses the cartridge 
port, not the printer port . It will 
only print what is on the screen . It 
does not respond to the normal 
print commands. It requi res a 
software input first. And the Dra
gon version (unlike the BBC 
shown in the ad) is not cased. 

F Thornton, 
Tap/ow, 

Maidenhead. 
OUR apologies for raising 
hopes. The Printface comes with 
screen dump software (casseue 
plus listing). Users can study 
how th"s works and develop their 
own hi-res programs - and 
we'll certainly consider pub
lishing any readers ' submis

slons. You can print our your 
own program listings with the 
Printtace by going through 
screen by screen. The Dragon 
version is not cased but the 
electronics are hidden. Make 
sure, though , that If you buy a 
Sinclair printer the power supply 
is included. 

Still on the subject of printers 
-we got the price of the Tandy 
CGP-220 wrong In our February 
issue, it's £499 not £149 . 

.~ack to 

Basics 

I HAVE spent a number of nights 
glaring at the monitor screen in 
frustration before the following 
pennies eventually dropped. I 
pass the information on to save 
other machine -code freaks from 
similar pains. 

The Dream package (editor/ 
assembler/monitor) is an incredi· 
ble piece of software , bristling 
with delights ... but take a look 
at the following feature: 

ORG PAGES 
PUT PAGES 

PAGE5 EQU 7680 

In the above , because the ORG 
and PUT labels were defi ned after 
being used, the assembler. on its 
first pass, tried to assemble the 
code in PAGE 0, which is heavily 
committed to the operating sys· 

1 

tern , and as a result, all hell 
breaks loose. Labels used in ORG 
and PUT li nes must be defined 
before the ORG and PUT lines. 

When a machine code routine 
wants to get back to Basic with an 
RTS instruction. you must be 
su re that the DP register contains 
azero . . . or you will never arrive 
at Basic. 

A/un Evans, 
Ynysforgan, 

Swansea. 

Software Top 10 

1 (-) The King .................... .... ....... ... ... ........... Microdeal 

2 (-) Eightball....... ..... .......... ................... ... .. .. Microdeal 

3 (5) Scramble .. ... .... ........ .... ...... ........ .. .......... Microdeal 

4 (- ) Leggit .... ...... ...... .. .. .. ........ .... ......... ...... .. .... Imagine 

5 (-) Transylvanian Tower ............. Richard Shepherd 

6 (- ) Dragon Chess ..... ...... .... ....... ...... .. Oasis Software 

7 (-) Grand Prix ....... ...... .... .. ..... ... .. ..... ....... Salamander 

8 (3) Cuthbert in the Jungle .. . . .. ... . ... . ... ... . . . .. Microdeal 

9 (- ) Devil Assault... .. ...... ... ... ..... ............ .. .... . Microdeal 


10 (6} Ring of Darkness........... ...... .... ........ .... Wintersoft 

Chart compiled by Boots 


Screen 

scroll 

WITH REGARD to T Harvey's 
letter in Dragon Answers in the 
February issue , I have wri tten the 
following program to scroll the 
screen sideways . I hope this may 
be of some assistance to Mr 
Harvey as well as any other reader 
with this problem . 
31990 Holds the start address 
31992 Holds the end address 

moo 7000 ORG 32000 
7000 BE LOX 31990 
7001 96 ADR1 LOA $89 
7002 3501 ADR PU LS cc 
7004 66 ROA ,X 
7005 3401 PSHS cc 
7007 30 LEAX 1,X 
7008 4A OECA 
7009 81 CMPA #0 
7DOA 2EF6 BGT ADA 
?DOC BC CMPX 31992 
7000 2FF2 BLE ADR1 
7DOF 39 RTS 
7010 

The BASIC program for the above 
is: 

10 'SCREEN SCROLL 
20 'WRITTEN BY P PHILLI PS 
30 FOR X= 1 TO 16:READ 

X$.POKEX+31999,XS:NEXT 
40 DATA BE, 96, 35, 01, 66, 34 , 

01 , 30 , 4A, 81 , 2E , F6, BC , 
2F, F2 , 39 

P Phillips, 

Port Talbot, 


West Glamorgan. 


Tandy 

recorder 

IN VIEW of the continuing saga o1 
t_he 1/0 error, some readers may 
hke to know that in a year of 
Wing various cassette re.carders 
with my Dragon , the on ly one to 
record alld play back data fault· 
lessly has been the TarJdy Colour 
Computer. 

This has operated with all the 
plugs in all the time (even in long 
programs) . In view of the Dra
gon's ancestry, this compatibil ity 
1s not surprising . 

A good feature is that the fast 
forward and rewind keys are not 
on the remote control circuit, and 
one does not need to type 
MOTOR ON to rewind for data 
files etc. The bad feature is that it 
is not cheap. 

Phillip Birch, 
Rushey Mead, 

Leicester. 
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JleJ'f! CO#leS flte ft',.sff/llhs 
olmow lJnd oufolif
'llteir 7Bnb.I 

PLEASE SEND ME ••• 

... HowMuell I01J9fW can we 
hold this town...? 

7i"1 and 
pickoN 
'{Oii 
Enellf'I 
hOllf 
below 
tlte 
waves.I 

I enclose a Postal Or-der- ! Cheque payable to 
BEYOND. OR chor-ge my credit cord. 

CardNumbe, _ _________ _ 

Visa; Access (Delete os necessary) 

Address ____ ______ _ _ 

-------- --·-
_________Postcode 

DU4 

BEYOND Competit ion House, Forndon Road, MARKET HARBOROUGH Leicestershire LE19 9NR. 
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The first basic compiler for 

the DRAGON 32 


------------,

OASIS SOFTWARE Ale)(andra Parade I 
Weston-super-Mare Avon BS23 10T I 
Please send me 

SPRINT Basic Compiler £14.950 I 
DRAGON PASCAL £14.95 0 I 
Name .. .... ...... . ... . .... ... ........ .. ...... . I 

Address 	 I 

I 
I 

ACCESS Ofders I 
taken by phone 
24 hours a clay - 0934 419921 I 

I 

SPRINT BASIC COMPILER 
byDr. David Gray FOR THE DRAGON 32 
Sprint compiles a subset of standard Dragon BASIC which 
covers arrays, strings, fOf·next loops, in fact virtually everything 
except noating point arithmetic and associated commands. All 
arithmetic Is Integerand the Dragon sound and graphic 
commands are fuOy supported. 
The Technique used is based on the approach used in U.C.S. D. 
Pascal where the Basic program is first reduced to Intermediate 
code and this is then executed using a run lime package which is 
saved with the rest of the compiled program.
* Programs will run~10 times faster.
* Almost the entire Basic is supported, with the exception of 

ftoating point commands.
* Code produced will run Independently of the compiler (for 

potential authors!)
* Programs are compiled from tape underremote control so 

that much larger programs can t>e compiled.
* Sprint is designed for ease of use and a comprehensive 

manual Is included.
* Free demonstration program with each program bought to 

illustrate the full power of the Compiler. 
* All Oasis products are covered by a lifetime Guarantee. 

JUST RELEASED 
DRAGON PASCAL £:14.95 

Dragon Pascal is an extended in1eger subset 
of the snructured programmed language 
Pascal. A lew of ifs many features include: 

" 	A complete set ol structured programming 
construe ls 

If..THEN..ELSE WHILE ..DO CASE . . OF 

*COMPILER, EDITOR and SOURCE 

s multaneously resident lor a rapid 

developmen1 cycle andl tolal ease or use. 


• 	Very rapid compilation. Source can acwally 
be compiled more rapidly than it can be 
lis10d! 

! * Fully recursive. 

* Supplied complete wilh samp'le programs 

ln<:ludlng_routines which demonstrate 

techniques ror simulating llOaling pOint 

functions such as SINE and COSINE. 




------ --

DRAGON32 
DRAGON CHESS. £9.95 
* Six levels of play. 

* Al l legal chess moves including 
en-passant, castelling and pawn 
to queen promotion. 

* List of previous moves stored 
which can be displayed or 
printed. 

* Loading and saving of games 
positions from tape. 

* High resolution graphics which 
can be flipped round to make 
black or white play from either 
end. 

* Simultaneous text and graphics. 

" Dragonchess Is without doubt the best value 
ehess on the market today .. . " (Mlcrodeal) 

Dragonchess Is available trom!lJfj!D

and all good software stOl'eS. 


*Slides can be exchanged at any 
stage. 

* Best move hint. 
* Set up from any position. 

*Opening move library. 

* Moves may be taken back and 
play resumed from any point 

* Change level of play at any point 
in the game. 

* Will adjudicate games between 
humans. 

* Very high standard of play. 

* Professional packaging and life
time guarantee. 

" ... I thought this was anexcellent version 
of the game. Well worth buying .. . " 

(Home Computer Weekly) 

BACKGAMMON OTHELLO INVADER CUBE DOMINOES 
£5.95 	 £5.95 £5.95 £5.95 

___ .,..BACIGAMMON OTHELLO INVADER CUBE DOMlltOES_,..___ _... ..._. ---- ---- ·------·• 

The well known game of Al last. Othello or Reversi as it's As well as being one of the best Two games In one 11With full 
backgammon complete with full sometimes known runn ng oo 91met Of ski'U written for the instructions. Hours of fr1Jstrating 
lnstrucllons and computer your Dragon 32. 2 levels of play, Dragon 32 ii atso has some of fun this program has 6 levels of 
demonstration tor beginners. full Instructions and computer the best pure machine code play and on the higher levels 

demonstration tor beg.Inners. graphics we have ever seen. adapts it 's play to It s assessment of your ability. 

Mind Games Com endium -- ..	-----,------- OASIS SOFTWARE 
.ALEXANDRA PARADE All five games for just £19.95 

• 

ALL OASIS PRICES INCLUDE 
VAT ANO P&P A.NO EVERY 
OASIS PRODUCT IS PROMPTLY 
DESPATCHED AND INCL UDES A 
ILIFETIME GUARANTEE. 

ACCESS ORDERS _ 

TAKEN BY PHONE ~ 
1 

24 HOURS A DAY ---- 0934 419921 

If your local dealer does not 
stock these products then let 
us know his address and we 
will contact him. 

flt 


WESTON~SUPER·MARE 

AVON BS2:3 1QT 
TEL 0934419921 

Please send me 
DRAGON CHESS £9.950 
BACKGAMMON £5.95 0 
OTHELLO £5.95 0 
DOMINOES £5.95 0 
INVADER CUBE £5.95 0 
MIND GAMES 
COMPENDIUM £19.95 0 

I enclose cheque/PO for £ 
NAME ..................................... . 

ADDRESS ............... .. ...............OAS S SOFTWARE

lnte ligence in code. 




GEC 

selling 


Dragons 

NEW MICROS and peripher
als are on the way from Dra
gon Data fotlowrng the news 
that GEC McMichael has 
taken over its UK sales and 
marketing. 

Few details of the products 
are available, but plans in· 
elude joint sourcing on a range 
of peripherals, with some 
appearing this summer. 

The new micros, up range 
to the 64 and running OS9, 
should arrive earlier - with 
one or possibly two being in 
the shops by the end of this 
April. 

~ 
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" He 's riding to the rescue " 

Micro 

drives on 

the way 


MICRO DRIVES with a mega
byte of memory are on their 
way from Premier Microsy· 
stems. 

Single " bare" versions of 
the 3112 inch Sony drives are 
already available at just over 
£200. The dual packaged ver· 
sion , with a megabyte of mem
ory (unformatted), will sell for 
under £500 - including Pre
mier's disk operating system 
Delta. 

The diskettes themselves 
cost about £50 for 1 O but, as 
Premier's Mike Bedford points 
out, they are "virtually indes· 
tructible" . 

All Premier's disk software 
wm be available - covering 
business, utilities, games and 
educat ion. 

Micronet is set tor 

a spring launch 


THE LONG-AWAITED tale· 
software service for Dragon 
users is due to arrive soon 
from Micronet 800. 

BBC and Spectrum users 
already have access to Mic
ronet , which says that it is 
planning " to offer software for 
the Dragon 32/64 this spring" . 

Two modems will be avail· 
able - the 1000 at £69.95 

THE news from the Leisure 
Electronics Trader show, held 
recently at London's Heathrow 
Penta Hotel, was good for 
Dragon users. 

The show, first of its kind, 
was a trade only exhibition for 
the home computer industry. 
Over 100 exhibitors gathered 
together to display their best 
selling and up and coming 
products and software titles. 

Of interest to Dragon soft
ware buffs are new titles from 
Sa lamander , Shards and 
Sul is. 

Following on from its Janu
ary releases, Salamander has 
scheduled March as the date 
to launch The White Cliffs of 
Dover (price £7.95) as a se 
quel to Wings of War. Having 
parachuted into France and 
found a chateau somewhere 
deep in enemy occupied terri
tory, you now have 10 make 

! good your escape and reach 
the safety of "good old Bligh
ty". 

And if it's more sequels that 
you're after, Dan Diamond in 
Franklin in Wonde rl and 
(£9.95) is back . Fresh from the 
adventures of his original tril
ogy, he is ready to embark on 
the first of a whole new 
second trilogy. 

Also being released are 
Red Meanies, a 3D maze 
game in the Pacman tradition, 
and Eaglle, a non-violent 
machine code arcade game 
originally avai lable for the 
BBC micro. 

From the people at Shards 
comes a four part educational 
adventure, a sound utility and 
a real life simulation game for 
adults . 

Mystery of the Java Sea 
(£7.95) uses over 100K of 

and the more software con
trollable 2000 at £84.95. Addi
tional communications soft
ware wi ll bring the price up to 
nearer the £100 mark. Other 
modems can be used - write 
to Micronet for details. 

Other costs include a sub
scription charge of £13 a quar
ter (£8 for Micronet, £5 for 
Prestel); a connection charge 

All the run al the fair 


Beyond Software 's show·stealers at LET 

memory as you journey from 
Bristol to London and on to the 
Caribbean in search of a sunk· 
en treasure ship. With three 
levels of difficulty and three 
different scenarios. th is is bil· 
led by Shards as an ideal 
mystery adventure for the 
whole fami ly. 

Shaper (£9.95) is a sound 
util ity program. plus manual, 
which enables you to create a 
sound from scra ch or alter 
and bui:ld on existing sounds 
by changing one or more of 
the given variables. 

North Sea Oil (£5.75) is an 
adult financial game written by 
an offshore engineer. Acting 
as offshore installation mana
ger, you have to run the oil rig 
and generate a profit of $100 
million. 

Sulis Software also has 
three new releases out now 
for the Dragon 32, and is 
planning to re lease two large 
programs for the 64. 

The programs are all educa
tionally oriented. Besieged is a 
game to test your vocabulary 
and spelling. To move a knight 
over the castle bridge the user 
has to identify a word from its 
definition or clue and spell it 
correctly. For example; defini· 
tion - bring back to Me, jum· 

of Sp a minute in peak hours; 
and the cost of the telephone 
call. 

In return you get access to a 
range of free software, micro 
news, electronic mail facilities, 
Swapshop and Clubspot 
plus the chance to play the 
interactive game Starnet. 

With Micronet you also have 
access to the rest of Prestel. 

bled clue - ssscttraaeeiu plus 
distractors , word - resusci
tate. 

The castle is saved when 
the user succeeds in spelling 
a series of words correctly; 
and is conquered when three 
mistakes are made, allowing 
the infidels to mount the castle 
steps. 

Following on in this vein are 
Wordpower, a game to help 
you improve and expand on 
your use of English, and Just a 
Mot, which helps you par/Bz 
Franqais . Five hundred 
French words with their En
glish equivalents are given. All 
three programs cost £9.95 
each. 

On the negative side of 
things, Richard Shepherd has 
ino plans at the moment to 
convert further programs to 
the Drag1on . Transylvanian 
Tower has sold well according 
to Richard Shepherd, but not 
well enough to encourage 
further conversions. 

However, Quicksilva is look
ing into the possibility of con
verting some of its successful 
programs. And Griffin and 
George, the educational soft· 
ware people, are considering 
creating programs for the Dra
gon 64. 
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• Combined module costs £65 inclusive of VAT & postage 
• Modules also available separately. Speech module costs £39.95 inclusive. 

Sound Module costs £36. 96 inclusive. 
• Payment by cheque, postal order or ACCESS. 
• At £65 inclusive of VAT & Postage, the combined module represents a considerable saving on the separate Modules. 

P.C.W. Vol 2 No 47 • modules a re fully cased and plug into cartridge port 
... a great asset in education & in • sophisticated operating system included - complete control using new 

producing really 'user friendly' programs. BASIC commands - no need to 'PEEK' or 'POKE' - no additional 
the Say 'ff command deals with 

numbers & is very impressive cassettes necessary 

What Micro - February 1984 
... a well made cartridge 

• Speech and sound can occur simultaneously with graphics -
speech & sound TOGETHER from new combined module 

... comprehensive & eesily understood 
manual .· .;,:i ~ 

.. . a well desig . 6t j ~ 
& very ~~·? • ..)~ ~ 

• Unlimited speech vocabulary using allophones - over 200 words 
pre-defined fOr text to speech output. All numbel'$ spoken from 
direct entry 

powerful :' .• ~ ) ('~;-,4 
package .) __....,,....--,....ll 

r. 

• advanced SOWld features three channels, 'noise' generator and 
envelope generator - six octave range - incredible sound effects. 
Control over envelope generator direct from BASIC. 

• Comprehensive user manual includes many examples 
• Modules available separately if required. Speech module £39.95 

Sound module £36.95 

29, Southboume Road - Bournemouth - BH6 5.AE Tel: (0202) 423973 
Dealer & Export orders welcomed. Write/phone foc details 

... MST ... MST ... MST ... 
DRAGON DISKETIE AND CASSETTE BUSINESS SOFTWARE FOR DRAGON 32/64 


DISKEITE PROGRAMS FROM £24.95 INC. VAT- CASSETTE PROGRAMS £19.95 INC. VAT 

MST DATABASE 

Computerised caro 1nde• filing sys1em. Ch~ yoor own card headings - nine In all Add 

carOS and dolel11 cards. Son tllem. seareh tht1m. amend 1hem. print lhem, view them. Total 

fields. Fle•ibilily al the louch 01 a bunon. 


MST INVOICES & STATEMENTS 

Seemg is. beli.-ing. The powe< of this prog1sm is. IOO grea1 IO be desa«>ed in delall he<e. 11 

stores up to 50 cusiomer addresses. " pnnts SUl)erb lmr()ICe and S1alemont pages. A 

separa1e CREATOR program allows user "9tails to be added - and AMENDED. Variable 

VAT rate cBlculatKJns. Oiscoun1 calculalions. Carnage cos.is are aulomaucally incorporated 

re> produce an a<XU!ate AMOONT DUE. Al 1hls PLUS use<-Oellned oocer me~es. E11en 

poor q..allty ptinter paper produces superb invoices a!1ld smemcn1s . 


MST MAILER'ADCRESS BOOK 

This hlghly-acclamed dedlcaled database prinls seloc1ed ranges of address and 01her 

labels by SEAf'ICHKEV or RECORD RANGE. Select addresses by s1reel. by l awn. by 

region, Screoo and prin1e• ocitoons. Browse Records e~. A iltiPerb 1m1e program. 1.ooo 

rerords in all on fiv11 fi les. 


NSTCALC 

The MST-Cale Spreadsheet is designed 1e> replace pen. paper and basic calculator w1m a 

staMard Or119Dn !ape re<:order. Tl/ set and pnnler. Each program comes with a 20·P;!Qe 

booklet cl8s.crlbing MST·Cale and its operation. 

Th11 Spreadsheet enables work IO be earned ou1 on 21 rows and 20 oolumns. 

Numbers relaMg 10 headings can 1>e onen1a1ed honzomally or venlcally. They can t>e 

Md -d. muhiplied. subfraded, divided. formafled etc. across rows and down columns. 

Ten levels al brac1<e1 pa• s ~n be used to establish opera1or precedeo1ce In equalitOns. 

Rows. pen-rows, columns. pan-columns can be summe<I or averaged. Equations pla<:ed in 

one loc:aUon can be repeated (replicated) across rows rid down oolumns to save f\lpong·ln 

t.me. Rec~oon procedures allow pe>we<tul WHAT-IF? projec1iot1$ 10 ~ carried ov; at 

the 1cuch ol a bunori. 6us1ness cata so ob1illlll!d can be stored on rape or d _ 

MST ST,OCK CONTROL 

CornrN!eRse<:I stock Contl'OI, Alpha numeric relerenc"5. Stoel< description , uscr·d&fined 

stOCk unirs. oos1 sell pric11s. re·Ofder levels. suppliec details. 

1 .000 stock items on ive fite.s on a stngle·side<I disk. Produces slOck ev ebon CNer 
USE!f-selecled range o1 slack. stock lists. re·Order repor1s, saeenl pnnter op1oons. 

0 

MST BUSINESS ACCOUNTS 
Anoth r gem o a p rogram Whal won't it do? is a mc>re suitable q..eS11on lhM what w;ll it do. 
A unique search lacilily enables all data E!f111y problems with a 32·charac1Bf screen to be 
ovecrome. TtensectKJn l.J$t. Deblor 'creartor Lisls. Search.Amend seleele<I customer 
records. Bank S<.immary, V·ear-to-Oale. Man al Bring Forward Ollt.ons make this a sup rb 
program. Credil!Cash sales and purchases are all nearly lin lid with Bank Account option 10 
allow an l4J·IO·date sta1ement ol your inanc1al s1a1us. 

MST HOME ACCOUNTS 
A lovely program. Keep lrad< of your housellold budget. Mlenu options include Estimated 
and Aclual budgets. up-to- he-m1nu e bank statements. current balance etc. Graphical 
rep<esentahons al pas1 and presen1 mon1hs. printouts ol wrplus and dehcrt. and much 
more . 

. . . DOWN TO EARTH DISK SOFTWARE FOR SMALL BUSINESSES . READY NOW ... 

USE STANDARD DRAGONS . WITH CUMANA OR DRAGON DRIVES NO MODS NEEDED 

IMST STOCK [PRI STANOAAD t 59.95 INC. VAT 
All stoc>e details aro Mid on one-sided floppy diskene 10 produce screen displays and 
prln ed reports on stock status, s1cxk moYemeni. slack shrinkage. dead SIOCk, Slack sales. 
stock purchase, rEH>rde1 costs. and mu<:h more. Recoros may be referenced by numbef or 
pan·d"5criplion. end analysis code gnres aCldibOnal fle•iblli1y. 1.000 ~ock items per dis!<. 

MST· EXEC (PR) STANDARD tS9.95 INC. VAT 
Super tnYolcesistatements formatter with 11tegra1 Mallet A workl1g package. Use il to 
generate selective Mat!Shols. customer analysis. save 1yping time IOr imr0tee• and 
~atemenls. Spool documents lo disk, and despool to primer. :20o addresses can t>e saved. 

TICI THE APPROPRIATE ao·x. PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND POSTAGE. PR Senss 
TAPH £1 9 .9~ llC. Hell D Slock Cool rol - STAMDARD £59.!l!i Inc. 
CO DISJ.S £Z4 .15 i~c. nc• ::J l 11itl111 Accou1ts D MST-EXEC- STANDARD £5ll .95 ioc. 

::l llolll!I :J MST-CALC 

'.J lftV1 iCWSl11imeillS !J Home Aalo41111S 
'.J Slod: CGlll!ol :J Dtl•b11e •
C• 1<1•n olc. 1ho1lcl IHI made p1y1•le to MST CONSULTM TS 

1111111: .... .... ... ......... ...... .. .... ... .... ...... ..... .. .... ... ....... ........ ................... ... .. ....... .. ...... ... ....... ........ ... .............. ... ..... ..... ..... . 

AC1111111s:: .......... ............ .... ... ........ ... ... ... ... .... .... ...... ............... ... ....... ....... ........ ... ... .. ....... ..... ..... ..... .... .... .... ..... .............. ...................... . 

C:a,..11,.,.ller: ..... ......... ... ... .......... .... .... ... .... ..................... ... .... . , ..... ... . Sianature: .. ..... ... ..... ... .. ....... ................. ...... ...... .... .... ...... ............. 
JllST Co11St1111n11. Nl!WllJ• Aold. 8oV1y Tracey, Devon TQl3 988. T1lep~on1 t0fl28) 8:12117 

[MSf] 

CONSULTANTS 

Cost eHective 
business software 
tor home computers 

• 
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V~@lJ~U)J~~ 
Micro Computer Software & Accessories 

Introducing a NEW program for the Trojan Light Pen. 
This new ADVANCED program includes the following 
graphics facilities: 

* Draw Box* Draw Circle* Draw Line* Draw Picture* Colour Fill Designated Areas
* Save and load pictures to and from tape 
All in Hi-Res Screen in any of four colours. 

The following functions are for use on the Text Screen: 


* Data entry and processing
* Menu selection and control* Games playing - the fascinating game of NIM 

included on cassette 
This is a first-class program which grves hints and tips on 
how to write programs for the pen. Ideal for many 
educational uses. 
A TOP QUALITY PEN PLUS A FIRST-CLASS PROG· 
~AM FOR ONLY£11.SO including VAT. 

THE BEST PEN PACKAGE AVAILABLE 

Dealer enquiries welcome. 

Send cheque or PO to: 

Dept. O.U.10 


Two first class programs on cassette and 
packed in a dual audio case 

Game 1 is SPACE TREK 

An absorbing space wars game which is 
played in real time. 4 levels of skill , use the 
keyboard or joystick. On board computer 
and long range scanning help to guide you 
and your star ship through the galaxy. 

Game 2 is REVERS! 

The classic Othello type game. 4 levels of 
difficulty. Colour and sound. 

This otter for only £8.50 fully inclusive. 

Trojan Products, 166 Derlwyn 

Dunvant, Swansea 


SA2 7PF. Tel: (0792) 205491 


TASK-SHIP 
A new eicperiance in saamble 


type games for the Dragon32K. 
 IFi:ledesign yc>ur own caverns. 

plaQG more rocKets. radar and 

f ire-balls , if our9 are too BaSY 	 PROGRAM FACTORY LTD 

. .. are pleased to announce that they have acquired 
all rights to market Programmer's Guild software for 
the Dragon computer, to complement their existing range. Programmer"s 
Guild is an American-based company producing quality machine-oode 
programs. We have a wide range of software, including titles for the Orie· 
1, Colour Genie, VIC 20, Spectrum. Dragon and T1 ·9914A. and they all 
come in attractive dustproof video cases. Call in at your local software 
dealer to view the games or contact us at the address below for 24-hour 
delivery. Send stamped, addressed envelope for ·catalogue. 

TRADE ENQUIRIES TO YOUR USUAL 
DISTRIBUTOR 

Name (BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE)p.o. 

Address 

O NlnJa Warrior CS .95 
£8.95 0 Pa(:drods C8.95NINJA WARRIOR 

£ .Original Arcade game. Move Tow enc!OSl!d
from lowly white beh to the 

Supreme warrior - Ninja 


;... Grandmaster 	 I I I I i l I I I I I I I I I I I Signature 
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' .. 
OPERATION 

GREMLIN ••• 

A very different game that 

combines the Intrigue of 

adventure with the real time, 

tnachlne code speed of arcocl• 

tletlon. The player must 

control not on•, but EIGHT 

dlffetent troopers, each with 


...,... their own charader statu1, In 
·,,~._., the search for the weapon• 

.;. that wlll destroy THE GREMLINS. 

:~'DRAGON 
. TREK 

Orogon Trek Is a n•w 

mplementatlon of a 


-cla11lc gam•, taking 

full advantag• of the 

D agon1 hl·re1 

graphic• and 10und 

capabilities. Your 

1tar1hlp'1 lmpre11lv• 

armam•nt 11 

comprised of high 

energy Photon 

Torpedo.. and 

PhaMrs. Both long 

and short rang• 

1cann•r1 (In full 

19raphlcs) enable you 

to track the Kllngons 

and your onboard 

computer will give 

you extra tadlcal 

facllfties. As 

commander you will 

hav• to UM strategy 

and cunning to outwit 

th• enemy. 


THE RING 

OF DARKNESS 

BRITAIN'S No. 1 .;,_::::::~;::~~5'1i 
ADVENTURE GAME 
FOR THE DRAGON 32 
IS NOW AVAILABLE FOR 
THE AIK SPECTRUM AND ORIC 

THE RING OF DARKNESS 11 a compl... 

role playing odventure In hl·r" 

graphics, featuring a d.talled land 

fllled wfth towns, 30 dungeons, forests 

and seas, and populated by king•, 

princesses, evll rang•n and other 

strange creatures. All versions are 

Identical with r"p«t ta the 

odv•ntur•. Th• Orie venlon Is 

recorded In fast mod• only. Many 

hours of mystery and suspenM 

await you In your quest to find 

The Ring Of Darkne11. 


ORDER WITH CONFIDENCE: 

All tfttes In stock are 

dispatched by return of post. 


SEND SAE FOR OUR FREE 

CATALOGUE. 


S.leded titles are also 

avallaMe from good software 

outtet1 and from Boots. 


Complete this order fonn and post it to: WINTERSOFT. 
Dept. DU • 30 Uplands Parle. Rd•• Enfs.ld. Mlcldx .. EN2 m . 

D1AGOti1 n 
The Ring Of Dark,....... .... . . • . .... . • . _ . •. . • . _. • . • . . . • • . . ct.9$ 
Dragon Trek ......... . .... . . . . . .. . ... . .... _.. . • . .. . .. . U.9$ 
Po!pper'• Gome Pod . . . .. ·. . ........ . . .... . .. . . . .. . . .... U .'5 
ArliSl 's Des>gner . ...• . • .•.. . . • .••... • .• • . • ..• , •• . _. • _. . 14>'5 

omc;.1. 
The Ring Of 0..kness . . .... . . . . . . .. . __ . _ ... __ .. _ . . _ . __ . t't.ff 
Clperallon Gremlin .. . . . . . . .. . . _ . __ . _ . • ___ . __ •. _.. . • _ . U .ff 

Sl'ECT1IUM The Ring Of Dotkneu . . . . • . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . tt.915 

I enolo~my cheque/ PO lor £ . . . . .. ... .. . .... .. . _ .. • __ .. .... . . __. . 


AOORESS .... . . .. . .. ...... . ......... . . . . . .. . .. . .. . . . .. _• 


WINTERSOFT, 30, Uplands Park Road, 
Enfield, Middlesex EN2 7PT. 

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME 01-367 5720 



a kit for £40 including manualear on and plugs into the Dragon's 
cartridge port. 

The interface includes a 
6821 peripheral interface 
adaptor chip, analogue to 
digital convertor, digital to 

board ro 
analogue convertor, and 10
bar LED display. 

Applications include data 

learn about 
acquisition and process con
trol, although the board has 

IF YOU want to learn more been designed to be " as ver
about microprocessor control sati le as possible" . Applica
and logic design, or are look tions notes and ideas for de
ing for a process control in velopment are also included. 
strument, Electroanalytical ElectroanalY1ical Technolo
Technology may have th e gy can be contacted at 8 
answer. Access Road, West Derby, 

Its interface board comes as Liverpool L 12 4YN. 

Interfacing 

Users' club moves 

along south coast 


THE DRAGON Users' Club in Any queries on outstanding 
Wareham has outgrown its orders should be addressed to 
former home at Games and the company at 9 Norwich 
Computers and moved along Road, Bournemouth, Dorset 
the coast to Bournemouth. - or telephone (0202) 25418 

The club is now being run from the beginning of April. 
by Computerhouse UK. Alan Alan also promises that re
Monaghan. who is moving funds will be offered to users 
with the club, explained that who are not satisfied with the 
the way " things grew" and the service. 
time it takes a new company He added that the cassette
" to pick up the reigns" had led based magazine Dragonwings 
to some administrative prob had hit some problems, partly 
lems. with mixing audio, machine 

Computerhouse UK prom code and Basic programs. But 
ises to meet any unfulfilled Computerhouse UK was "now 
orders as soon as possible. on the verge of getting it right". 

Going on the air 

with the Dragon 


DRAGON-COMPATIBLE Once the Dragon version is 
broadcasts are on their way added users will be able to run 
from the Radio 4 Chip Shop both Takeaway broadcasts 
programme - and amateur and any other programs re· 
radio fans already have their corded in Basicode 2 on other 
own network to tune into. machines. 

Chip Shop producer Trevor The place on the dial to find 
Taylor explained that the Dra Chip Shop is 200 kilohertz 
gon translater was " within long wave. It also goes out on 
days of being .ready". How VHF and the medium wave 
ever, listeners should wait un frequencies vary from area to 
til the service is announced on area so check in the Radio 
the air before sending off any Times. 
money. 

Amateur radio fans should Chip Shop started regular 
turn to 144525 megahertz to broadcasting in the middle of 
join Dragnet on Sunday mornJanuary. Its initial run ended 
ings. The first Dragnet tookon the 1 7th March but summer 
place on the 1st January from specials are planned and 
11 .30 to 12.00. The net now "normal service" will be re
starts at 11 .oo but organiser R sumed on the 15th Septem
A Davis says that "even anber. 
hour is hardly enough".The Chip Shop programme 

Apart from participants in itself went out on Saturdays at 
the net there is a wide range of 5 pm. Its Takeaway Service of 
listeners. Stations join in from sottw.are was broadcast on 

four nights a week at 23 mi Leicester , Loughborough, 
Nottingham, Hucknell and Bolnutes past midnight - just 
sover. And most can be heardafter the shipping service. 
over a radius of 50 miles. The Takeaway service is 

broadcast in Basicode 2. A Some participants are look
cassette with programs con ing at new ways to allow Dra
verting this to machines such gon to Dragon link-ups on the 
as the BBC B and the Com air and the organiser promises 
modore 64 is already available " no doubt we shall soon be 
- at £3.95 including a hand enjoying the fruits of their 
book. labours". 

Flex promises portability 

FLEX has arrived for the Dra
gon 64 - in a version which 
promises portability between 
rival disk systems as well as 
rival machines. 

London-based software 
house Compusense has 
licensed Flex from the US firm 
TSC. Compusense itself is 
selling Flex for Dragon Data 
type disks and has authorised 
other firms to sell versions for 
other systems. 

Premier Microsystems is 
selling a version for its disk 
operating system while Cam
bridge Microprocessor Sys
tems will be selling a version 
for the BBC B. 

Ted Opyrchal at Com
pusense points out that this 
means there wil l be " portabil
ity in applications software 
across machines and across 
systems". 

The range of software avail-

Compusense ·s Stan and Ted Opyrcflal - delivering Flex 

able for Flex is one of the 
things that impresses Ted the 
most. " You name it, and Flex 
has got it," he explains. 

Flex, at £75, is now set to 
fight it out with the other main 
system for 6809-based 

machines, 059. 
Dragon Data itse lf is 

marketing 059 (reviewed in 
this issue) which is a multi
user, multi-tasking system. 
Flex. on the other hand, is 
aimed more at single users 

running a single machine. As 
such, Ted argues. " it's by far 
the easiest to run". 

Help for Basic programmers 
has also arrived from Com
pusense in the shape of three 
new pieces of software -
Dynafast , Dynamiser and 
Dynaxref. 

Dynafast is a Basic compiler 
said to make programs up to 
10 times faster. It does this 
partly by exploiting the internal 
16 bit capabilities of the 6809 
chip. 

Dynamiser combines lines 
and strips redundant items 
such as REM statements from 
programs. 

Dynamiser is available on 
cassette, as is the cross
reference utili ty Dynaxref. 
Both are included with Dyna
fast itself which is available on 
cartridge or disk (Dragon Data 
version). 
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DYNA FAST 
SPEED UP! 

Compiles any working BASIC program into 

superfast machine code. Write & test 

programs as usual then compile with 

OYNAFAST to achieve maximum time 

saving dunng operatron. 

DYNAFAST - BASIC COMPILER 

DISK £19.95. CART £29.95 

SPECIAL INTRO. OFFER INCLUDES 

OYNAMISER & DYNAXREF ~ 


DYNAMISER 
MAKEROOMI 
DYNAMISER OPTIMISES YOUR BASIC 
PROGRAM BY ... 
1) removing redundan space and 

~ 

characters 
2) deleting unnecessary REMS 
3) combining several lines into one line 
Save space. protect your program and 
speed 1t up 1 

DYNAMISER - BASIC COMPILER £5.99 
Inc. TAPE OR DISK ~ 

DYNAXREF ~~ 

ANALYSE! 
DYNAXREF analyses a basic program and 
displays all references to variables & labels 
w1th1n the program. Now that you can tell 
where your program 1s updating variables 
it's easrer to correct errors! 
DYNAXREF- BASIC CROSS REFERENCE 

DYNAnx ~~ 

- full screen drsplay & edit of sectors by file 

name or sector number 

- full screen display & edit of memory 

- printer dump 

- strr ng search routrne 

- copy disk to tape, tape to disk 

- disassemble from disk 

- hst BASIC programs 

- menu dnven 

DYNAFIX - DISK FIXER £24.95 

DASM/ DEMON available on disk £19.95 

HIRES/ EDIT+ available on disk £24.00 

- upgrades available from cartridge 

Please write for details 


GRAPH 
DRAWER 
For HI-RES or EDIT •draws bar charts 
direct to screen and printer. Print module 
for Epson MX or FX printer included. 
Introductory offer of £14.95 if purchased 
with Hl·RES or EDIT £19.95 

EDIT+ 
* EDIT+ is a Full Screen Editor and 

Programmer's Tool Kit. It's an excellent 
aid for writing programs in BASIC and is 
easy to use for the novice as well as the 
experienced programmer.EDIT+ includes 
all the faci lities of HI-RES. Up to 23 lines 
of your program are displayed on the 
screen and can be changed by 
overtyp:ng, inserting, or deleting 
characters. Functions include: Find String, 
Change String, Copy Text. Goto Specified 
Line, Scroll Up Down, Append From Tape 
and Enter Basic Command. No Dragon 15 
complete without an EDIT+. £ 34.50 

HI-RES 
Plug the Hl·RES cartridge into your 
DRAGON and you will immediately see 
the improvement The screen displays 24 
rows of 51 characters with proper lower 
case and BASIC works as normal bu 
with extra features: Selectable character 
sets (English. French. German, Danish. 
Swedish, Italian, Spanish). SPRITE 
Graphics. Redefinable Characters. 
Improved keyboard action with 
autorepeat allows faster typing. Graphics 
and text can be mixed on the screen . 
Suitable for educational and business 
use. £25.30 

SOURCE 
TAPES 
The tollowing programmes contain both 
source and obiect code. They can be used 
1n coniunction with 'DASM' or on their own 
as rnd1v1dual programs. tt's a great way 
to burld up your software library. Each tape 
represents excellent value at only £5.99 
each. 
l. DISASSEMBLER 
2. GAME OF LIFE 

3. HI-RES SCREEN DUMP FOREPSON 

4. Hl·RES SCREEN DUMP FOR SEIKOSHA 

EXTRAS 

DASH 
DASM is a versatile assembler, designed 
especially for ease of use on the DRAGON 
and allows you to assemble machine code 
while st ill retaining the full use of BASIC. 
Supports all 6809 instructions and modes. 
Allows any length for labels (the f1rst 5 and 
the last characters are used). Full support 
for output to printer. Recommended for the 
beginner. £18.95 

DEMON 
A powerful mach ine code monitor which 
allows you to delve into the internals of 
your DRAGON as well as helping you to 
de'bug your machine oode programs (and 
BASIC programs using PEEK and POKE). 
Includes: Examine/ Change memory. 
Examine/ Change registers. Prrnt Screen, 
Set Breakpoints. Test Memory. An essential 
tool fo r all machine code users. £18.95 

* It has all the features of both DASM and 
DEMON rn one package. DEMON 1s the 
natural-partner to DASM. complementing 
each othe perfectly. Write. test and use 
your programmes without the bother of 
reloadrng. It rs extensively featured rn the 
new book by Ian Sinclair on Dragon 
Machine Code. lt 1s the ideal combination 
for the machrne code user. £30.45 

BUSINESS 

The following MST programs are now 

available for use on cassette with the 

Hl·RES 51 by 24 Screen: 

Database, Business Accounts, Stock 

Control, Invoices/ Statements. Mailer/ 

Address Book. 

Also available: Home Accounts. MST 

Cale. £19.95 

BOOKS 
DUST COVER inc p&p £2.99 Books and Extras 
PRINTER LEAD inc p&p £14.99 Introducing Dragon Machine Code by 

Ian Sinclair £7.95 
MONITOR/ SOUND LEAD inc p&p £3.99 Advanced Sound and Graphics £5.95 
Super inexpensive 14 inch Colour The Working Dragon 32 £5.95 
Monitor wrth integral sound ideal for Programming the 6809 Zaks £12.50 
DRAGON and most 6809 Assembly Language Prog. £l 2.50 
other applications only .£225.00 Leventhal 
DRAGON DISC DRIVE Postage on books: 50p per book except 
complete inc p&p £269.00 Zaks/Leventhal £1 maximum £1.50 

FOR FAST MAIL ORDER SERVICE ()
CONTACT COMPUSENSE "°!~u,.,~~~ COMPUSENSE LIMITED 

• 

\>..~" Box 169, 2860 Green Lanes, Pafmers Green, 


~t '1. London Nl3 5XA*AVAILABLE AT LARGER o(.\S1~ yt\\ Tel: 01-882 068116936 24hr 
BRANCHES OF BOOTS "' Telex: 8813271 GECOMS G 
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Features include 

• 255 MAXIMUM NO. OF ROWS 
• 255 MAXIMUM NO. OF COLUMNS 
* 	VERY EASY TO USE 
* 	INDIVIDUAL CELL FORMULAE 
• 	COPY BLOCKS OF CELLS 
* 	COMPATIBLE WITH ALL PRINTERS 
* 	EASY 132 COLUMN PAGE WIDTH 
* 	GRAPH FORMAT FOR BAR CHARTS 
* 	COMPREHENSIVE MANUAL INCLUDED 
* 	INTERNATIONALUSERGROUP 
* 	SORT ROUTINE IN ASCENDING OR 

DESCENDING ORDER 

• Single character commands 
• Help display 
• Enter text or formulae to 255 cl'laracters long 
• Repeal text entries 
• Available mernoiy always displayed 
• Rapid entry modes for text and data 
• Selectable automatic CLtSOr movement 
• Insert,Delete, Move llt'ltire rows Of colllllns 
• 	Replicate one cell to fiMaraw or column with selectable 

adjustment 
• All machine language for brtstering speed 
• >24K data storage space available in 32K systems. 
• Basic style formulae 
• Aritflmetic operators; - , - , x, /, •~ ), = 

·Relational operatOJs: " , >. <. <=, >= ,<> 

• Logical operatOJs: AND,OR, NOT 
' Conditional form.dae; IF.. . THEN ... ELSE 
' Trig. flJ'ictions; SIN,COS,TAN,ATN 
' Log. Functions; LOG,EXP,SOR 
' Misc.functions; INT,FX,ABS.SGN 
• Range functions; SUM,AVERAGE, COUNT, MIN, MAX, LOOKUP 
' Nine d91 precision 
• User definable constant table 
• User definable P'iriter set-up commands 
• Individual oolumri width settings (1 to 255) 
• Adjustable raw height to insert blarlk fines without wasting 

memory 
• Hide columns or rows 
• Alternate print font selectable cell by cell 
• Display/Print formats set by cell,row or column 
• £-format. comma grouping,preflX or postfix signs 
• Scientific notation,fixed point and integer formats 
• Left Of Right cen conterits justification 
' Full page formatting 
• All formats stOJed with worksheet on discllape 
• SaveJload disc/tape files in compact memory form 
• Scan disc directories 
• ()Jtput ASCII file fOf word processor input compatability 
• Memory resident code . .. no repeated disc calls 

MICROCARE 
1 OAKWOOD ROAD . 
· RODE HEATH . 
STOKE-ON -TRENT 

'8" (09363) 5695 

NOW ... The worksheet calculator program 
you've been waiting for is waiting to work for 
you. ELITE*CALC is a powerful, full featured 
spreadsheet for the Dragon 32164 and Tandy 
Color Computer. Answer 'what if . .. ' 
questions, prepare reports and cash flow 
projections, maintain records and perform 
other tasks which, until now, required 
sophisticated business computers. ELITE* 
CALC is a serious tool for those who want to 
do more than play games on their micro. 
A vailible from stock on cartridge for the 
Dragon 32 or 64 or Tandy Color 
Computer . . . please specify. Shortly 
available on disc for the Dragon Data or 
Cumana/Premier or Radio Shack systems. 
Also available in the $-format instead of the 
£-format if requested. 

THE BEST 

FOR ONLY 
 £45 

Elite*Calc has had excellent reviews in the American press and an 
enthusiastic reception at the recent International Rainbowfest. 

"Elite*Ca/c is a great spreadsheet program" 
Stuart Hawkinson, Rainbow 

"Truly one of the best programs I have seen" 
John Steiner, Micro 

"Very powerful program . . . essential to every serious user" 
Mike Jarvis, M & J Software 

ENQUIRIES iNVITED FROM RETAILERS AND 

DISTRIBUTORS (HOME AND OVERSEAS) 


DRAGON 32/64 

TANDY COLOR COMPUTER 
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AS I BEGAN to look through this month's level and plugging in the right-hand joy Escape and many others) has been at 

collection I thought I was in for a trip stick, the display shows the control screen, work again. In Danger Ranger you control 

through the New Arcadia. Unfortunately, which is surrounded by various instru a small figure who has to collect 1 O keys 

as I discovered after an evening's explora ments. There are seven modes of opera from the ends of five floors of a building 

tion, the new games that appear in tion that determine how you can control (Pasha's Chamber). Using the joystick, 

arcades haven't yet reached the Dragon, the planes, and the object is to land safely you have to avoid such problems as 

and many of the programs are rehashed any that fly across the screen as well as Floating Urns, Radioactive Bats and Rov

vers•ions of ones that have been on the launching those waiting to take off. ing Eyes. You can fire a laser gun to 

market for a long time. I realised I should The joystick allows you to move a tiny destroy these menaces, or you can jump 

have kept my mouth shut about "yet square around the screen and pressing and duck the missiles they· hurl. Once 

another Invaders tape", as that's just what the fire button allows you to lock onto the through this screen, you are faced with the 

I found hiding at the bottom of the Jiffy bag. plane you wish to control. Using the Acid Chamber. Th is consists of rows of 

(I think it was planted secretly by the editor joystick to move the cursor up and down, a stepping stones and the occasional chest 

to test my sanity!) little menu display allows you to alter the of treasure. Unfortunately, large drops of 


Last month must have been the first compass heading, the airspeed and the acid fall on your head and rise from the 
since Dragon User started that I didn't altitude. Although it took some time to get floor, and there are always the demons . .. 
have any new Microdeal programs to used to the controls. the 12-page instruc
review. As I was finishing the last para tion manual explains most of the things Better than Bonka? 
graph, an enormous parcel of its latest that are likely to happen. The only irritating Although I don't feel it's his best. seem
releases arrived from Cornwall, and these thing about it was the statement that you ing · like a more hectic version of Bonka, 
are included in this month's review. As could watch the display until you were this game is hard to beat at the upper 
usual, there are good ideas along with ready, and then press reset to start the levels, and does show some originality. 
some more lightweight offerings, and one game. Don't do this, as you lose the Devll Assault is yet another game from 
or two that are a little suspect. program immediately! Ken Kalish. It doesn't have too promising a 

I found it was fairly easy to control start. but soon livens up. A horde of angry Brain teaser planes waiting to take off, but the higher vampire bats appears, rather similar to the 
After the success of Space Shuttle, levels of difficulty have you controlling a beginning of the arcade game Phoenix. 

Microdeal has acquired a Tom Mix pro dozen or so planes all waiting to land. After these, however, some rather jolly 
gram called Air Traffic Control. The Although I prefer flight simulators, this looking robots descend on you. If you can 
display is similar to the radar sets in control program is quite good at taxing the brain. destroy these, you have to deal with some 
towers, and shows two runways that cross I'm not sure how accurate a simulation it is, animated dustbins, each of which is called 
each other. SmaU planes queue up to take but the near misses are probably close a "sproing" (I always thought that was 
off, and others fly across the screen. enough to put you off flying to Spain for what came between winter and summer in 
These are not ai rl iners, but Remotely your holiday next year. Australia). These sproings are nastier than 
Piloted Vehicles (RPVs). that can be con That industrious American programmer, the vampire bats and the robots , as they 
trolled by you. After selecting a difficulty Ken Kalish (author of Phantom Slayer, bounce up from the screen 's bottom to..,. 
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.... splat you out of existence. Again, I felt 
there was something lacking , and it was 
too much like several other games. In spite 
of this , it's well written and fast, so if you 
don't have a similar tape, this one could 
find a place in your collection. 

To b1oldly go . . . 
In the dim and distant past, about eight 

years ago, a friend of mine who worked for 
a company whose exact name escapes 
me (something like IMB, I seem to remem
ber), showed me an intriguing executive 
game involving the movements of a certain 
Starship Enterprise. It knocked the spots 
off video ping-pong, provided your area 
boss didn't notice you playing it, but I'm 
sure it's long since vanished to that happy 
place in the skies where all old computer 
games finally go. When you pick up Space 
Fighter you could imagine that it's another 
arcade action special from Microdeal. If 
you look at the small print on the back of 
the bulky packaging, you will see that the 
object of the exercise is to destroy " the 
aggressive fleet of Krugon Space Cruisers 
which have overrun the Universe". When 
you discover further that you are the 
captain of the starship " Endeavour" . and 
can control warp factor , " photon guided 
missiles" and " phasers", you begin to 
realise that this is a thinly disguised ver· 
sion of Startrek come back to haunt us. 
Only the names have been changed to 
protect the innocent (or the guilty). 

It's more of a medium speed game 
rather than the " high speed" arcade action 
that the packaging describes and the 
Klingons, oops, Krugons, seem rather 
easy to destroy; although when you realise 
there are in excess of 200 of them. you will 
understand that your task is not so easy. 
Ship movement is accomplished by using 
the right joystick, although the keyboard is 
necessary to alter your shields and fire 
phasers, and this increases the difficulty of 
the game, as does a docking manoeuvre 
that has been introduced. Hardly original, 
but those of you who must boldly go will 
find this an entertaining version of an old 
'favourite. 

I wish I could say the same of the next 
game. Space Raiders should be renamed 
" Editor's R.evenge" . If you haven't yet 
bought Invaders for your Dragon, you 
could buy this version. as it's as good or 
bad as any other. All alien life is there, 
descending about your ears in the time
honoured fashion, and like most Microdeal 
games, this is available with black, buff or 
green backgrounds. No more, please, I 
promise I'll get next month's review in on 
time ... 'nuff said! 

Imagine is well known for its Spectrum 
software, and last summer I can recall 
playing its game Jumping Jack. Six 
months later in the game of Legglt, the 
small hero returns to try his hand, or 
maybe his head, on the Dragon. If you 
haven't seen this game before, you 'll soon 
find that although based on a simple idea, 
it gets to be quite addictive . 

For some reason , Jumping Jack has 
been renamed Leaping Lenny, although 
the game in all other respects looks like 
the Spectrum version. The tiny head-

banger appears at the bottom of the 
screen with eight levels above him and has 
to progress to the top by leaping through 
gaps which move along the different levels 
in both directions. Should he fall through a 
gap, he will become unconscious for a few 
seconds and cannot be moved. The same 
thing happens if you make him jump when 
there isn't a gap over his head. Because of 
his habit of hitting everything in sight with 
his head, a better name would have been 
Yumping Yossa, especially as Imagine 
Software comes from Liverpool. If you are 
nimble-fingered enough, you may reach 
the top and be faced with another screen
ful of moving gaps. The problem now is 
that other creatures are out to spoil Len
ny's fun . Increasing in number from one to 
20, planes, shotgun-toting hunters and 
other irritants hurl themselves against your 
friend. A pleasant change from alien chas
ing, if you can cope with the high frustra
tion level. 

Air Traffic 	 Microdeal 
Control 41 Truro Rd 

Danger Ranger St Austell 
Devil Assault Cornwall 
Space Fighter 
Space Raiders 
Eight Ball · 
Pinball 
Gtaxxons 
Dragon Hawk 
Skramble 
£8.00each 

Legg It 	 Imagine Software 
£5.50 	 5 Sir Thomas St 

Liverpool 
Merseyside 

Ashy Buslneaa 	Salamander Software 
£9.95 	 17 Norfolk St 

Brighton 
Sussex 

Photo Finish Peaksoft 
£7.95 Freepost 
Ossie Burton-on-Trent 
£6.95 DE15 9BR 

Kriegspiel 	 Beyond 
£6.95 	 Competition House 

Farndon Rd 
Market Harborough 
Leicestershire 

Transylvanlan Richard Shepherd 
Tower Elm House 

£5.50 	 23-25 Elmshott Lane 
Cippenham 
Sloug,, 
Berks 

Puzzler 	 Shards Software 
£6.95 	 189 Eton Rd 

llford 
Essex 

With the increase in popularity of pub 
games, it's hardly surprising that computer 
versions should appear regularl·y. What is 
surprising is that they should sell quite so 
well. After all , the skills involved in a game 
of darts are difficult to simulate on a 
computer keyboard. Microdeal has just 
released a version of pool, called Eight 

Ball. Although it states on the packaging 
that it's in full colour, the clearest screens 
are seen if you choose a black back
ground. Luckily, the stripes and spots are 
easy to see, so you don't really need the 
colours that would be essential in, say, 
snooker. 

Setting the balls in the triangle is 
achieved from the keyboard, but subse
quent control involves the joystick. This 
can position the cue, select spin and 
power of the shot and move the cue onto 
the ball. The object, as in the full-size 
game, is to sink all your balls and the eight 
ball before your opponent can. You con
tinue your turn until you fail to sink a ball of 
your own colour, or sink the eight ball too 
early. Computer simulations are superb 
when they allow you to partake in the 
impossibl'e or even the mildly dangerous, 
but that surely doesn't include pool. In 
spite of the clear displays and ease of 
playing, I feel most people would prefer the 
real thing. You also need two people to 
play the game properly - if you could 
have played against the computer the 
program would have had more point. 

If you go into almost any pub in the land, 
from the flashiest West End bar to the 
tiniest country pub , the bleep-bleep and 
dur-dur-dur-dur of the video machines in 
the background remind you that we tive in 
an electronic world. Up until the pings and 
pangs invaded us, the only electrical 
sounds were those of metallic pinballs 
clunking their way round the tables. Pin
ball from Microdeal is an attempt to 
recreate those long-gone days. I suppose 
my criticisms of Eight Ball could equally 
well be applied to Pinball . Certainly, the 
displays are clear, different skill levels are 
available, sounds are accurate, and the 
"ball" moves in a very realistic manner. 
There is little in the way of skill involved in 
playing the game, however, as the only 
control is the fire button on the joystick. 
This controls the speed of the firing bar as 
well as the flippers. There isn't any of the 
subtlety of a real pin-table, gently nudging 
it as you play, and there is no dreaded 
TILT sign telling you that you've gone too 
far. It's just rather boring watching the ball 
bounce around the screen and it is difficult 
not to score highly. 

Daring Dan 
Hot on the footsteps of Lost in Space, 

comes the final part of Salamander's Dan 
Diamond Trilogy. Fishy Business. For 
those of you who missed parts one and 
two, this text-only adventure game con
cerns the exploits of one Dan Diamond. He 
is a Los Angeles detective in the 1930s, 
based rather loosely on Dashiell Ham
mett's Sam Spade and Raymond Chand· 
ler's Philip Marlowe. In the first episode, 
Franklin 's Tomb, Dan Diamond gets a 
message for help, and ends up exploring a 
mysterious crypt under a house. After 
spending some time wandering through 
the basement, Dan gets desperate and 
shoots off into Space, where he is Lost for 
the second game. Fishy Business uses the 
same screen format, a description of the 
present location, a current inventory..,. 
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ANOTHER GREAT 
DRAGON PROGRAM 
FROM HEWSONS 

DRAGONflYll 

H i-Res tl1gh1 s1m1.11a11011. 

T"\'O unwavs. 11ap. soeoel. 

oa.n< anel at 111u con l rol 

Heac1 1rq be<>nng . 

ins rumen 1ana1ng sys tem etc 

Joys tick o r keyboard con rol . 


£6.95 

Available 
from all leading 
software stockists.. 

Mail order 10 HEWSON CONSULTANTS 
60A ST MARY'S STREET 
WALLINGFORD OXON OX 10 OEL 
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~and an input area where you can enter 
the chosen direction. 

Perhaps I was thinking more laterally 
when I played this game, but I seemed to 
get started a little quicker, and the humour 
seemed better than in Lost in Space. To go 
into too much detail would spoi l the fun (?) 
of this game, but be prepared for under
water grapplings with Princess Anemone 
and a location called A Whole Mess of 
Trouble. If you can cope with red herrings 
and blue kippers, you will enjoy this game 
(written, I believe, entirely on location in 
Brighton Aquarium). 

Now back to two more arcade specials 
from Microdeal. Glaxxons is very similar 
to the start of Devil Assault, in that there's 
a horde of angry creatures that whirl about 
at the top of the screen. They break away 
and swoop down on you, firing missiles as 
they come. You start with a protective 
shield that disappears rapidly under the 
onslaught; the amount remaining is shown 
on a scale at the base of the screen. The 
only novelty in this game is the ability to 
cancel a missile after it's been fired. All in 
all, it's an average alien zapping game, 
with nothing in particular to lift it above a 
hundred and one others. 

Dragon Hawk, also from Microdeal, 
provides a much more interesting story
line, and although you don't have the 
chance to change the skill level, it's a more 
complicated game. The display shows a 
screen full of flies, small birds, larvae and 
hawks. You control a little man, Watchful 
Wilberforce, who runs backwards and for
wards along the bottom of the screen 
avoiding the birds and trying to shoot at the 
hawks. Before conservationists are up in 
arms, I should point out that one of the 
hawks has just carried off your friend, 
Freaky Freddy Flapper, and is about to 
drop him from a great height. If you can hit 
the hawk (and miss Freddy), you can rush 
to the side of the screen to collect a basket 
which is used to catch your friend before 
he splats himself onto the ground. As you 
can imagine, the game gets quite hectic, 
until you learn which things you can shoot 
and which you should avoid. 

Spacefighters galore 
The last tape from Microdeal is a version 

of Scramble, called with great originality, 
Skramble. The screen scrolls from right to 
left while you fly your spacefighter over a 
mountainous landscape and through a 
cave system, avoiding enemy rockets. It is 
"the strange convention in all versions of 
this game that in order not to run out of 
fuel, you have to bomb the enemy's fuel 
dumps. The display is reasonable, show· 
ing the landscape, the particular level of 
the game that you've reached and the 
number of planes left as well as your 
score. I found it harder to reach the upper 
levels, probably as I was using the joystick 
option which still entaits pressing the 
space bar to drop bombs. In the end I put 
my Dragon on the floor, and used my big 
toe for this purpose. I think I prefer 
Whirlybird Run from Dragon Data to this 
version, although both have their good 
points. If you want a copy of this game, it's 
probably a good idea to look at both. 

ATC SIMUL 


Air Traffic Control puts you in charge of Remotely Pilotea Vehicles 

When I saw Photo-Finish from Peak
soft, I was afraid I was in for a run-of-the
mill horse racing game, complete with low 
resolution graphics. The start is certainly 
similar to other race games, with the 
opportunity to enter the names of up to 
four punters, and to bet up to £1 oo on six 
horses. The horses haven't yet run a race, 
so they have no form, and the first few 
races are a matter of luck . Where this 
·game really scores is in the quality of the 
displays. The horses are shown in great 
detail , and the rails scroll across the 
screen. At the finish, you can choose to 
see a photograph (actually an enlarged 
corner of the screen) , and the race cards 
gradually build up a good picture of the 
form to give you some idea how the 
bookies select the starting prices. If you 
enjoy the thri ll of the race course, but know 
little more than how to select the Derby 
winner with a pin, then you should find this 
program instructive as well as fun to play. 

Also from Peaksoft is a highly original 
game designed to warm the hearts of 
environmentalists everywhere. Ossie is an 
arcade game that puts you in the role of an 
osprey with five hungry chicks to feed. The 
food is strictly self service, and can only be 
obtained by dive-bombing straight into the 

river that passes by your tree and flying 
home with a fish in your beak. All the while 
this is happening, you have to protect your 
nest from poachers who continually 
attempt to climb the tree. You start with 
five lives, and if you cannot deliver a fish to 
the nest within 20 seconds, you lose a life. 
Although you can fly anywhere in the 
upper screen, to enter the water you must 
fly very high, then drop like a stone by 
pressing the fi re button. This is a challeng
ing game, and Peaksoft is to be com
mended for thinking up a new setting. 

Last month I enjoyed playing a naval 
wargame from Beyond Software called Up 
Periscope. This complex game involved 
moving a convoy across an area of sea, 
and you could choose to be the comman
der of either the submarines or the surface 
fleet. Krlegsplel is played on a similar 
area, but most of it is land and river. It is 
divided up into many small hexagons, 
which gives you six possible directions in 
which to proceed. The cursor keys move 
the viewing area about, and even though 
you can never see the whole field of battle, 
there is a little map on the instruction 
sheet. This consists of a piece of folded A4 
size paper containing all the information 
you are likely to need printed in tiny letters. 
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Although it's beautifully produced in fu ll 
colour, it 's difficult to read , and a booklet 
would have been easier. The directions 
are clear, if a trifle complicated, and you 
can choose to play against another human 
or against the computer. 

Each army has 15 pieces, comprising 
four heavy tanks, five light tanks, and six 
platoons of infantry . It is possible to recruit 
more men, and you can even lay mine
fields. It is impossible to give such a 
complex game the description it deserves; 
even the time of year plays a part with rain 
and snow taking their toll. The display is 
symbolic rather than detailed, but is per
fectly adequate for this type of strategy 
game. Considering the price is only £6.95, 
this game is wel l written and makes good 
use of the screen and displays. Perhaps 
they'll bring out a more peaceful game 
next time, then they'll satisfy everybody. 

When the Dragon first appeared, it had 
software that was written specifically for it. 
and apart from a few exceptions, not many 
programs could be bought in versions for, 
say, the Spectrum, the BBC and the 
Dragon. Recently this has changed, and 
with the growth of software houses, it's 
probably economic to employ someone 
simply to convert your best seller to run on 

Photo-Rnish gives you the excitement of the track 

Pinball: recreating long-gone days 

a different computer, or even to struggle 
with the job yourself. Because people 
prefer programming on one particurar 
machine, and are able to use its good 
points and disguise its little foibles, this is 
not always successfu l. One software 
house that has managed to make a satis
factory conversion is Richard Shepherd, 
which has been writing top selling maze 
adventures for the Spectrum for some time. 

Transylvanlan Tower ,js based on the 
traditional adventure theme of exploration 
and treasure collection. It is set entirely in 
Count Kreepie 's tower, a miserable place 
inhabited by bats. There are five levels, all 
represented by three-dimensional mazes. 
At the start you are shown a plan of the 
maze, and you can come back to this at 
any time by simply pressing a key. This 
dungeon level is useful training in maze 

running, as there's nothing nasty to jump 
on you here. When you finally reach the 
exit to this level, you are transported to 
level two, and here is where your problems 
begin. There are at least 20 bats to be 
killed before you can reach the next floor. lf 
you reach the transportation point without 
finding a weapon, you are moved some
where at random. If you've just discarded 
your floor plan, this can be very frustrating! 

Eventually you confront Count Kreepie, 
but as every late night TV viewer knows, 
all you need is a clove of garli.c and a silver 
cross, and even Christopher Lee cowers in 
the corner. A though this doesn't require 
enormous dexterity or brain power to 
solve, the game is fun for all ages, and 
shouldn 't prove too frightening, even with a 
full moon in the sky. 

Shards Software has been producing 
interesting programs for some time, and 
although its early tapes didn't seem to 
have anything too special , the material 
produced shows plenty of imagination. 
Last month it was Pettigrew's Diary, and 
this month it's Puzzler. This game is a 
oomputer simulation of one of those plastic 
games where you move the pieces around 
a litt le square frame. In Puzzler, you can 
choose from three games. with either 12 or 
24 pieces, changing colours, and different 
levels of difficulty. This gives you less time 
to decide on which of the muddled pieces 
must be swapped. If you're slow, the 
computer swaps for you, and the picture 
becomes even more confused. 

You can also choose the picture to be 
rearranged. There are four choices. a 
basic flag, a union jack, a lion and a fish 
tank. this program is excellent in improv
ing memory skills for shapes, and pro
vides a challenging and novel game. 

There isn't too much that's completely 
new th ;s month, but there seems to be 
quite an assortment to suit all tastes. The 
programming standard is improving all the 
time - all that's needed are some fresh 
ideas. • 
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'Datap/us have made their name supplying computer peripherals at competitive prices. 

I believe that we have now found the best price/performance daisy wheel alternative 

to dot matrix. The ideal printer for both data and word processing. Truely, a high quality 

machine at an affordable price. As Managing Director, I guarantee you won 't buy better.' · 


So whatever your computer - BBC, 
Spectrum~Commodore*, Dragon, Orie, 
Apple and many others - make the most of 
it and turn your computer into a quality 
printing system for home correspondence, 
documents, short stories and business use. 

Use standard stationery or, for ONLY £79 (if 
ordered with your TP1) we wil l supply a 
tractor feed so you can use continuous or 
fanfold paper. 

This is just one offer you can't miss. To 
avoid disappointment RING NOW on our 24 
hour answering service 0242 5274 12 to place 
your order quoting your Access/Barclaycard 
No., expiry date and full name and address 
OR complete the coupon below and POST 
TODAY. 
Please allow 28 days delivery. If not 
completely satisfied retu rn goods in orig inal 
packing within 10 days of receipt and we will 
replace or refund your money in full. 
For technical queries telephone our Expert 
Hotline 0242 37373 or visit our showroom at 
39-49 Roman Road, Cheltenham. 

:••. ... "•" :. :••.: : : ..... 

! ! {.:: ! ::.: !•l i i i •.... 
• • • e •• • •e • • • •••••••• • • •e e eeff eee 

' CBM 64 & Spectrum Computers req uire a 
special interface cable kit. Fo r assistance & 
price phone out Technical Hotline. 

SPECIFICATIONS 
Prmt Speed; 120wpm 
Character set 128 ASCII 88 printable 
Character spacing: 12 CPI 
Printing: Unidirectional 
Paper width : 1:r max. 
Wnling lone: 10-5' 126 character line 
Line spacing: 6 lines per incn 
Paper Feed; Friction. single sheet or 
fanfold. 
240 volts. 50Hz 
Dimensioos; (H) 6A ~ 19S \D) 12.4' 
Weight· 18.5 Ibs 

Q~~ 

Operator Controls: Power on/oft. top 

ot lorm. impression 
controls (5 levels) 

INTERFACES 

Parallel 

Centronics compallble, 7 bit parallel 

data. 3 cont rol l ines (data. st robe. busy, 

acknowledge) 


Serial 

RS232C compa1 ible. 50·19200 BPS. 

parity and charac ter bit length all 

switch selectable. 


Dataplus·PSI Ltd 39-49 Roman Road Cheltenham GL51 800. Reg. No. 715271 England. 
Offer open to UK only while stocks tast . 

~------- ---------------
To DATAPLUS-PSI Ltd 39-49 Roman Road Cheltenham GL51 800

I Please send me:- I 
1enc lose my cheque tori: __ crosSe<l 
and made payable to DATAPLUS·PSI Ltd I 
or charge my Access/Bare layeard• 

Qty Descript ioo Price Total 

TP1 (S) w ith RS232 
interface 

£250 

TP1 with cemronic 
interface 

(250 

Interface cables 
serial/para llel' 

£15 

Tractor Feed £79 

'Delete as applicable Total -

I 
Account No. I

11 11 1 I I II 11 I 11 11 I I 
Expiry date ol card __ I 

I
Signature . ...... . . ... . . .. . 


I 
Name . .. . -· --·--· - ·-- -- · - I 
Address . . ..... _ . . __ I ..... , . .......... . ' ... . 

Postcode... . ... --· . . . I 
~~~~~:e~:~~~~~·p·~ .~-, : : .::: : . :.: :: I 

I DU2 ............ __ . . I 

~-----------------~----------- - ----------J 




EVEN A HARD working software reviewer 
has to get away to lhe club for a pint 
occasionally. I am no exception . As I 
waited my turn at the dartboard, I over
heard this fellow talking to an audience of 
six interested patrons about his life in the 
Software Secret Service. Let's listen in 
shall we? 

" In disguise." his story begins, " I be
come the Software Secret Agent, off on 
another deadly mission into the hinter
lands of softwaredom. My top secret 
equipment includes some of the old stan
dards, a combination belt buckle tele
phone/modem and laser blaster in case of 
aliens, a ballpoint pen watch/microcasset
le recorder and standard top secret all 
purpose mi lk of human kindness gumdrop 
popper. 

Top secret 
" This mission was commissioned by 

none other than the CIA, better known as 
the Citizens against Interaction in Arcadia 
committee on plots to reinstate adventure 
as the number one genre in microcompu· 
ter gamedom. The nature oJ the assign· 
ment was so secret that the guy who 
briefed me wasn't allowed to listen. 

" It was simple, all I had to do was 
investigate rumours that Scott Adams of 
Adventure International USA, who'd laun
ched a fully computerised submarine. had 
been kidnapped by Blowhard, the noto
rious international criminal , oil baron, ship
ping tycoon and litterbug. 

" It was true. Investigation revealed 
Adventure lnternational's new Sea Dra
gon, the latest twitch by arcade geniuses 
Wayne Westmoreland and Terry Gilman 
has been converted very conscientiously 
to the TAS 80 colour computer. I must 
confess that I am among those who 
embraced this game enthusiastically. It is 
all you could ask for in state ol the art 
software. 

" Sea Dragon succeeds where others 
have tailed as far as combining elements 
of different popular arcade games into a 
coherent new activity. By going underwa
ter with their scenario, the dynamic duo of 
diverse oompuanimation freed this offering 
of all but the most oblique similari1ies to 
Defender, Vanguard, and other coin-op 
twitches. 

" Here's how Sea Dragon works. The 
submarine is launched from shallow water 

into a sea of floating mines which (most 
inconveniently) float up to render her to 
smithereens. Ah, but she is not without 
defences. The forward tubes spit out an 
endless stream of deadly torpedoes which 
are quite capable of destroying these 
mines. Chained or unchained they are 
worth points to the player. 

" As the cleverly executed seafloor 
scrolls under her keel, Sea Dragon makes 
the briney deep safer for mankind. If this 
were all there were to the game, the terrific 
twosome would have scored a fair hit with 
me. But, not content to simply be good, 
they added other elements. 

" First of all, air is not unlimited so 
frequent surfacing is required. Also, the 
aforementioned scrolling seabed which 
makes up the one-way course Sea Dragon 
must follow is fraught with caves contain
ing killer stalactites which fall . and can do 
in undersea travellers. And what sub
marine game would be worth its salt 
without battleships to blow up? Then there 
are EATs (Enemy Attack Stations) which 
fire at random as you pass. Not an 
al together safe way to travel, by Sea 
Dragon, if you ask me. Then there is a 
reactor (possibly owned by Blowhard, re
member him?) which spews radioactive 
chunks and is protected by a large neutro
nium shield fabricated by a work force 
recruited from pro-nuclear plaque carriers 
at airports in 70 cities. 

" Sea Dragon's ability to blow things up 
extends to both the horizontal and vertical 
plane and allows a lot ol room for growth in 
skill level. Your arcade munchkins will 
have to be dragged away from the compu
ter that contains this pr09ram. It is a 
winner, a challenge, an amusement, an 
achievement and a fair buy for the money 
- all rolled up into one neatly illustrated 
package on to which the Adventure Inter
national nameless artist has lovingly air
brushed a fine poster quality submarine 
scene fit for hanging on a computer room 
wall. 

" All this was useful information as I set 
out to rescue Scott from the clutches of the 
Guest Evil Vi llain of the Month, namely 
Blowhard. I took wi th me my patented 
Electromagnetic, Microprocessor equip
ped, Infra-red Adventure Grandmaster De
tector, and a cleverly designed Bad Guy 
Buster guaranteed to foil any evil plot. 

" When I arrived at Blowhard's mansion , 

I noticed that the lights were dimming. Was 
I too late? I raced through the corridors to 
Blowhard 's laboratory. The fiend ! He was 
torturing The Phooba of Puzzles by mak
ing him read back issues of Popular 
Mainframe Monthly. 

" I aimed my Bad Guy Buster squarely at 
the skulking torturer and fired. But the rays 
bounced off and melted down my gun. 
Then he ordered me to drop the BGB or 
he'd tum up the power and torture poor 
Scott to death. I hesitated. He reached for 
a copy of The Psychology of Word Proces
sing as it relates to preparing reports for 
Congress. I knew I was beaten. I capitu
lated. I dropped the BGB and surrendered. 
'Ah ha! I've beaten you!' Blowhard cried 
triumphantly. 

' 'But as he opened his mouth and let out 
a squeal of pure joy, I let him have both 
barrels of my Milk of Human Kindness 
Gumdrop popper. 

"'Oh no!' he yelped . 'Oh, yes, Blow
hard!' says I. 'From now on you will have 
to be kind to everyone you meet, no nasty 
letters, no dastardly deeds, no littering. 
The Milk of Human Kindness Gumdrops 
have no antidote. ' 

" He left the lab a confirmed do-gooder, 
and the last I saw of him, he .was heading 
for the coast in his Jaguar, ready to 
perform massive good deeds in the Orient. 
Another threat to humanity foi led. 

Clever capers 
" I turned Scott over to the crew of the 

Sea Dragon for the long voyage back to 
Orlando. 'Who was that caped crusader?' I 
heard him mutter. obviously still dazed 
from re-reading the instructions to Fifty 
Arcade Games for your Dragon. I chuckled 
to myself. A good day·s work well done. 
thought I. And wait until the CIA gets my 
bill ." 

When the agent had finished the story I 
left and went home to verify his findings 
about Sea Dragon. I could fi nd no one who 
could confirm that it would run on the 
Dragon at press-time but I believe we'll 
see this and many other fine American 
colour computer programs translated and 
released in the UK. 

Max asked me if I wanted to go for a ride 
on that submarine. I told him to keep away 
from that Download switch or I'd have him 
doing bubble sorts on a Sinclair machine. 
He has agreed . .. so far. • 
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DRONE 
A 3D GRAPHIC SIMULATION 
GAME WHICH TAKES PLACE 
INSID E YOUR COMPl,ITEA. 

CAVE FIGHTER 
A l(){)'jj, MACHINE CODE 
ARCADE GAME, COMPLETE 
WITH FAST SCROLLING, 
HIGH RESOLUTION COLOUR 
GRAPHICS & SOVND. 

TRACE RACE 
TRANSPORTED TO THE 
"TRACE GRID" BY THE M.C .P. 
YOIJ ARE FORCED TO TAKE 
PART lr-.1 MAN ANO MAC~I NE 
COMBAT. WHERE ONLY TH E 
BRAVE SURVIVE. 

DRAGRUNNER 
AN ALL ACTION ARCADE 
STYLE GAME WHICH WILL 
TEST YOUR REFLEXES TO 
THE LIMIT. 

STOP PRESS !! 

Chan ntproduced 
from DRAGON USER 
March 1984. 

THREE GREAT NEW RELEASES-AVAILABLE NOW!!! 

LIVING STONE 
/Tf!;, fJ ra in Gilmt) 
PROBA BLY THE MOST 
COMPLE>( STR'ATEGIC GAME 
YETWRITTE FOR n< E 
'DRAGON . FOR 1 OR 2 
Pl.A'l"ERS . 

~ 
,--- -\ 
.... '• 

l , " . t 

'" • - J 

/ 

~--
DOUBLE PACK 

DRAGON RACER} 
WASP INVASION 
DRAGON RACER IS A GAME 
WHICH BR INGS THE 
EXCITEMENT OF FORhlULA 
ONE RACING INTO YOUR 
HOM!". 
WASP INVASION IS A 100' 
MACHINE CODE GAME 
DEMAND! G QU ICK 
THOUGHT & REACTIONS. 

TROJAN LIGHT PEN 
DISCOVER THE EXCITING 

WORLD OF CRl:ATING 
YOUR OWN GRAPHICS ON 

SCREEN . 

PRO·FILE 
E TOTA.LL Y PROFESSIO AL 

DIHA-BASE. Fl\R SUPERIOR TO 
ANY OTHER DATl\ -8ASE 
A\IAI LA&LE. · ~ Ml\CHI e cooe. 

GEOGRAPHY 
'WORLD CAPITALS 
' CURRENCY SEARCH 
'HIGH RESWORLOMAP 
' GRAPHIC REPRESENTATION OF 

MAJOR CONTINE TS 
'WORLD GEOGRAPHY QU IZ WITH 

OVER ioo POSSIB LE QUESTIONS 
ANOSPELl.ING C H Cl( 

'KEVBOAROCONTRO~ 

' LIGHT PEN Ol"TION PROVIDE D 

cua:o ... , 1MI ' 1".1: 1r1 11 1< .OfllD 
('j l t. Ar.a.r1•0 •QUI D'Mll GIU#•1 1C~ 

· <'.. . ... , •••••• - .. ,.p ....... 
" j . .. ,.,, 
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• ................ 1 . ...... - .. 
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PRO_ll
1 
LE 

J _tlr~ 

Please supply me with.- ..... DRONE ..... CAVE FIGH TER 

..... TRACE RACE ..... DRAGRUNNER 

..... BACCARAT ..... LIVING STONE 

·-··· GEOGRAPHY @ f8.75 each 

.... . DRAGON RACER / WASP I NVASION DOUBLE PACK 
@£9.99 

.... . PAO·F ILE @ £15.95 ..... TROJAN LIGHT PEN @£11.50 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE POSTAGE/PACKING AND VAT 

Send Orders to : P.S.l. MARKETING, FREEPOST, 
LUTON, BEDS. LUJ 2BR 
(No stamp required} 

Name ..... . __ ....... . ....... . ........... - .... . 


Address . .............. __ ..................... . 
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Plugging 

into Prestel 


Prestel explored by Keith and Stephen Brain 

PRESTEL IS A computer database run by 
British Telecom which can be accessed 
via the standard telephone network. 
Although it has now been in operati on for a 
number of years, and currently contains 
over a quarter of a million pages of 
information. it appears that it has not taken 
off as well as was orig inally anticipated. 

The Prestel database is made up of 
pages. rather like Ceefax and Oracle, 
which are provided by many different 
individual organisations. However, a major 
point of difference from ordinary Teletext is 
that Prestel is interactive. This means that 
not only can you view the pages , but you 
can also actually communicate directly 
with other users of the system. 

Microcomputer Resources has now de
veloped an interface cartridge for the 
Dragon (price £49.95) contain ing an intelli
gent Prestel terminal which allows Dragon 
owners to join the growing number of 
micro enthusiasts who access this net
work. However, to use Prestel you need 
more than just an interface to your compu
ter. First of all you need a modem which 
converts the computer signals to ones 
which can be transmitted via the normal 
telephone system, and secondly you need 
to pay British Telecom for the privilege of 
using the network. The cost of the 
cheapest suitable modem is around £50, 
whilst current Prestel charges are £5 per 
quarter for domestic subscribers and £15 
per quarter fo r business subscribers. with 
a further charge of Sp a minute up to 6pm 
on weekdays and Saturday mornings. 

Useful services 
Once you have paid these charges. you 

can call up many Prestel frames without 
further cost, although you still have to pay 
for certain pages. Within the Prestel data· 
base are some specific areas part icularly 
aimed at microcomputer users. The most 
well known of these are Micronet 800 and 
Viewfax 258 which provide information 
and a commercial telesoftware service for 
a limited number of machines. Micronet is 
the main provider in this field and its 
service is only available to subscribers 
who pay a joining fee and an extra £8 per 
quarter. At present it is not offering any 
telesoftware for the Dragon, although it 
looks now as if it plans to expand into this 
area. 

The Micro Resources' Prestel unit is built 
into a standard small cartridge which 
simply slots into the normal Dragon car
tridge port. and a one-metre flying lead 
then extends to a five-pin DIN plug which 
must be connected via a modem to your 

telephone. A peek inside the box reveals a 
2764 EPROM containing the terminal soft
ware, a 6850P Asynchronous Communica
tion Interface Adaptor, and the crystal and 
other minor components. 

When you power up with the cartridge in 
place you are greeted with a start screen 
which queries the screen format to be set 
up. This is because, although all the 
menus and prompts appear on the stan
dard text screen , a 40-column high
resolution text driver is used for actual 
communication with Prestel. Graphics 
PMODE 4 is used and you have a choice 
of normal or inverse video in black/white 
(buff) or black/green combinations. 

The Prestel interface for Dragon users 

As you may know Prestel frames are 
normally coloured, but it is not possible to 
provide this facility on the standard Dragon 
because of the limitations on colours in the 
hi-resolution display. (Although colour in· 
formation is ignored for display purposes. 
frames will still contain colour display 
information and will appear in colour on a 
system equipped with a special viewdata 
colour card which may be available later.) 
Once this choice has been made you pass 
on to the MAIN MENU which displays the 
available options : 

KEY FUNCTION 
1 LOG ON OR OFF 
2 TERMINAL 
3 SAVE FRAME 
4 LOAD FRAME 
5 PRINT FRAME 
6 DOWNLOADER 
7 MAILBOX 
8 OPERATING SYSTEM 

Pressing " 8" from the MAIN MENU always 
returns you to Dragon Basic, from where 
you can recall the terminal software with 
EXEC. 

To connect to Prestei you select option 1 
(LOG ON OR OFF) and then option 1 of the 
submenu (LOG ON). Next you must dial 
one of the Prestel telephone numbers and 
wait for a continuous high-pitched tone 
(the carrier) . Once this is heard the modem 

must be connected on line and the screen 
prompts followed to display the 109-on 
frame, which asks for your user identity 
and password. Provided that these are 
entered correctly you are now free to 
explore the contents of Prestel. All com
munication is carried out using only the 
numbers 0 to 9 and the characters • 
(asterisk) and # (hash), and most Prestel 
frames offer a number of choices from a 
menu. Once you know your way around 
the database you can jump straight to any 
page by keying , for example, ·800·# for 
page 800. (To make life easier for the 
Dragon user.: (colon) can be used in place 
of' and ENTER in place of # .) 

It is simple to save a comple te Prestel 
frame on to a cassette tape with option 3. 
and to reload this frame into the terminal 
again with option 4. Prompts and error 
messages are provided to guide you 
through this procedure. 

Printing 
Provision for production of hard copy of 

Prestel frames is a1so included on lhe 
PRINTER OPTIONS MENU. The text con
tent can be printed out on any standard 
printer, and if you have an Epson MX or FX 
series printer. graphics can also be easily 
dumped. 

One of the useful features of Prestel is 
the ability to send electronic mail to other 
Prestel users. This has the obvious advan
tages of being much faster than the 
old-fashioned methods, not requ iring you 
to find an envelope {let alone a stamp of 
the correct denominations), and working at 
any time of the night or day. Of course you 
are limited to communication with other 
Prestel users, although the number of 
these is at last starting to increase as 
interfaces are appearing for many popular 
home micros. The MAILBOX MENU is 
simply selected by pressing key 7. and 
displays a series of options: 

KEY FUNCTION 
1 SEND MESSAGE 
2 PREPARE MESSAGE 
3 SAVE MESSAGE 
4 LOAD MESSAGE 
0 GOTO MAIN MENU 

Messages may be typed directly from 
the keyboard , but it is better to create and 
edit your message in advance. In this 
mode the start and end of the available 
message area are indicated by ">" and 
" # " which gives you an area of just over 
500 characters. The keyboard acts as a 
normal typewriter, giving lower-case char
acters unless the SHIFT key is held down, 
and you can move around the field with the 
cursor keys. DOWN ARROW, rather than 
" ENTER" moves you to the next line and 
editing is achieved by destructive over
writing of existing text . 

Once the message is complete, press
ing SHIFT/UP ARROW returns you to the 
MAILBOX MENU. Messages can be easily 
SAVEd to tape, or reLOADed from tape 
with options 3 and 4 as before, whilst 
option 1 allows you to automatically SEND 
your prepared message to any other user 
(if you know their number). Provided that 
you remember to leave Prestel via the ..,.. 
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Micro Resources ' Pres/el uni! is monochrome only (so don ·t be fooled by tills month 's front cover- that's artistic licence) 

<411 LOG OFF option you will be advised 
of any messages waiting in the mailbox. 

Telesoftware promises to be a growth 
area in the future. After all , what is the 
point in trudging around the shop·s trying to 
find a copy of a new release if you can 
simply ring up a supplier who can send you 
the program down the line immediately 
(but of course charge you for it at the same 
time!). You select the program which you 
want to DOWNLOAD from a menu on the 
telesoftware pages and then choose the 
DOWNLOAD option on the MAIN MENU 
which searches the header frame for the 
title. Once th is has been found you are 
prompted to set up your cassette recorder 

and the download proceeds automatically. 
Each appropriate frame is fetched in turn 
and then saved on to tape as an ASCII fi le 
(as ii you had used the standard Dragon 
Basic CSAVE"", A command). 

If all goes well and the frames are 
received without corruption then you can 
reload the program from tape with CLOAD 
as usual (and also CSAVE it again in the 
normal compressed format) . Comprehen
sive error checking is included in case of 
corruption during transmission, and the 
software automatically makes up lo three 
attempts to copy each page. In the event 
of severe corruption, an error message is 
displayed, downloading is aborted, and 

you are advised to re-<Jial Prestel. 
The Micro Resources' Prestel unit is a 

very professional product and the well 
designed software is easy to use with very 
clear user-friendly prompts. The only real 
drawback to it is the monochrome display, 
but if you are keen on Prestel you should 
perhaps be thinking about buying a dedi
cated system instead. It adds yet another 
facet to the possible uses of your Dragon, 
at a reasonable price. But at the moment it 
still leaves you in the old "chicken and 
egg" situation with regard to telesoftware, 
as until there is an established core ol 
Dragon Prestel users to support , there will 
not be any available! • 

ANEW, LOW COST, EDUCATIONAL, 
MULTI-PURPOSE INTERFACE SYSTEM FOR 
DATA-ACQUISITION AND PROCESS CONTROL 
DESIGNED AND DEVELOPED TO A HIGH PROFESSIONAL STANDARD FOR USE 
AT HOME, IN SCHOOLS, COLLEGES, UNIVERSITIES, ETC. 

Numerous applications around the home, in the classroom, 
'and laboratory. This unit is capable of doing severa!I jobs at 
once but is simple to use and understand. 

Comes as a complete, easy to assemble kit using only 
highest quality components., with a large weH-written and 
practical instruction manual. No other external components 
or batteries are needed. 

Learn about the mysteries of microprocessor control, data 
acquisition and general interfacing techniques in a practical 
way using modern powerful semiconductor devices. 

A selection of basic and machine-code programs are 
included for the operation of the interface. 

Extensive application notes and ideas for further develop
ment are also provided. 

AVAILABUE MAIL-ORDER ONLY: 

PLEASE ALLOW 28 DAYS FOR DELIVERY 

PRICE £39.95 (PLUS 50p P&P + VAT) 

Technical specifications: 

6821 Peripheral Interface Adaptor (PIA), two 8-bit data 110 
ports with lour handshake lines, full use of six internal data 
registers. 

Analogue-to-Digital Converter (ADC), bipolar B·bit operation 
with i 0 µ.sec conversion time, handshake control of data 
conversion process, adjustable input voltage range (500 mv 
to 50 v) 0.4% full-scale resolution. 

Digital-to-Analogue Converter (DAC), unipolar and bipolar 
output modes, 8-bit resolution and internal 2.5 volt precision 
voltage reference, ad:justable buffered analogue output 
voltage. 

10-bar LED array visual display and power indicators. 

Electromechanical 28v 3a relay. 

E ECTROANALYTICAL 
TECHNOLOGY, 
8 ACCESS ROAD, WEST DERBY, 
LIVERPOOL L12 4YN. 
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Learning to love 

machine coding 


Coming down from high-level languages 
Stuart Sampson gives an insight into the machine coding world .. . 


WHY DO PEOPLE insist that machine 
code is difficult? Why do experts insist that 
programming should be done in the high
est level language possible? What is 
machine code anyway? Let's throw some 
of these phobias out the window and tell 
the Basic user that he has bi!en using a 
machine code alongside Basic without 
knowing it. 

You don't believe me? Then what sort of 
high level language is: 
PLAY " 03 ;1;3;5;6;8;10;04:1" or 
VDU (28, 121 ,0,0,0) or even 
COLOR 2 
A real high level language should recog
nise PLAY C MAJOR, or al least accept 
RED. In fact many micros accept Basic 
instead of numbers 10 program the micro
processor, but stil l expect lhe user to 
program the peripherals chips via num
bers, ie in machine code. 

Numbering 
It is this use of numbers that gives 

computers, and machine code in particu
lar. the reputation of being difficult. The 
very use of the term "code" implies an 
understanding barrier. Say after me 
" machine language". That's baiter, at 
least we can think of French rather than 
Enigma. 

Those who have grown to remember the 
meaning of the numbers used by Basic 
have no excuse for not attempting to use 
machine language. In fact ii is less numer
ic when you use an assembler - to such 
an extent you don't even have to remem· 
ber line numbers, you can point to parts of 
the program using meaningful labelsr 

However, you do need to grasp some of 
the principles of the notorious micro· 
processor to get it to sing and dance. (What 
on 40 legs?) The microprocessor spends 
much of its l ime like a Post Office sorter, 
putting items inlo pigeon holes. Let's im
agine a demonstration model. Prepare a 
rack of little pigeon holes, open both sides, 
and a pile of wooden cubes that fit the 
holes. For a true model of an 8-bit proces
sor system the rack should be 256 long by 
256 high , but a smaller one will serve to 
illustrate the principles. We wrn also have a 
marker to write on the cubes any number 
up to 255. 

The numbers written on lhe cubes are 
the data , the holes represent memory 
addresses thal the processor can attend 
to. To make your model more realistic you 
need to put certain numbered cubes into a 
few rows of holes. then cover lhem with a 
sheet of glass. This represents ROM, 

Read Only Memory. You can see the 
numbers but cannot change the cubes. 
Other rows must be covered also as there 
is no usable memory in these areas of the 
rack . Open holes represent RAM. Your 
rack is now becoming a memory map. 

You now take the part of the processor, 
lel's say for example a ZBO. You start at 
address zero and start reading the num
bers. The chances are that this area is 
under glass, and contains instructions that 
form the beginning of the operating sys
tem. To get going they may tell you to copy 
some data into RAM . On our model the 
ROM will inform you of an address to find 
the data, in terms of two numbered blocks. 
The numbers tell you the count of columns 
and rows to get to the first cube carrying 
the data. You will write these on a notepad, 
your registers. The instructions will also tell 
you the address in RAM to copy the data 
to. and you note this in other registers, and 
perhaps a count of how much data to 
transfer . Then you are instructed to move 
the data. A microprocessor never moves 
data, it copies it , so you look at the source 
cube. write the number on a new cube and 
put it in the destination address, causing 
anything in that hole to fall out the back. 

01 course we assume the destination is 
RAM, ie read/write memory represented 
by open pigeon holes. If it is not, you 
cannot get the cube in and must discard it. 

We can carry the model further by 
erecting a board behind the rack (spaced 
so cubes can fall when displaced). In this 
board we cut a window and call the area 
video RAM. As the processor puts cubes 
into it the user can see the back of the 
cubes, which carry the character whose 
ASCII code is the number on the front We 
can also give the user lettered cubes 
which he puts into a pigeon hole repre
senting the keyboard . The processor looks 
at this to accept the user's input. 

This model may seem frivolous. but it 
illustrates the principles of memory map

ping . ROM, RAM. moving by copying, the 
destruction of data when RAM is written to, 
what happens if you write to ROM, the fact 
that not al l the map has useful memory, 
and the action of memory mapped dis· 
plays. With the model in mind let us think 
brief ly of the hardware. 

Hard facts 
The processor handles numbers be

tween O and 255, hereinafter called bytes. 
as on/off signals on 8 wires called the Data 
bus. It also has 16 wires to select an 
address, called the address bus, and a 
c-0ntrol bus to send signals for read/write , 
etc. The term bus is a collection of wires 
carrying binary signals. Connection to all 
these can be made via the computer's 
expansion port, and they go to ROM, 
RAM, sound generators. VDU chips, etc. 

Inside the processor these buses are 
connected to a vast array of microelectro· 
nics. which thankfully can be represented 
as a small number of blocks in a " prog
rammer's model ". 

At this point one should realise that all I 
have said applies to lhe majority of proces
sors used in personal computers, but once 
inside the processor one must expect 
differences. However, there are some 
common points: 
• All processors have a register called a 
program counter, which is used as a 
bookmark in the program of instructions. It 
carries the address of the next instruction 
to be obeyed. 
• All processors have al least one Accu
mulator. This is where data is stored 
before number crunching, and it holds the 
answer afterwards. 
•All processors have at least two more 
registers that are generally used as a 
scratch pad or for noting addresses in 
some form . 
• All processors have a stack pointer. This 
is used to point to an address in an area of 
memory called a stack. This is an external 
scratch pad in which data is handled on a 
Last-I n-First-Out basis. I wi ll be explaining 
the use of this later. 
• All processors have a flag or condition 
code register, which is really a collection of 
YES/NO memories reflecting the more 
important aspects of the last operation. 
The state of these can then be used to 
affect future events. As all useful programs 
involve getting the computer to act in 
response to certain conditions, the use of 
these flags is at the heart of machine 
language programming. 
• Of course all processors have an .,.. 
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The mutterings 

of your Dragon 


... and teaches you how to understand Dragon talk 
SOME OF US humans tend to mutter 
away while thinking out a problem. Have 
you ever heard a Dragon doing this? 
Well , those who claim it uses Welsh 
haven't got superhuman hearing after all. 
The Dragon mutters in 6809 machine 
code. 

Sooner or later most of us learn that 
microcomputers like the Dragon are just 
a bundle of memory supervised by a 
microprocessor (CPU), with a keyboard 
and video system added on so us hu
mans can interfere with it. In the Dragon 
the CPU is a 6809E, and this has its 
particular language for its thoughts. 
Other micros have Z80s, 6502s or other 
CPUs, each with its own machine lan
guage. 

"Whal about Basic?" I hear from the 
back row. "What about Forth," I answer, 
"or any other high level language for that 
matter." 

Basic speaking 
Micros are "taught" these languages, 

just as we learn our way of translating 
thoughts into words. The Dragon is 
taught Basic at birth, by having some of 
its memory filled with a permanent dic
tionary, the Basic interpreter in ROM. It 
can use Forth if you teach it so by loading 
in a Forth compiler into RAM. Some 
business micros have no high level lan
guage, all they know when switched on is 
how to read a disk. 

Back to Basic, and your Dragon's 
mutterings. What would you hear when it 
is running a Basic program? 

Let us take an example where you 
have destroyed an enemy ship in a game 
and have scored 200 points. You are 
player 1 and your score is variable 51 . 
The program may say: 
500 IF HIT = 1 THEN GOTO 600 
600 S1 = S1 + 200: PRINT St 
The English gist of the Dragon mutter
ings will say: 
• Find line 500: first token is IF: look for 
this in KEYWORD list It does feature 
therefore no syntax error: it is in nth 
position : look up nth director address: 
goto this routine: expect expression : ex
pression found so no error: look up HIT in 
variable names table: found so no error: 
find corresponding value: should equal 1: 
true so search line for THEN or GOTO 
taken: THEN found so no error: read next 
token: GOTO read : search keyword list : 

GOTO found so no error: look for routine 
address : execute: evaluate 600 
e Look for line 600 in program statement 
table: first character not token so try 
LET routine: Look for SI in variable 
names: found so no error: next character 
is = so no error: expression follows so no 
error: look for S1 in variable names: 
found so no error: read value: next 
character is + so evaluate 200 and goto 
ADD routine: store answer as new value 
for S1 : look up PRINT in keywords: found 
so no error : find routine address: is 
following character a quote?: no, so 
numeric expression expected : goto eva
luation routine: look up S1 in variable 
names: found so no error: find cursor 
position: call decimal conversion routine 
for first digit: write to screen memory at 
cursor position and' advance one: repeat 
tall number written: read program state
ments for next line. 

" What's all this token business?" I 
hear from the back row again_Well , most 
micros handle data as Bytes: machine 
language is bytes, characters are bytes. 
numbers are combinations of bytes. A 
byte is a numerical unit with a value from 
0 to 255. In the case of characters, the 
ASCII code is used which allots numbers 
up to 128, leaving 128 possible values 
free. When storing a program the Dragon 
uses its keyword table to recognise Basic 
words and converts these to tokens of 
values 128 through 255, which act as 
shorthand saving space in the program 
statement table, that is to say your pro
gram in RAM. 

In spite of this shorthand, the Dragon 
has to look up what to do every time it 
sees a keyword, and keeps on checking 
for errors, so Basic is slow. 

Direct talk 
What would happen if you could break 

in on these mutterings and tell the Dra
gon what to do in its own language? Let's 
say to it: 
• Read from workspace 1 (HIT): com
pare with 1: if equal set accumulator to 
2oo·and goto score increase routine. 
• Add into accumulator contents of 
workspace 2 (S1 ): store into workspace 
2: fetch cursor position: derive decimal 
digit and store at cursor: advance cursor 
and repeat till number complete. 

This is a lot quicker and shorter be· 
cause you told the Dragon directly what 

to do, it does no looking up, and no error 
checking. But if you told it wrong, beware 
the consequences. 

However, the actual instructions you 
give are a string of numbers, which 
have no meaning to the average compu
ter literate mortal. nor to a Vic20 or a 
TRS-80 Model 3. whereas the Basic 
version would. It's pure Dragon mutter. 
but there are ways of making it more 
intelligible. 

"What do interceptors, compilers, 
assemblers and monitors have in com
mon?" 

" Well , they are machine-code prog
rams to help you write pr0grams, and 
they are all things the beginner should 
have no need to be aware of to pursue 
his programming .' Let's look at their 
uses, advantag,es and disadvantages. 

The Dragon has a Basic interpreter 
that tells it how to go about executing a 
list of Basic statements. It reads them, 
looks up what to do, informing you of 

MACE 
EDITOR IASSEMBLER / MONITOR 
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DRAGON TAMER 

Several assembltflrs are available 
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errors, and executes some standard 
routines in consequence, without ever 
learning or improving the program. It is 
ideal for program development, as you 
get immediate response from what you 
do. 

If you had a Basic compiler you would 
have to write your program then compile 
it before it could be run. The compiler 
does all the looking up once, converting 
your text into a list of machine-code 
routines to be executed in order at a later 
date. It checks for errors and you have to 
correct them and compile again, until you 
have a program without any " I don't 
understand" errors. You might still get 
" run time" errors, eg division by zero. 
which might be detected by the run-lime 
supervisory program supplied with the 
compiler . The compiled program runs 
faster and more efficiently, but is still 
limited by the structure of Basic. 

Assemblers 
Several assemblers can be bought for 

the Dragon. An assembler accepts 
assembly language rather than Basic 
and produces a machine code result. 
Assembly language is really sugar co
ated machine code. Each machine code 
instruction is expressed as mnemonic, ie 
a word you can remember more ~asily 
than a number. You write them in order 
without regard to line numbers as refer: 
ence points, but by including labels you 
can show the execution where to go 
when it needs to go out of sequence. 
You can give values to numbers and 
strings and refer to them by names, but 
even so your program needs to tell the 
C~U what to do at the level of simplicity 
of its own language. 

A monitor is your access directly to the 
memory. You must write numbers into 
the memory cells directly. You can write 
machine language or data. A monitor is· 
also needed as a run-time supervisor for 
!~st ing machine language programs, 
either entered as numbers or via an 
assembler. It can diagnose the state of 
memory and CPU registers after a run 
just as you might put STOP in a Bas i~ 
program. run it and print out the variables 
to corner a bug. 

. ~owe have fo~r levels of programming 
d1ff1culty, each giving a bit of extra per
formance: the interpreter being the most 
accessible: the compiler allowing Basic 
to execute in machine code form , once 
debugged; the assembler giving a more 
accessible way of entering machine 
code : and the monitor which is needed 
to test machine code and can accept it in 
numeric, usually hexadecimal form. 

" Hexa- what?" from the baci< row. 
" Hexadecimal is just a way to express 

a byte in two characters, for four-toed 
sloths who can count on both hind and 
fore feet, or us if we take our socks off 
and ignore thumbs and big toes. Label 
your fingers and smaller toes from Oto 9 
and those left over A,B,C,D and F. Now 
rather than counting up to 99 in two goes, 
we can reach FF, ie 255 in decimal. " 

" You said each stage gives extra 
performance. How does writing on a 
monitor improve on an assembler?" 
asks the bright one at the back. · 

" Not a lot, really , but if you have limited 
memory in which to keep assembler, 
monitor, your mnemonic list (called source 
code) and the machine language (object 
code) , you can't tackle the big stuff." 

" What's the answer then?" 
" Well , in hex it's 2A, for those who 

read English SF, but seriously, it de
pends on your ambitions. If you are out to 
write real-time games for the market, I 
would advocate really getting to grips 
with machine code and find a monitor 
with full bells and whistles . There is at 
least one which accepts mnemonics 
singly and works out displacements, so 
you get some assembling without clog
ging three-quarters of the free space with 
source code." 

" Where do disassemblers fit in?" 
" These help you out of the hexadecim

al blues. They can recreate assembly 
language from object code, but of course 
they cannot invent the imaginative labels 
you might have used to find your way 
round the original. Bad cases of hex 
blues happen when you get used to 
assemblers and then you have a bug that 
forces you to examine memory with the 
monitor." 

"A~e you seriously recommending 
learning 6809 code in hexadecimal 
form?" 

"Not outright, but it comes with use if 
you let it, just as with any foreign lan
guage, even Welsh I suppose! I learnt 
zao code, and have now got a good 
grounding in 6809 with a little help from a 
crib or two, and being able to read it oft a 
hex dump display certainly helps in times 
of trouble. Also writing in hex saves a lot 
of typing, and you can see much more of 
it in a screenful. " 

Masochism? 
" You must be one of those Masochist 

Macho Machinecodists then, that serious 
programmers despise when then advo
cate using the highest level language 
possible. " 

" Agreed. Their technique is great for 
complex business problems. Heavy 
arithmetic is a pain when the greatest 
accomplishment of the 6809 is to multiply 
two unsigned bytes together, and reada
bil ity counts for a lot. But somebody has 
to write interpreters, operating systems 
and the like, and the public like games." 

" We're told Basic is an unstructured 
language. what about machine code?" 

"Machine code is as structured as a 
!)ile of bricks, but you can build how you 
hke. Structure implies form, ie limits. 
With machine code you can write small 
routines, link them into larger ones. and 
them into a whole, or you can start at the 
beginning and try to reach the end with 
as little deviation as possible, it's your 
choice." 

" Try a bit of Dragon muttering, it's 
worth it. " • 

~ instruction decoder and ALU. The latter 
is responsible for arithmetic and logical 
operations. coming between the instruc
tion decoder and the accumulators. I use 
the plural because all processors use a 
temporary accumulator as well as the main 
one. The programmer need not worry 
too much about these last circuits on 
his model. 

Vital knowledge 

Whal the programmer needs to know to 
program in a processor's machine lan
guage falls into three main parts : 
The processor's instruction set, the voca
bulary. 
The processor's internal memory layout. 
the registers. 
The computer's memory map. 
You wi ll also need to know a bit about 110 
(Input/Output) which covers keyboard, 
joysticks, graphics. sound, cassettes, etc, 
most of which form part of the memory 
map. 

The other concept you need to get 
straight is the use of the byte. A byte is a 
whole number between o and 255, and 
consists of eight bits, which can be 1 or o. 
The byte is the smallest unit of data the 
c-0mputer uses, and can be likened to a 
figure in a number. Our figures can range 
from 0 to 9, and to represent larger 
numbers we use two figures. multiplying 
the first by 10 and adding the second, and 
so on with further figures. The computer 
does this too, but with numbers to the base 
256 it needs very few bytes to cope with 
the biggest numbers we ever need. 
Addresses are just two bytes and range 
from 0 to 65,535. 

In fact we find that for many programs 
we rarely bother with more than two bytes 
at a time, particularly in machine language. 
The byte is very versatile, it can represent 
many things , such as: 
A boring old number 
A text character 
A graphics character 
A colour, or even " paper and ink" colours 
together 
A group of picture elements in hi-res 
graphics 
A graphics point co-ordinate 
A machine language instruction (or part of 
one) 

The operations that can be performed 
on these bytes are called 8 bit operations. 
They fall into three main groups: 
Copying to transfer - LOAD = Memory to 
Register, STORE = Register to Memory, 
TRANSFER = Register to Register (in ZBO 
parlance all are called LOAD) 
Single byte operations - INCREMENT, 
DECREMENT, NEGATE, COMPLE· 
MENT, SHIFT, ROTATE, etc 
Two byte operations -ADD, SUBTRACT, 
AND, OR, EXCLUSIVE OR, COMPARE. 
Single byte operations can be done on 
bytes in registers or memory in isolation. 
Two byte operations almost always are 
done with one byte in the accumulator and 
the other in a memory or, for "80" type 
processors. in a register. The result is to 
be found in the accumulator. 

All processors can also do 16-bit .... 
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What's your best source 
of information on · 
co"/oi- computing? 

Now you can improve your C.'Olor computing skills .. . 
and it's easy to do. HOT CoCo gives you more practical 
information on the Dragon* than any other publica
tion. Nearly 150 pages a monthl 

Every is.5ue is packed with exciting new things for 
you to do. We won't waste your time with filler stories. 
You'll get instructive columns: 

•Elmer's Arcade- enjoy old-fashioned arcade 
style games on your computer 

•The Basic Beat- learn everything you need 
to program in Basic 

•The Educated Guest-discover how to use 
your computer as a teaching tool 

•Doctor ASCII-get answers to your 

technical questions 


•Graphically Speaking-create ey&eatching 
designs that add appeal to your programs 

You also get a doz.en easy-to-understand articles every 
month. Games . .. utilities... programming technique; ... 
tutorials . . . graphics . . . education .. .hardware projects. 
They'll help you expand what you can do. And complete 
program listing<; show you how to use what you learn. 

That's not all. HOT CoCo saves you money too: 
•Candid reviews help you make every 


purchase a sound investment. 

• Informative ads let you comparison-shop 

from home. 
• New-product announcements tell you whafs 

available before it reaches the stores. 
With all this at your fingertips, your subscription 

could pay for itself with one wise purchase. 
And HOT CoCo is risk-free. If you don't like your 

first is.5ue, just write "canoel" acr~ the invoice and 
return it to us. You won't owe a thing. 

Subscribe to HOT CoCo today. Twelve big i.s.5ues are 
only $44 .97 (US funds drawn on a US bank). Simply fill 
out the coupon below and return it right now to: HOT 
CoC.O Subscription Dept., PO Box 975, Farmingdale, 
NY 11737, USA. 

' . 

c \ 

\ 

YES! Help me improve my computing skills. Send me 
12 is.5ues of HOT CoCo for $44.97 (US). I understand 
that with payment enclosed or credit card order I will 
receive a FREE is.5ue, making a total of 13 is.mes for 
$44.97 (US) . 
Get a 13th mue FREE when you enclose payment or 
charge it on your Mastercard, Visa, or American Express. 

D CHECK/MO 0 MC D VISA 0 AE 

CARD /~~~~~~~~~_..XP . DATE~~~~

SICNATURE~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

AME~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

ADDRESS~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

POSTCODE~~~~~~C.OUNTRY~~~~~~

HOT CoCo • 80 Pine Street • Peterborough, NH 03458 • USA 
73DFDU 
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""' addition, though in some it might be 
confined to deriving addresses, and all can 
perform some form of 16~bit transfer, albeit 
as two adjacent bytes. 

I have now listed all but one group of 
operations of the average processor, and 
you might be excused for wondering what 
al l the fuss is about. In fact you might 
wonder how such simple operations can 
result in the marvels your computer per
forms, particularly when loaded with a 
machine-code game program. The answer 
lies partly in the group we have yet to 
discuss, but the main reason is the tireless 
speed at which the operations are done. 
Just think that every time your cursor gets 
to the bottom of the screen scrolls, and the 
processor has to read every individual 
character and write it to the line above. Do 
you perceive it as taking time? 

I have said that all programs of any 
value require the computer to choose a 
course of action as a result of a previous 
operation. Normally the processor reads 
instructions from the program and exe
cutes them in order. using the program 
counter (PC) to follow the sequence. Sup
pose some operation upsets the progres
sion of the PC , and loads it with a new 
value. The next instruction will be read 
from a different part of the program and a 
JUMP or BRANCH operation will have 
occurred . 

This may mark the end of a particular 
sequence or routine. in which case the 
jump will always happen, but all proces· 
sors have the ability to perform conditional 
jumps or branches. When one of these is 
encountered the progression is only dis
turbed if a particular flag is set or cleared. 
This of course depends on the result of 
some past operation. 

Flying the fl ag 
There are four flags that form the main· 

stay of oonditional branching , and it is vital 
to know which are affected by which 
operations. The simplest is the zero flag . 
This is set when the result of an operation 
is zero. and often marks the completion of 
a sequence of loops, or that a particular 
condi tion is met, having compared two 
bytes and finding they are the same. From 
this derives the terminology of some pro· 
cessors - " BRANCH IF EQUAL" mean· 
ing " if the ZERO flag is set" . 

The carry flag marks carry or borrow in 
arithmetic operations, just as we do with 
our sums. This can be incorporated in the 
next arithmetic operation or used to control 
a branch. Carry also holds the bit shoved 
off the end by shift operations. 

The minus or sign flag reflects the state 
of Bit 7 of the result. which is understood to 
mean negative if we are dealing in signed 
arithmetic. Rather than regard a byte as a 
number between 0 and 255, this notation 
allows it values between - 128 and +1 27, 
and the upper bit is set for negative 
numbers. 

Unfortunately the minus flag can be 
misleading, for instance if we add + 115 to 

125 we get 240. However. the byte 
representing + 240 in normal notation has 
its upper bit set to 1, and would appear to 
be negative (- 16) in signed arithmetic. To 

cope with this, processors have an over
ffow flag, that warns that the minus flag is 
lying if it results from a signed arithmetic 
operation. 

Conditional jumps are at the heart of the 
program structure, and usually harbour the 
bugs in your program. Either it jumps for 
the wrong condition, or to the wrong place . 
sometimes missing a valid instruction 
altogether causing a self-destructive 
crash. This is where many take their bat 
home and return to Basic, with its now 
comforting error messages. 

Another variety of jump type instruction 
involves subroutines. These are jumps 
that divert to a much used part of the 
program and expect to return to the main 
sequence where it left off, exactly the way 
GOSUB works in Basic. In order to do this, 
the address of the next instruction of the 
sequence has to be stored before the 
value in the PC is replaced to cause the 
jump. This is where the stack comes in. 

The stack is RAM used as a fast 
dumping ground where data is stored and 
retrieved on a sequential basis, Last-In· 
First-Out It is managed by the slack 
pointer, which holds an address that auto
matically points to the most recent data put 
into the stack. The stack can be likened to 
a spring-loaded plate dispenser, or rifle 
magazine - if you put something in, you 
have to remove all you put in atter it to get 
ii out again_ 

In the case of subroutines, the jump or 
call stores the address of resumption, the 
return address, on the stack. When the 
subroutine is finished , the return instruc
tion withdraws the return address from the 
stack and puts it back on the program 
counter , causing execution of the program 
where it left off. In many cases you may 
want to preserve the contents of some 
other registers from destruction by the 
subroutine. The stack can be used for this 
too: you push the register contents into the 
stack, a store operation under manage
ment of the stack pointer. To retrieve them 
a pop or pull is used (as suits your 
processor 's parlance, some seem to have 
a stronger spring than others!) . 

We can go a little further before the 
character of the processors stops us talk· 
ing generally, and cover addressing 
modes. These do vary from one process.or 
to another, but there is the effective 
address, which just means that 16-bit 
value that squirts out of the address bus 
when accessing memory. The 6809 lets 
the programmer grab it as a value, others 
just use it to select memory. How the EA is 
derived depends on the addressing mode 

of the instruction , and is always derived 
from register contents directly or indirectly. 

The simplest form of " addressing 
mode" does not involve an EA at all, as it 

covers operations on or between internal 

registers or the processor, and is some

. times called implied or inherent. The regis· 

ter identification is implied by the code 

used for the instruction itself. 

The next simplest is the immediate 
mode. Here the data is built into the 
program immediately following the instruc· 
lion code (op-code). No store or single 
byte operations are allowed in this mode 
as they would affect the program itself. 
The EA in this case is derived from the 
contents of the program counter. Some 
16-bit operations can also be immediate. 

Extended addressing is where the 
address rather than the data follows the 
op-code. so the processor has an ex· 
tended operation to do. 

Some processors take this one stage 
further, extended indirect. The data found 
as above is actually the address to find the 
data you want. In fact some processors 
boast indirect versions of other modes as 
well and life can get very confusing to 
those without a clear head. 

The push/pull/pop operations can be 
thought or as a special addressing mode, 
deriving its EA from the stack pointer. It 
allows data transfer only. 

Registering 
All processors have some register 

addressing modes, where the EA comes 
from a register other than the PC or SP. 
These are most useful for table and screen 
processing. Most processors have simple 
register addressing. and a version called 
indexed addressing where the EA is the 
register contents modified in some way. 
The most common is where the op-code is 
followed by dispfacement data which is 
" added" to the register contents to form 
the EA. This mode can be used for the 
screen scroll : the register holds the 
address of the character to be moved, and 
it is loaded into the accumulator using the 
register addressing mode. The character 
is stored one line higher using the indexed 
addressing mode with a displacement of 
minus one line 's worth. The register con
tent is then incremented to point to the 
next character and the process repeated. 

We now know something about what the 
processor can do, and how it knows what 
to do it to. We have both dimensions of the 
processor 's instruction set. We also know 
that each instruction is provided as a byte 
(or sometimes two bytes) in the program, 
often followed by data, displacement or 
address, and how the program counter 
keeps track of progress through this jungle 
of numbers. But how do we cope with the 
jungle? 

This is not obvious on many home 
micros, and seems to present another 
barrier to machine language programming. 
Often we need to buy extra software just to 
bypass the Basic interpreter in order to 
speak to the processor direct (see the 
accompanying article). It 's as bad as a 
boss surrounded by secretaries telling you 
he's busy. • 
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Action Packed 100°/o Machine Code Arcade Software for DRAGON 32 

tl'IOBlllSOn ",~-----

{'ll(ROS Clless 

DflOIDS. slop !he Oro1ds removing 
l~d :;l11ekl$ 10 rele.ise 1ne l>Oml>s 
M11C11 will oestroy 1n~ world 

£6.95 

® MISSION XK1 

You are the commander o1 the SS E•plore<. on a dangerous mission 
CO<le·named XK . You• Old s are to land on I.lie PIMel Zyphon in order 
a collect liquid Zyphoneum, a fuel mucl>-needed or your planet"s space 
fleet Progress is hampered. however. by Zyphon's only moon, Zaxos, 
slowly b<eeklng up, cre11t""9 an eve<-lncre8$1ng band 04 a_stero1<1S which 
circle l'1oe prane1 Arothor problem IS tl\at your lander carrie.s only a limited 
quanlity of 1uel. Once this is used you no longer have any upward thrust 
whils1 lending. On the return journey 10 you< mother shop you can !>lest a 
way tllrough the asteroids with your phaser. Another superll made-style 
game wilri animated h.gh resO!utiOn colour graphics and sound. 

Joystick or keyboard control. Hall o1 Fame. Bonus points IOI screen 
clear and speeial Pause feature (freezes 11>8 game while you take a resl!J 
Supplied Ofl cassette 

£6.95 
Coming Next Month- SKYJOUST 

rliftcnosc;ias:der 
-·---·---·-----·--~ 

MAURICE Ml NOR CM tor a 'quie, 
drive in your Morris MllliM" )'04I in· 
advertently wande1oo to a race track 
and fi nd ~urselt ,he mxtdl• o1 a 
Grand P~•! 

£6.95 

VIJLT\JAES: Galaxian-1ype game 1n 
wllieh a llock of \l\lllu:res ~uard their 
eg~s Ju:st en you th k y0u·vo 
killed th em all. lhe BQIJS natGh' 

£6.95 

SONKA: Cl imb the li!dders and dig 
holes to trap the '"Me.i111es · bilDfi 
they kill vou 

£7.95 

* Congratulations Terry Fearn * 
Terry Fearn of Camberley in Surrey, after 
months of endeavour, is the very first of 
the thousands of intrepid Crusaders to 
reach the seventh and final screen. It can 
be done! You can make the attempt for 
only £6.95. 

All orders despatched by return 1st class post 

Callers and Trade enquiries wefcomB 


A vaifable from SPeCTRUM and o ther good software dea lers 


DEPT DU484 , 2 GLENSDA ESTREET, LEEDS LS9 9JJJ. Morrison (Micros) Ltd TELEPHONE(0532)480987 

SPRITES FOR THE DRAGON 

Merlin's Sprite Magic offers a whole host of new features for the Dragon 

Up to 128 spri tes. SL~e up to 40 x 40 in mode 4, even larger in other modes. Sprite magic uses the 256 x 192 grid for screen 
addressing . Sprites are programmable for joystick control and/or keyboard control. Sprites may be defined as missiles fired 
from other sprites in response to fire-button or keyboard. Sprites may be programmed to rebound (like a bouncing ball ). or 
wrap round, or disappear automati cally when they get to the edge of the (user defined) screen. A wide range of commands 
and functions offers comprehensive control of speed, direction. screen edge behaviour and collision detection. 

Animation is easily implemented with DRWG function which swaps the drawings being used for sprites and they needn't 
even be the same size. 

Some of the commands are exceptionally powerful .. . MOVEn moves a single sprite, MOVEn,n moves a block of sprites. 
MOVEM moves alJ the sprites. All the MOVE commands observe the individual direction, screen-edge, joystick and keyboard 
instructions for the various sprites. The REPORT function reports how many have crashed. The HIT function reports crashed 
sprite numbers. 

Sprites are non-destructive i.e. they do not leave a " trail". They' re fast and they're efficient and they're easy to use. 

The Dragon now has its very own BEEP command. This one, however, offers a range of 16 pre-programmed gunshots, 
explosions, sirens, laser sounds and the like. You can also program your own . .. BEEP (six parameters) lets you generate 
the kind of noises you have heard on other high quality software. 

Keyboard handling has had some attention too .. . optional auto-repeat. INKEY function returns ASCII code, KEY function 
does the same, but waits for a keypress. CLEAR key clears hi·res screen and homes the print cursor. 

We have also included a cou ple of routines to provide text on the hi-res screen .. . in all 5 PMODES with enhanced cursor 
controls providing relative as well as absolute positioning, PAGE command, HOLD command (to fix headers or graphics) , 
COLOUR command changes text foreground and background colours etc. The hi-res screen is used just llke the Basic text 
screen, including editing. You can also re-define the character set using the friendly new command CHR(n)= eight row values. 

Sprite Magic requires absolutely no knowledge of machine code. The comprehensive manual describes the new Basic 
commands in full, with lots of examples. As well as the documented demonstration program, the cassette includes Character 
and Sound Generators. Mate in two (yes you can! ), Shooting Gallery and Breakout. Price £1 7.25 all inclusive. 

MERLIN (MICRO SYSTEMS) LTD, 
93 HIGH STREET, ESTON, CLEVELAND 

Tel: (0642) 454883 
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Moving up 

with OS 9 


Keith and Steven Brain reveal the ins and outs of OS9 

AT LAST Dragon Data's long-awaited OS9 
disk operating system and range of assod
ated software have arrived on the scene 
as part of a deliberate policy of moving 
" up-market" into the small business and 
professional sector where Dragon Data 
sees an expanding user-base. 

It remains to be seen whether small 
businessmen can be persuaded to part 
with their hard-won cash for such business 
aids, but at the same time the arrival of 
OS9 is a major step forward for the 
computer enthusiast who wants to 
squeeze the most out of his Dragon. 
Certainly Dragon Data's pricing policy 
seems to be firmly based on the " pile it 
high and sell it cheap" axiom on which 
Tesco was founded, and in comparison 
with many professional programs for other 
micros its software prices see·m to offer 
extremely good value. 

Aserious system 
If Sir Clive hadn't thought of it first (as 

usual), we would be tempted to say that 
this step was a " quantum leap" tor the 
Dragon as it effectively transforms the 
micro from a sophisticated toy into a very 
serious machine. 

The OS9 operating system is the key to 
the expansion of the Dragon's potential 
and to fully understand the significance of 
this development it is necessary to consid
er how a computer carries out instructions. 
In the standard Dragon 32 or 64 the 
" operating system", which contains the 
commands understood by the computer, is 
contained within the Basic ROM. If the 
Dragon DOS disk system is added further 
systems routines are included in ROM in 
the cartridge. All of the routines in these 
ROMs are actually included in the memory 
map at all times. whereas with a totally 
disk-based operating system all of the 
routines are on disk instead , and these are 
only loaded into memory as and when 
required. The immediate advantage of this 
is that you can have a much more compli
cated operating system withou t losing 
much of your precious RAM. 

OS9 is a sophisticated management 
system which enables you to get much 
more from your Dragon. As it was de
signed by Microware Systems Corporation 
in collaboration with Motorola (the design
ers of the 6809 CPU), it is an extremely 
efficient product which uses the capabili· 
ties of the 6809 to maximum advantage. A 
major difference between the 6809 CPU 
and lesser microprocessors is that it sup
ports " position-independent-code (PIG)" 
which means that routines can be loaded 

and run at any point in memory. Thus the 
available memory can be used much more 
efficiently, and several programs can be 
present simultaneously. 

In practice OS9 carries out all of the 
housekeeping for you automatically with· 
out any need for intervention from the user 
(unless you attempt the impossible) . Nor
mally modules are loaded as required and 
then deleted from memory once their 
usefulness is ended, but where modules 
are called repeatedly these can easily be 
locked into memory to save time. A sub
stantial OS9 Operating System Users 
Guide is included and an 059 Program
mer's Manual (unseen as yet) is listed at 
£19.95. The details of OS9 are too com
plex to explain in the small space available 
here so we wil'I try to give you the flavour of 
the system and point out what we feel are 
the most significant features as far as the 
Dragon implementation is concerned. 

To run OS9 you need a Dragon with 64K 
of RAM and a Dragon DOS disk system. 
When you use OS9 you turn your Dragon 
into a 64K " soft machine" and switch out 
both the standard Basic ROM and Dragon 
DOS, although you need the latter to set 
this process in motion. You turn on the 
Dragon as usual and when the Dragon 
DOS logo appears insert the OS9 system 
disk and enter the command "BOOT", 
which loads the essential control modules 
into memory and sets up 64K of RAM. 
These essential routines are concerned 
with items such as input/output (IJO) man
agement, disk control, keyboard scan, 
video display, printer and real time clock. 
At this point you have 48K of memory still 
free for use. 

The "shell" is the part of OS9 which 
accepts commands from the keyboard and 
acts as the interface between you and the 
rest of OS9. Whenever the shell is waiting 
for an input the " OS9" prompt is shown at 
the start of the next line. The command 
line always starts with the name of the 
program to be run (which can be one of 
several different types) and once the line is 
entered the shell searches for this name. 
first in memory, next in the " execution 
directory", and finally in the user's " data 
directory". 

There are many similarities between 
OS9 and Unix, and pathlists are an impor
tant concept. These are descriptions of the 
route to be followed by a command and 
are somewhat similar to the " filenames'" 
used by other systems, except that they 
frequently consist of a list ol names rather 
than just a single name. Multifile devices 
(like disks) store data in separate files 

which have names that are entered in a 
" directory file" . When a new disk is lirst 
formatted a '' root directory" is created 
automatically, and sub-directories are 
formed beneath this in a tree-structured 
hierarchy. 

For example. the root directory or the 
standard OS9 system disk contains seven 
files: OS9Boot, CMOS. DEFS, SYS, start · 
up, RUN32 and RUNS 1, and the CMOS 
directory contains a further series of fi les 
which contain the modules for 47 indi
vidual OS9 commands. It is sometimes a 
nuisance to have to specify a complete 
pathlist to call up a particular file, but this is 
often unnecessary and only a re latively 
minor irritation. 

The default startup file uses the normal 
Dragon text display, with upper-case let
ters only, but both upper and lower-case 
(inverse) can be called with " -UPC", with 
or without shift-lock. A number of control 
functions can be called by codes or via the 
"'clear" key, and a " type-ahead" buffer 
operales except when the disk drive is 
running. An alternative video driver pro
ducing a 51 column by 24 line true upper 
and lower case display can be called by 
"905·1". However, although preferable, it 
does eat up 6~ of memory. 

Modes and codes 
Two hi-resolution graphics modes are 

supported (=PMODE 3 and 4) and codes 
are available to produce the equivalents of 
PMODE , COLOR . PSET, PRESET , 
PCLS, MOVE, LINE and CIRCLE. But the 
very useful DRAW, GET and PUT are 
notable by their absence. Joystick values 
can be called via assembly language 
system calls. 

OS9 has a unified 1/0 system in which 
transfer of information takes place in the 
same way regardless of the hardware 
device involved. This means that 110 can 
easily be redirected to alternative devices 
wi thout having to alter the program. (For 
example, to divert output from the screen 
to the parallel printer port all you need to 
do is to add ">IP" to you r execution 
command instead of changing every 
occurrence of " PRINT" to " PRINT#-2".) 
This also means th at programs are highly 
portable from your Dragon to any other 
computer using the 6809 CPU. The 
" ACIA51 " module redirects input or output 
to the serial port, and this can be used, for 
instanoe, to drive a serial printer or to 
tran$fer data from another device (such as 
another Dragon) . No cassette driver 
routines are provided. 

It more than one program is entered on 
the same line , separated by semicolons. 
then these programs will be executed 
strictly in sequence. The second kind of 
separator is the ampersand (&) which 
denotes . concurrent execution (two or 
more programs running simultaneously). 
Much of the time the CPU is simply waiting 
for some input and the efficiency of OS9 is 
much enhanced by "timeslicing" which 
allows different processes to share CPU 
time and other resources. 

Management is carried out automatical
ly but specific pr'orilies can be applied to 
different processes if desired. As an • 
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~ example entering " DIR> IP&" will show 
a process ID number (for example, 001 }, 
start to print out a directory to the printer, 
but immediately return the OS9 prompt so 
that another command can be entered. 
The final type of separator (!) sets up 
"pipelines" between concurrent programs 
so that the output from one automatically 
·becomes the input for another with perfect 
synchronisation. 

Ownership 
OS9 will support timesharing between a 

number of terminals and the LOGIN com
mand can also be used on the standard 
·system to check for the correct password 
before entry is allowed. Every file has 
ownership and attributes which determine 
who may access the file and how it may be 
used. The current user number is auto
matically added to the file, and execution. 
reading and writing can be restricted to this 
user. Finally we must mention the OS9gen 
and Cobbler commands which allow you to 
change the system boot configuration to 
suit particular applications. 

Undoubtedly OS9 is a very valuable 
tool, the power of which is well demon
strated in the applications software de
scribed below. 

Basic 09 is described as " an enhanced 
and structured Basic language program· 
ming system specially created for the 6809 
advanced microprocessor used by the 
Dragon computer". In fact Basic 09 is 
rather a Basic/Pascal hybrid with an odd 
bit of Fortran thrown in for good measure. 
One very important feature is that it has an 
interactive compiler which gives it the 
speed of a compiled language and the 
ease of use of an interpreted language. 

Although Microsoft's Color Basic (the 
standard Dragon version) is extremely 
easy to use and is noted for its excellent 
graphics commands, it was not written for 
a particular processor whereas Basic 09 
was especially written to exploit the full 
potential of the 6809. Basic 09 is fully 
compatible with other programs running 
under OS9 so that you can use it to 
process files produced with the database 
package RMS, Stylograph and others. 

Basic 09 is made up of some 22K of 
code and on startup 4K is reserved for 
workspace , although this is easily changed 
with MEM up to a maximum of about 24K. 
On startup it is in SYSTEM mode where 

you can interact with OS9 and control the 
workspace environment. Programs are 
written and amended in EDIT mode, the 
language is fully structured, and programs 
are written as procedures where line num
bers are optional. A syntax check is 
automatically made at the end of each line 
and in addition a further error check is 
performed when the procedure is com
plete. Provided that no errors are found the 
program is immediately compiled to In
termediate (''I") code which is executed by 
run-time routines . 

When an existing procedure is edited it 
is automatically decompi1led and the " 1
code address" of each line is printed out 
so that the position of errors can be easily 
located. Program listings are automatically 
" pretty printed" to show nesting. A wide 
range of editing commands (including 
search, change and renumber) are pro
vided. Standard control structures are sup
ported, in addition to WHILE . . . DO, 
REPEAT .. . UNTIL, LOOP . . . END
LOOP, IF ... ENDIF and ON ERROR 
GOTO are supported. 

Programs can be simply RUN by name 
or AUTO-RUN allows immediate execu
tion after loading. If errors are found then 
these are dealt with in the comprehensive 
DEBUG mode. In particular BREAK allows 
you to set up breakpoints, STEP executes 
a procedure one source statement at a 
time, and STATE lists the nesting of all 
active procedures. TRON turns on trace 
mode where the compiled code of each 
equivalent statement line is reconstructed 
to source statements and displayed before 
the statement is executed. 

The PACK command allows you to 
further reduce the size and execution time 
of your program by forcing another compil
er pass which removes names, line num
bers. non-executable statements and so 
on. But once the procedure is in this form it 
cannot be edited , debugged or reloaded 
into the workspace, although the code can 
be run from OS9 at any time and is secure. 
Speed-up in the order of 10-30 percent is 
claimed, but that rather depends on how 
much unnecessary material there was in 
the original version ! 

A Graphics Interface Module ("GFX"), 
written in assembly language, is provided 
to give easier access to the hi·res facilities 
described under OS9 itself. In addition to 
the faci lities mentioned previously there 

are GLOC (returns the address of the 
video display RAM), GCOLR (= PPOINT) 
and JOYSTICK (as Color Basic). No 
sound capabilities are included (apart from 
BELL). 

OS9 has very powerful mathematical 
functions and nine-decimal-digit, 40-bit
binary floating point arithmetic. 

The TYPE statement can be used to 
produce a new user-defined data type 
which may mix the standard data types. As 
well as the normal Boolean operators 
(NOT, AND, OR and XOR) bi1-by-bit logic
al operators are provided (LNOT, LAND, 
LOR and LXOR). Other functions include 
MOD (remainder), ADDA (memory 
address of a variable, array, or structure 
name), SIZE (size of a variable, array, or 
structure name), ERR (code of the most 
recent error), DATE$ (current date and 
lime) . and TRIM$ (removes trailing spaces 
from a string) . The useful INKEY$ com
mand does not appear in the manual 
(except as an assembly listing) although in 
fact it is actually present in the CMDS 
directory. 

Files and 110 are dealt with in typical 
unified OS9 fashion. INPUT, PRINT, 
PRINT USING, CREATE, OPEN, CLOSE, 
DELETE, READ and WRITE are self· 
explanatory. GET and PUT statements are 
completely different from their Microsoft 
pseudonyms and read and write fixed size 
binary data records to files or devices 
whi lst SEEK changes the file pointer. They 
are the primary lfO commands for random 
access and can be used to deal with 
individual records or whole data struc
tures. As they use the same binary format 
as the actual disk files they are much 
faster than READ and WRITE which con
vert characters to and from ASCII format. 

Speed measurement 
Although we are not generally greatly in 

favour of comparing " benchmarks" for 
different machines, a quick check of the 
standard (Kilobaud) comparisons revealed 
such a startling improvement over stan
dard Dragon Basic that we could not resist 
including them. 

A quick glance at the comparison table 
shows what a real boost has been added 
to the Dragon. Even in the worst case 
(using real numbers) the speed improve
ments are dramatic (execution time re· 
duced to 35 percent). If int09er num- ..,.. 
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Benchmarks: standard programs designed 10 measure me speed of particular processes on different machines 
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""" bers are used wherever possible the 
results are almost unbelievable (reduction 
to only 14 percent of the original time). 
Comparisons with some other machines 
are also very interesting and demonstrate 
that 16 bits are no substitute for good 
software. 

Complete package 
The Stylograph word-processing pro

gram is only available as a complete 
paci<age which also includes the Mail
merge and Spellcheck options, but as the 
total price is only £79.95 you can hardly 
complain about that. It can be used on a 
single or dual disk system, but on a single 
disk system storage space is somewhat 
limited as the extensive dictionary is on the 
same disk as the tex1 files. A detailed 
manual is provided which explains the 
system quite clearly, and a step-by-step 
tutorial is also provided. The manual was 
obviously not written specifically for the 
Dragon and unfortunately the tutorial is 
very confusing in places as the examples 
given assume that the default screen 
display is wider than it actually is. (Stylo· 
graph uses a 51 column by 24 row display 
format but line length can go up to 160 
characters and the screen can be scrolled 
left and right in 25 character steps.) 

To use Stylograph, simply replace the 
OS9 system disk with the Stylograph disk, 
change the directories to the new disk 
(chx/dO/cmds chd/dO), move to 51 column 
mode (go51) and type " stylo" to enter 
" supervisor mode" where a menu of op
tions is provided which are selected with a 
moving cursor. Text can be loaded and 
saved, backup files are automatically kept, 
and accidental deletion of files is difficult 
as comprehensive error traps are in· 
eluded. 

The ex1ensive printout capabilities will 
support virtually any type of printer (includ
ing proportional spacing) and any neces· 
sary modifications can be carried out at the 
time or on a permanent basis by calling the 
STYFIX program. Even when the system 
is configured for a special printer, support· 
Ing underlining or alternate fonts , a 
straightforward printout can still be pro
duced by selecting the TTY option. and 
files can also be spooled to disk for later 
printing. It is possible to PASS any com· 
mand to OS9 from within Stylograph, 
which is particularly useful if you want to 
call up a disk directory, for example. 

Selecting EDIT takes you into the 
ESCAPE mode where cursor control, 
scrolls, find , replace, move. duplicate, de· 
lete, insert and single character overwrite 

can be carried out. A useful card showing 
the keyboard functions in escape and 
control modes is provided. The current 
page number is displayed at the top of the 
screen, together with a line of dashes to 
indicate the line length and you can easily 
jump to any existing page. The cursor 
control and scroll keys are grouped in the 
traditional diamond pattern, and hitting the 
semicolon takes you into INSERT mode, 
where text can be entered. It is obvious 
that you are in insert mode as the current 
line is now indicated with a row of inverted 
hyphens indicating the line length. 

Full page formatting facili ties are pro· 
vided, and the effect of many of the 
commands is visible immediately on 
screen. Text may be unjustified, left justi
fied, right justified, or centred and the input 
buffer and concurrent rewrite of the display 
mean that it is impossible to "miss" char
acters even when typing rapidly. Page 
headers and footers, new paragraphs and 
pages, margins and indents can be de· 
fined. 

Control functions can be called from 
either escape or insert mode, with the 
" clear" key being used as control. CTRL-A 
calls assistance if you forget a command; 
CTRL·D, -W and -X delete characters, 
words or lines· -R sets tabs; • Y clears tabs 
and -T moves to the next tab position. Five 
different types of character modifications 
can be specified (provided that your printer 
can accept them): underline (·U), overline 
(·O), superscript (-1), subscript (·K) , and 
boldface (-8). These are normally indi
cated by reverse printing of the text. but 
they can also be checked by the VIEW 
command (·V). which replaces the text 
with different numbers according to the 
modifications called, and all modifications 
can be removed with -Z. CTRL-F allows 
you to remove the format lines from the 
screen so that more text can be viewed, 
and .p shows the current status of the text. 

CTRL-G allows you to insert "ghost 
hyphens" into long words. The final control 
function ( ·N) allows you to put a name 
(explanation) to any error you may en
counter. Hitting the clear and break keys at 
the same time returns you to the escape 
mode. 

To begin with we found that switching 
between insert and escape modes was a 
little tedious. but with practice this was not 
really a problem. The maximum memory 
allocation for Stylograph seems to be 
# 15K which only gives a total of 8901 
bytes for text storage (about six double· 
spaoed A4 pages) . which is rather small, 
but text files can be linked to produce 

longer documents. It is a very sophisti
cated system (the stylo file alone contains 
over 21 K of code and 6K are needed for 
the hi-res text display) so there has inevit· 
ably been a trade-off between facili ties and 
space. 

The Mailmerge option has three func· 
tions. First of all it allows you to print any 
number of copies in a particular file. 
Secondly it allows you to link fi les together 
for printout as a single document with 
continuous page numbers, headings and 
so on. Finally it allows you to merge a file 
of " variables" with a text file. The most 
obvious variables are names and addres
ses for personalised circular letters but 
there are obviously many other applica· 
lions. As 089 is multitasking it is easy to 
set up Mailmerge as a background task 
which proceeds even as you are preparing 
another document. 

If you can't stand the noise of your 
printer when you are working then you can 
simply divert the output to a comprehen
sive disk file which can be printed later. If 
you also have the RMS database you can 
use it to produce a file of specific data to be 
merged with the text. 

Spellcheck 
The final part of the package is Spell

check, a very impressive program which 
rapidly compares each word in your text 
file with the contents of its dictionaries and 
reports any words which it cannot find for 
possible correction . The standard diction
ary contains an amazing 42.000 words 
(Spellstar has 12,000) which are in a 
specially compressed format that occupies 
only a quarter of the space normally 
required. In addition it is easy to add new 
words (such as technical terms) to a 
supplementary dictionary. 

If a " non-match" is found then the word 
is displayed and one of a number of 
options can be selected. You can simply 
(l)gnore the word or (A)dd it to the diction 
ary. On the other hand, if you are less sure 
of yourself, you can decide to (D)isplay it in 
context or (F)lag it for later action. In theory 
it is possible to decompress the dictionary 
to read the words but the normal Dragon 
disks are too small to hold the results. 
More usefully, it is possible to merge 
supplementary dictionaries into the main 
one to give more rapid checking of added 
words. As a sideline a wordcount is also 
produced during checking. 

We hope this introduction gives a taste 
of what can be done with OS9 - other 
applications packages wi ll have to wait for 
a later review. • 

OS98oot CMOS SY~ ~EFS 

RUNe ~ttr bac~uP ' .. •.il:A: .. l1.:·1 
Figure 1: the disk operating system's directory structure 
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S1Jb$<;r1p11oni; (0 the- RA INl!':QW ~u(' 
$28 .a year in lhir. un1100 Sta es 
Caflltdnt.n ~n(j Me!i 1ce11 ra t l!' 
US $~ su 1race r.are •o o th 1 
countr1t!s U S $65 a11 t at 
U S $100 A ll S.UbSCnpl tCJnS 

1>e'9•fl W•I lhC' curren1 
•ssue Please all 
o p m 5-6 v.e~ks 
kw f11s. I C.OPl' 
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SHARDS THE ULTIMATE 

SECRET? 


WHEN you have endured the burning farmhouse and 
discovered a strange diary, avoided the football 
hooligans, met the shady lady, Japanese tourists 
the pop star and the busker; avoided the gunmen, 
Eddy the crook and Scarface; visited the waxworks , 
the natural history museum and the arcade; worked 
in the ·street market , the agency or the cafe; 
travelled through France , Germany Italy Turkey 
and Israel, experiencing Abdul's maze, the 
labyrinth and meeting a handful of very 
strange people on the way ... 
ONLY THEN can you be deemed worthy of discovering 
the ultimate secret.ALTERNATIVELY you can 
play PETTIGREWS DIARY on your Dragon , 
BBC B or Electron , and learn the 
secret from the safety of your own armchair. 
BUT DON'T JUST LISTEN TO US! 
' Pride of place in this supplement for the most 
original and entertaining adventure ... it's 
got to b value for money' 

Computer & Video Games adventure supplement 

''The best adventure game for th Dragon on the 
market that J've seen" Personal Computer News 
HI have nothing but praise for this unorthodox adventure ' 

Micro Adventurer 
" If you lik puzzles and mysteries you II like this package ' 

Computer Choice 

PETTIGREWS DIARY is available for only £7.95 from BOOTS and all major 
stockists or by s~nding a cheque/PO to us at: 

SHARDS SOFTWARE, 
189 ETON ROAD 

ILFORD , ESSEX IGl 2UQ 
(Access/Barclaycard orders phone 01-514 4871) 
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about lour inches long. Solder a long wire 

to each of the pins # 1,# 3,# 4.# 5 on the 

DIN plug. Now connect : 

Wire # 1 to the centre leg of the potentio
Learning to meter. 
Wire # 5 to one leg of the photo cell. Use a 
short wire to connect !he other leg to one 
of the legs on the potentiometer. 
Wire # 4 to one of the legs on the switch. 
Wire # 3 to the other switch leg. Use aexperiment short wire to also connect this leg to the 
last leg of the potentiometer. 

That is !he wiring completed . House thePeter Whittaker's project for would-be experimenters 
photo cell in the tube. recessing it about

HERE IS A project for all those who, like input voltage returning from the variable two or three inches. Close the back of the
myself, want to experiment with their Dra setting of the potentiometers . By using the tube to prevent back-light from interfering 
gons, but don't have the confidence to AID converter to compare these voltages with the 1Photo cell . Before plugging the
tackle complex circuitry. Rather than con (#3 with # 1 or # 3 with # 2) the computer hghtpen into the joystick port . wrap elec 
struct an AID converter, I decided to use calculates the position of the joystick. The trical insu lation tape around all bare wires
the Dragon 's built -in AID device. This joystick works by changing the setting of making extra sure that there are no short 
means that you do not have to resort to these potentiometers. To replace the joy circuits between any of the wires con 
machine code to program the lightpen. II is stick with a lightpen we need to include a nected to the DIN plug. 
possible to connect a lightpen to the photo cell in the circuit, and remove one of When RUN the program displays all 
joystick port . and access it with the the potentiometers (figure 3). By leaving eight colours along the bottom of the 
JOYSTK(O) command . Whenever you use the potentiometer in a fixed position the screen , with a green surround (black can
the joysticks the Dragon converts the computer will only register the voltage be obtained from the border) . Instructions
analogue signal from the joystick into a changes caused by differing light levels appear at the top of the screen . If the
digital value between 0 and 63. falling on the photo cell. readings obtained are all clustered at one

Figures 1 and 2 show the joystick port Use a trimmer for the potentiometer as end of the scale adjust the setting of the 
connections and the circuit diagram for a this is very small. If a large potentiometer potentiometer until a satisfactory range is
joystick . A constant 5 volts is applied to pin is used, it would gel in the way and make obtained. Table 1 gives a list of values 
# 5. After passing through the potentio the lightpen difficult to use. obtained using the lightpen, and illustrates 
melers' maximum selling the current re Cut four lengths of wire to the desired the difficulty of tell ing some colours apart. 
turns to pin # 3 . Pins # 2 and #1 read the length for the lightpen lead , and two pieces To the lightpen. colours one and six and 

1 Photo cell Tandy ~276·116a 99p. 

1 Miniature push button switch Pack of 5 Tandy #275-1547 59p. 

1 Trimmer control (100K) (potentiometer) Tandy #271·220 79p. 

1 5-pin DIN plug (270 degrees) to fit joystick. port. 

Four long bits of wire and two bits of wire about 4 inches long. 

1 opaque tube to house Photo cell. 

Total less than £4.00. 

two and live are nearly identical. 
If the lightpen seems to be reading 

completely the wrong colour from the 
screen make SLJre that you are giving the 
photo cell long enough to adjust to the tight 
level before pressing the button. Alterna
tively, if the lightpen tube is not completely 
opaque. the shadow from your hand may 
be affecting the readings. When using the 

10 RESTORE • GOT0100 
20 PRIMT!i416,."" : FOR A=l TO 2:Fi'JR 6=1TOS:FORC=1T04 : PRINTCHR!li<127+9*1'5)J 1 NE><TC,B•N 
E)ff : RETURN 
80 A=0 : FOR 8=1 TO 100:A=A+.JOYSTK(0) 1 NEXT : A=A/100 i RETIJRN 
31 FOR·A=0T08 =KCA)=A 1 NEXT:A=-l 
:32 A=A+l •F'OR8=A TO 8 1 IF LP(A)<CLP(8) THEN 34 
33 C=LP(A)=LP<A>=LP<B>=LP(8)=C • C=K<~>•K<A>=K(8) • KC9 ):C = 
34 NEXT =IF A<8 THEN 32 ELSE: RETURN 
99 REM -SET UP UGHTPEN 
160 CLS •GOSU820 
1. i i3 FOR ~(.=0T08:READ CS : PRINT~32 , "HOlD PEN TO " ; CS ; '' SECTI () t<l" =PP. l«l , " OF=' SCREEt-J ANO 

F'F:ESS sur 'ON . " 
12121 G8SIJB30: PR nm~0 . ,, !.• ! C: HTr;;'P~ READI NG:::" I A ' IF (PEE~~( 6528e.O< >:t. 2 tS AND PEE~(~ 65280 )< > 
254 ;. TloiH1120 ELSE L F'( I< )::ofi ' SiJUt·m J 121~:'.l ., !. : t-JE)n 
130 GOSU8:?1 
14·0 P RI NT" CClLO IR Hl:::At•Il'K:;'• ,. " DIFFERENCE"= PRINT#-2 , "COLrJUP" , "READING" , "DIFFEREt<~CE" ' 
PRIMT#- 2 , " " : FOR A=, 1~1 TC• '.3: PF.: !!'·lTP-'.< P ) ; '' " .: 1_P( fl ) . INF 100 * i'.t.P( A+l )--u=• ' Ft )))/l00 1 PRINT 
•-2 , K'A ) , LP( 8 ), ! NT(1 0 0*<LPCA+1)-LP( A)))/ 100 1 NEXT:PRINT''PRESS BUTTON TO CONTINUE. 

150 IF PEEf<( 65'280 )C· 126 mo.1p PEEK( 65280 )< :>254 THEN 150 ELSE CLS • GIJSU8 20 
199 REM LI GHPEN C>EMONS TRl4TI or~ 
2~0 GOSIJB 3 0:PR! l'<!T !P.0 .. 0 

' I •'.;HT"'E.'1 ~f;'Tf.' ~rJG=' .= l=l : PR~l-ff " PO~rH L J. GHTPEI'! AT COLOUR AND1 

:::iRE'SS 81JTTO!./ TCi SELECT. " ' IF ~PEEK< 65280)<> 126 8r·~ r.) F F.:: 'Ei<( '55280 ) < >25 4 ) THEt4200 ELSE 
si:iut~r~; 0 0 .. .. 

21 0 FOP 8 =0 TO 8 
2 20 C: =:;( ( 8 ) : IF ABS( A-LP( 8) )(=. 5 OR A<LP( B > THEt~ CL.S C =GOSU820 : GOT0200 ELSE MEXT 

240 GOSU820:GOT0200 
2 9 9 REt1 C•FtTG !=;JR CQL.1JURS 
3 01!'.1 ~:· A'R 8L F!CK .· GREEN , YELU)l.-L. Bl.IJE , RED, 9UF"F, c·r'AN, MAGENTA .· ORANGE 

, 
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+5 vollsDIC 

~~~fyou've everbeenkilledby 

~~evilgoblin, flamed 


b dragon or turnedtostone 

byawizard... 
then you need Micro Adventurer-the new monthly 
magazine devoted to all microcomputer 
adventures, war games and simulations. 
Each issue offers a wide range of stimulating features, including: 
• Help line ond Con oct columns • Reviews of the latest adventures 
• Competitions with exciting prizes • War gaming advice 
• Adventures to type in ond p lay • Profiles of famous adventurers 
• Advice on how to write your own adventures 

If all this s.ounds 100 good to be true then Ii i I In the form below lo make sure 
you receive your copy of Micro Adventurer. 

SUBSCRIPTION ORDER FO!lM --------------e issues (a vea·'s su~c11 llOn) 01 Mic ro Adv nturer 	 This order shou ld be occompo 1ed t>y o c heque madePlease sen 
t>&g1nni g w1 h 1 issue paya ble 10 Micro Advenlurer 

UK subscribers 
Na rne A year s subsc r1pt1an 1s £10 00 - p ose send this form with 

poymen to Micro Adven lurer. Su scriphons Depar menl. 
Address 	 Oo 1eld House. Perrymoun1 Rd . Hovwards Healh. Susse• 

USIConodion subscribers 
A year 's subsc11p ion a1 a n-speeded ra1es 1s USS33 95 - p ase 
send 1 is toim w1thpavm ent 10 M1c r0 Aaven1ure . c /o Business 

Sig orur Do re 	 Press In emotiona l. 2'05 East 42nd S1. , New York , NY 10017 

Pin 1 " channel 
Pin 2 y channel 
Pin3ground 
Pin 4 shorts to pin 3 when fire button 

is pressed 
Pin 5 5 volts DIC 

Figure 7: joystick port connections 

lightpen with your own programs, the 
set-up stage can be omitted and the 
appropriate values for the different colours 
read from a data statement. To use the 
lightpen with machine code programs 
EXEC 48466 to update the joystick read
ing. The JOYSTK(O) value is stored at 
location 346. The program as listed is for · 
the lightpen, plugged into the right joystick 
socket! 

In the program line 20 prints coloured 
blocks to the screen. Line 30 reads light
pen values. Lines 31 ·34 sort values of 
lightpen readings in ascending order. 
Lines 100-130 input and set up lightpen 
values. Line 140 prints table of values to 
screen and to printer. Lines 200-240 are a 
demonstration program. Line 220 com· 
pares lightpen value to values in array of 
set-up· values. • 

Figure 2: joystick circuit 

Figure 3: lightpen circuit 

COLOUR 
0 
4 
3 
8 
6 
1 
7 
2 
5 

Table 1: lightpen readings 

· READING 
. 26 

33.21 
38.23 
40.39 
~.97 
43.38 
47.78 
50.16 
51.16 

DIFFERENCE 

7.2 
5.07 
2.1 
2.57 
.4 
4.4 
2.37 

1 


-51.16 
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Send u1 your Dragon programs, beginning with a general description end then explaining how the program Is constructed. 
Take care that the Ustlnga are ell bug-free, erJClo81ng a cassette and, If possible, a printout. We pay £6 for each bug-free 
program published, double tor the program of the month. H you have any problems wtth the listings, please send your 

queries to the appropriate author, Dragon User, 12·13 Little Newport Street, London WC2R 3LD. 

You have a limited fuel supply and when and puts graphics on 
you run Out of fuel you lose control. The screen. 
program has a tune which is the theme 
tune Of Mash. The program uses PMODE 

610·650 
660-740 

Sets up fuel, 
Puts planes on screen. Sets 

4 Graphic Mode to create smooth hi·res up pad graphics. 

From Ian Balshaw and Julian Chapman In 
Nott.hamptonshife 
THE PROGRAM Mash is about saving 
yc>vr patient 'b safely landing your dam
aged helicopter on the landing pads. 

graphics. 

Program notes 
10-70 Draws picture of mountains 

80-350 
while Mash plays. 
Plays Mash. 

750-1630 

1640· 1670 
1680-1710 
2000-2100 

Check for keys to be press
ed. Deletes one fuel point. 
Checks if you hit anything. 
Plays crash noise. 
Tells you if you crashed. 
Tells you to press any key 

There are enemy planes attacking the 360-410 Asks you if you want tune. to start. 
l:lelicopter, but only some can destroy you. 440-600 Sets Graphic Mode. Gets 2700-2800 Returns to mainstream. 

(1 l 1DTCJ360 
l '1 F'MDDE3 ~ 1 : SCHEEN 1, 0 : PCLS 
12 DF~:A L•I" L::CM(l, 192LJ5l"tM 19'2, OR255" 
1 ~ URAW''BMO, 14~E 1 0R 1 1E21U10FJ0F10E 1 0R10E10R 1 0F10R30F10R30F10D10F10R:0Ft 
5082" 
30 C !RCLE(160,30) ,1 5 
40 P~£NT<160,30),2,4 
50 PnINT(0,0) , 2 , 4 
611 Df~ i~ t.J "BM24. 70L.12(lR6D H)R4U 1OR6D20BR1tU30R 1OD2,)U l ';L.1 OL 1•)Fi 1OD1OffR10F:;: 1'JLJ 1O 
L l OUi<:'iRl :1 80 1 0DlOBH 1 )U20D10F:l X J1!)0 7 (1" 
? fl p,:; Jl'~1 ( 1jJ i,1.1('}' 1, 4 
fl" F' I 1~1 Y '' T 4U 3V16" 

J J .,, r:·L1;\· 11L4L1 11 

1 :·::; •., FTiF·J-J=::: 1 TIJ2 
.L 4( ! l " l.J~ 'f "L.41'\- 1~B -1~" 

1 ::..o F-'L f1 Y " 8 ·;-P1L2GL ·'tAG ~·\G" 

t l » ) 1:·uw " i'1GL4 . F L Bt.:iL 4GF'GFC:·FL.4 . EL..86 11 

~ <) (• F'U· Y " L4FEf.:E" 
::' 1 i1 F' l .AV " FGL ~{.\L H~," 

:'2 l-) Pl..fi 'r' "l.2fiL4C " 
2:.n F-'l.. AY 11 DCDCDl_2CL..1C " 
:..:.:c:..1'.1 f:··L(-;Y 11 DCDC 11 

~:'70 r ·Li-\Y " Dl 2C L4CP1CDF " 
:?:?.•.' 1:·1 .. r-1Y "[;FD[ II 

::' <:i) r ·1. f.:\ Y " L.. 1DL. '..: . I. 1l [ " 

~: :: 2 •j ME .~ T f\I 
. ~. :-:: •. • I- UY1' " L l DL. :::: . i_<lC " 
·::. '.~; .:1 F'l. P ·r " f·iL~ DF L 2!1LDDL2 .. D" : GOTff;G(1 
·:::-1'.:-(1 CU:' : l NP lJ T "TUNE '~ Y / N >" ~ 'l U$ : I F'f U$ =-: "Y " THEl' l Jo E: L ,_I::. :::so 
:::.Etu F·: F ~ l'l ~ If~· ,.. 

4('-J HEl'lMi-\ S H 

'• 1 ') HE.l'l ·IE .j( ·• * 
4 : '. (1 (:I 0 ~:; U l:< '..! lil ( HJ Continued on page 41 

4 40 PMO DE4 ,1: SCREEN 1 ,1 : PCLS 
4'.:i•.' Z $= " L4MO , 1 Y11; E2 '1R4E 4 F1 1E4F8R H1E 3 ~JF 8E 44F '.2 (1D 1 lf~ l 2 E 4E 1 5 F-OE: 9R3E H\E L__; f;:l 40 
4 F:6EBE2 (.'F~jF: 4 " 

2 1146~:.1 E<t; - "DM 1 •0 ; FBE;1L1Hll·G.5F 1E 1R1IJ1Un:;1U8BR3G'l-H1BD 3H6U2E1 BD?L r:.~G2 
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...rcrEEnpLay 
134 St. V incent Street. Glasgow G2 SJU. Telephone 04 1-248 2481 

MAD MONTY THE ANIMATOR 

IS YOUR DRAGON QUICK ON THE 
IT'S MEALTIME FOR MONTY ..... DRAW? .. 
AND FROGS ARE ON THE MENU !! CAN YOU " DO A DISNEY" ? . . 

NOW, THE ANSWER IS YES!!GU IDE THIS RAVENOUS PYTHON 
AROUND THE GARDEN GULPING FROGS WITH THE FLICK OF A CURSOR YOU 
AMO MUNCHING MAGIC MUSHROOMS CAN CREATE YOUR OWN FULL COLOUR 
BUT BEWARE OF THE POISONOUS CHARACTERS AND WATCH WITH 
TOADSTOOLS. AMAZEMENT AS THEY SPRING INTO 

LIFE IN YOUR VERY OWN USABLEl':EEP YOUR COOL AND YOU MAY CATCH 
ROUTINES.A SPEEDY MOUSE FOR A DESERT ! 
FROM SPREADING PALMS TO SPEEDING 
SPACECRAFT ... THE LIMIT IS YOUR 
OWN IMAGINATION ! 

PRICE: £7.95 PRICE:£9.95 

Avai lable by Mail Order, from SCREENPLAY, 134 St. Vincent Street , Glasgow G2 5DU. 
(Checks payable to SCREENPLAY) 

\l\/izard !iofl\NiH'P 

SPECIAL OFFER 
ANY 3 GAMES £15.00 

ANY 4 GAMES £20.00 


STRATEGY £8.45® 

Ahigh r<solut10n colour ~raph ( S>1a<Qame or 2 ii/.aye<5 Eacn Pla'/et has~onlrol al a Na''Y an 
Army ~d in A1rforce and Ille ObJtlCl or rne game 10 oestroy all of the opposmg forces or obta in 
asurreMer rom the01her Qlayer Comrot the mo,ement alltl 111 ng o all yoor aucrott 5h1~ ano 
tan ! 1n battle as ..-ett as t1nance1 and pr 1s1on1n9 This game 1sachallt11ge l'llh ad1lt !1fe<1ce 111 
ac;1ive, yet ch!!S·hkt quah11~ prov1oe a 111mura1ng e.penence and a lol of fun tor 1he games 
conno1~eur Comes w1h 111siruc;11on manual Jorst1ckS <eQu1red 

DECATHLON £5.95® 

It 10 gamecompetlflon tor t-5 ola)·ers. llese 11gn1neaneo Q3mes are ttesigned ro give plarers 
ot lllttenng a~111 1ld es hOursot tun Su1rab!e tor DartJes or f.1m1ry pray 

CRAZI PLUMBER £6.95® 

CDBMCI all the appliance$ 10 1he warer sup • but oe••·are or t e cars as they can da.mall@ tne 
popes. Then guide the water rem lhe lank lo the app!oan.ces Dul be careful no1to spnng • leak or 
yo~ will tlood the hOuse Pro~nted on h'1Jh resolullon colour grap cs Ch01ce 01 ;.;111 revei.s r 
jOystlck requued 

STARWORD £5.95® 

/\ chatten no game ot woros ono log t on ·~ en Ille compuier t111t cnoose a woro - tne 
STARWORD - ano you hitl·r. to oeterm1ne whar that '""rd" by 1J1pum words o1 the reQuired 
numlM!r ot le lers uot1t you matetl tne nel$ w~h make up 1hl! STARWORO This cassette 
conta.ns 1~ree •-ersiollS of rhe ga1r111 - SlARTER STAAIVORO $1ARWORD SUPER 
SlAAWORO- each w11n 9 5lul evels Keep track ot 1ne game by upOa(ll)g ~ oont nuo\1$ 
alphabet display at 1na lllll 01me screen tnus ma na ~enci t ind pape1 obsolete 

o ava ilable 
TIME PORT I rs 45 tENS · C7 95 TRIPLET 
DR~ON STARTRE~ £8 ~5 CLO'll'l<S 1:7 95 SIRIUS 
REDALERl l7 95 SMASH £6 9~ 'll'IZAAD 
EVICTOR £7 95 rRUtlA £5 95 GALLEONS 

ANf)fiees •nclvstve, mSJJ order. c/leques or p0sraJ orrrers ro · 
WIZARD SOFTWARE, DEPT. DU, PO BOX 23 

DUNFERMLINE, FIFE, KY11 SRW 
AJso avaJlable from S()llW!tff: rera>rets W<Jrldwl<!e . 

$6nd large SAE (l 1n x Sin) '°'Ml f)f09f8m caratogue. 
Royall/es paid fol madrme cod" DRAGON sotrw1tre. 

DO YOU TAKE YOUR DRAGON SERIOUSLY??? 
MAKE YOUR DRAGONEARNITSKEEP WITH ONEOF OURAPPLICA.TION PROGRAMS 

JUNIPER BASIC WOAO 
PROCESSOR 

.......... . /7o#',\l-".r.!' .,.,.,
""''' .............. ,......,--............,... ~. ,.. .., 
·~..i ..- 1 1 ..o::........ -

I lb,,,.\,"<!·--'<• 
.~..-1." ....rino... ~ 

rr-:.u t '* '-"~..... '• 
-.rc"f r--~ 

..""' ... *'1.••.,..... 
-· t'kft'<••i "l 1 • ·-

OATEXDXll 
COMPUT[R CASSETTI'. 
~[~ORDER !:29.95 

TELEWAITUt 
AllY.t.NCl!.O WOl<D 

PROCESSOR 

.:_,..,.,.,,,,r ..., ...., 
l• ...................... . 
...l/ ........_ .. . ... . ~ .. 

,. ... !tu.••..•·•»• . 
. ...~··~''"''"<' ...., 

~... jJQ ... 

G6URG -Ml TUTOR 

[. ~..,, ,.,._,,.~ ,.,,.,I 

..... . ... .,... 1 ll-"tl '.1 ..... 1 . · 

·•••:.O.J ··"  .......-to
u• •r ll"'r<)'' •••• _,._ . ........... ,....,... . ~.... 
.....-.. ---·1 •-fk·· 
,,,.t.,.~··""·,.,~ ....)" 

• ~,_.,. liUlhU Ill I 

PERSONAL FINANCE 
MANAGER 

II '"°""'C'•J'.,,.' C 
""C·~ ... ,..•r>"'l'·~• 

-.,, , ,,.._, I r• 1 .r-J 

.,,....,, f'odo'°t"' " - ,.,. ~...... 

c:n.~ · •~••• • • n ............. 
T•t• !IU..lHrt'r .,,. ... .-..,., ~,~ 

--<Wf -<liWll .n1P 'In• 

1....  _ ....... - '\ ·" 

•~r·',.• ')(I .. ,, ..., 
.::.iu·--~·...,, ... , 
_.......r,o •. ,,.••,, l•'• 
=.,.........,..,._,l,....""'''''"'' 

~..,.. r~ ...i 

l"ELEl'UTOR 
EDUCATIONAL 

••CIUIOE 

i:.....4~ ttn'I 

LI.., •''''-"'"'"'._.,IQ" ...........,,n;s• .....,....,.., 
~"' ' ""U ~l ... 

f_......... P:l ..,,..f'f""lP'CIS=c:I,.. ..........__,,,..Co 
tl"tt, r,L.r~~T P!";TOI 

~· " "..JC!vs•te lli '~'• 
"''•' •L"'E..l( OllA OO°' ,, 

; 1... •lrf• ""' r •n; 

ORA.GOH DUST CO\IEA 
W1TH LOQO £4.95 

LANGUA.OE~.Qq,A.G:JUS:QA1.-tu Oo\..~S 8AS.CC~ALP CU 9 C P" !\C.IV JPILER[1.i ~ 
C-ESS C•~SClo~l{)"'J"r;.i Q-,Qo\..~~C;l55ETifi'J~ 

PRIHfOllS ·•NEW l.<:#1 'FllCE6 ' .. 0 151( ORIYH C0L0U" MOfl(J()M 

STAA') l1Mk:r.,9~ <A-.!»~ 11 ,.1CYo~'1lntn-;Jrt""~11 1 _.,,.1o.. a..j)tll1)~_.\o ,,[,.19 95rre-r-.1 :cie•'L:l:Opoe•'OO,,. 
S>fl t lVJA C" :,Jl[i()!C CO'-fl't t•rtn- tJ,41 •'.f" I hli" 0Hrfl"OC"10, tl<t;l !to0f'f"tm1,I IA•Jo L."'K .., ~II• .,-.iJl'Jt't' l ;:y C""r 
£?JOTo 

.16 100 ...t•tlt'C!' t'l"fllj!l""I Ill Ul'll· }:-0... fl•«Kn ~!It" IY'*l ~· l•-0.lllCll•lil afl!l"'lf'''T-Qe"Ol'J..n:~ p¢ YMat1tl 

u•• » 
P.rlCl l.'. bO-t'h:'. t~ll"nl!ci r1"1~Jt'le'$ I Oy:>.•D'19"' ll( I 00 
·.,,..,t •'1t'"lf' orrfl'[)t"~ •11'"""'" • ID'f"IO"SFl5.2J2 D'r ' t"~r-- 11'-'l•MOC....1toncspor:Y1 DO"''t•('''U) 
Or.t99"'CMl11 0s~:Hir"S. l )Sl'-Q 0 Qfhf' 6 t('.ll"l..,& fl" £!"&:1QO..J::tC:.•~ cM,• tlOl"?!'t<l • ..'"~" ~ t! H&a.i.D IO~::ld 15io .S 
c·- !C 
SPfCI AL. O'FER Uti ll.. ?Stnir:cri Bo• ioSro .,. ~a....o t»1t1rtOP tt1-gs) 
F oe.-, '' 'Cn.,., v .. 11h..o ..... Ca"' SIM'•~ RGe ""'"'"~ r· .1-.r:.:ieooc:in OJ 1l 1 :t.tQD"C:ioo 

Cl.AME& ~'iCO:,,..SMCY.11' l.<CQ"'Clf~f""-S•.e l '7TG ' IJ,..,...'" ' ..-r~fti.o ~ l1· ~1l ,. C...1"'<"'14R.li"';M Sl-..11 \t-CT.tt\ P;lnte" 
Dr9er A.,ri!Jt"" Ci ·.u ~ • n. 9-r.Mnh~ D-'6Al H~ P.~I 1: -TJ B.lA Stat!! r "7't,.. ~ T1t.ll t: Cll"'*(ll 0...-. 
.lruohH .1 1'1d....,etQnit·11c rorc"' "o"d,t p~ AI Atr,. 1 Put. ,....,,,o,,, r>.aq011Da1.:a caci1es..11 •:t'(', :i N • '""-"°"" 

• a.."011.a sv.~. :>oi1a 

PIAICCS·AJ~·~~ --=~ · '"" ' ''"" .. "'.:! _...,...., tou ... 
f!Ulr.rc Toe:•~ se"Cl.::"C!Q..e i> O o•Acct•H Uo C)t~.. 
"'°"•~'l') ri;, 

$Pf.CIAl.0'f ill ! ' 1 J•, 0iW:::CIJ't!)">) • S~l•s 
s..-a V C:<1• '" FI E[ V-Cf' •J ... iJ-...... C>I. t-lw:t • .,. 

JUNIPER COMPUTING 
I PEloleROl<E GAEEH. LU.MWIESBURY.KTSSN1UP8. r• ....,.,.., 
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4 70 DRAWL4:DIME!9,9 l 
4 Hi:1 (~E l 1, ,_1, (~ ) -· ( 111~ 1 (;1) , E , C3 :DRAWZ$ 
' l-'i (1 ,_: $ "" " l~M4' 1; U2 R2 D2 L2 II 

5~0 Pf 1 Nf(t ,1 92J : COL OR0 ,5 

5 10 m;· ('1~J " E;11,?1, 17(.'; D2 ? R'.? 5':iU37 " 

':/21.' COl...O F·: ~, 0 

~1 3(1 X.ii '~ " f.•M4 , 1D 1L 1G2D1 F2R2E2U l H:.BD6F~ 1D1BL8R2U1H1 " : DRA~JX$ 


5 40 D IM I t 9,9J :FU= 255 


560 GET ' 0 , 0l -C 10,101,I.G 
~.7(1 f-'Ul \ (l . o) - (10, 11) 1,v,PSET 
580 DRAWJ$: GET(0,0> - <10,10>~I,G 
600 PUT4 0,0l - C10,101,V,PSE T 
610 DRAW''BM1,1~D6U3R1BU3R1BR2D6R2U6BR2R2L2D3R1L1D3R28R2R2L2U6" 

6 50 DF~ f.-.l•J " Bl'l 1D , 1 ; R[ 56D6L236U6": LI NE ( 2 0~ 3 ) - ( FU, 5 ) , F'SET, f,cF 
660 FCJF~C =" •J T 05 
670 X =RN D < ~45 > : Y=RND<110>+B 

6m:i DF:f.';W" BM"-+-STR$ 1x>+ 11 
, " +STF:$ <Y >+ 11 

; RR2U6F4Rl OF 2L 15" 
690 NEX 1C :C OLOR0,5 
7 10 LINfl51 , 162 l - C6 1, 15 21 ,PSE T 
/ '..::'. 0 LJ.NE <.l'..::'. 1l, 167) c~ 12, 174) ,F'SET 
74 0 CLILLtr;:~J , U 

·7 5~·:, X :==2~~. · ~' : , .. =·=9 

/ 7<,) l>J ·::: l 

/~-ii_, r~UF I f"o() f ()5 
/t? i."l Gl:JTC! ' t ~'. 0 

E;'("0 r:.;!1>= I f\IU~ V$ : .I F~-~ $ <> ''" THEN GOSU1)(36(' 
b 1(1 f\U: ;'< l l' I 
H~?(l t"=Y.+ 1 
<:; ~ :} . (~ ~3 =- ;· S--·· 1 

b l.1 0 l.F ~3 .. t) T liE l\1$ :;; 1) 

U ~ · t.l GO'! U / t i'..' 
:: i .:-: l F f. U -.:1 'i'f riL l"IF\E 'TUl~~ l\J 

tP 0 l r:- (.."N, =: II i '1" THEN S=!:: ... 1 : 11: E:J:::c. 1 THENf:: .:: : ::~~ 

8.!! U JI-"!::> : 1~::· 1HEl"·1S ··::· 1 0 

r (:11..1 H f".;$ :::-· " S" THEN L•J,.:: t.iJ .:: . 1 : I Fl>J< OTH~~N l•J:.-::(1 
o..:;i0 ·) L I l'-JE •:FU . 3 > ···- ( FU~ 5) • pr,;:ESCT : FU--'F U- · 1 

' 11 S 11(ilo r;:£ HJRN :!F(1$ < " THE N ~·J == W+.(, ~.i 
9:::-. •.1 lF: l>J> 1THE MW == 1 
:u.1t: I X=); ··-1>1 
950 1r x{1 THENPUT CX,Y >- CX+ 10,Y+10l, V,PSET 

6 0 IFPPO INT <X,Y41 0)=50RPPOINTCX+8, Y+10) =5THEN990 
· 7 1• FU R CX, Yl - ( x -~ 10, Y-+· 1 O>, F'SET 
9 80 GO T0800:X=INTCX>:Y=INTCYl 
1600 IFY ~ 1 520RV=151 0RY=1S6 ORY~ 163 THEN 16 10ELSE1620 
16 10 IFX = 500RX=51 ORX==1240RX~125DR<X > 197ANDX< 203> THEN 1720ELS E1620 
16 :~0 R<.li="YOU CR ASHED YOUR PATIENT AND CHEW WERE KILLED" 
1630 PUTCX,Yl-(X+10,Y+10>,E,PSET 
1ei4(1 PUW"T25501" 
1650 FORV=3 TD0STEP - 1 
1 6 6 ~:i i-:·uw "V" +STR$ <v >+" DACGEBFDA" 
1tJ 7(l NE XTV 

1bh0 SCREENl?.l;H 
Cl_S 
'~ .F:'f; 

G!JT01770 
F'UW " T...;OGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAAGAGAGAGAGAGA"iGOT01750 
SCREENO, • 0 

1 7~50 cu; 

176(1 ".'"WELL DONE YOU SAVED YOUR PATIENT" 

177 0 ""'"YOU HAD " FU-19"UNITS OF FUEL LEFT" Continued on page 42 




1780 FORN=1T01 000:NEX TN 
l '790 ? : r;i: INPUT" WOUL D YOU LI KE ANOTHER GO" ; PS: I FF'fi :::" Y" THEN RUN ELSE CL S c 
END 
20~1(1 CLS ? : '? "F'RESS ANY KE Y" 
2 1 O(l IF I Nl<EY$ = " II THEN 2 10(1 
27(H) RETURN 
2 8(u) END 

Motor Cr• 
From Fraser ChadbUm in Kempston 
MOTOR CROSS is a game for one player 
requiring the utmost in precision and tim
ing. Using the keyboard the player must 
steer the car around the track without 
crashing into the sides. This you must do 
for as long as possiblle, remembering that 
the faster you go the higher your score, but 
also the more you skid. 

When the car hits the side of the track 
one point is added to the damage score 
and when the damage total reaches eight 
the game is over. The program uses 

, PEEKs to recognise the key being pressed 
and therefore if a key is kept clown the car 
will keep tuming until the key is released. 

The track is set up in lines 480-540 and 

so can easily be changed or modified to 
give a different track. The progt&m in
cludes brief REM statements separating 
the main sections, all of which can be 1eft 
out to save time. 

480-540 
550-560 

580 

590-640 

660-670 

690-880 

0 ' *************************** 
20 ' ** MOTOR CROSS CCl 1983 *** 
30 "***** BY F.J.CHADBURN ***** 
40 ' *************************** 
50 POKE ~HFFD7 , 0 : CLEAR500 

tive car position on .scr.een 
arid check for crash. 
Damage routine, 
Crash routine. 

· SoOre routine. 
Keyboard subroutine. 
Instructions. 

60 CLS :F'RINT@3 8,"MOTOR CROSS <C l " ;: PR1NT@76 ,"BY F . J . CHADBURN" ;: PRI NT@457, " PLEASE 
WA I T" 

70 DI MM 1 ( 12) , M2 < 13) , M3 < l 0 l , M4 ( 12) , M5 < 1 0 > , M6 10 > , M7 \ 10) , MB ( 13 l 
8 0 OIMRl <13) ,R2< 13> ,R3 (13) ,R4C l 3l , R5<13l ,R6 c1 :.!:) ,R7 (13l ,RB <13) 
90 ' **** PREPARE GRAPHICS ***** 
100 PMOD~ 4:PCLS 
110 LINE<5,6> - <8 ,6> ,PSET: PSETl5 , 4 , 5l : PSETC7,4 , 5> : PSET( 5 ,B,5l :PSETC7,8 ,5 l 
120 GETC0,1) - (1 2 ,12l ,Ml G: PCLS 
130 LINEC5,6> - <8 ,8) ,PSET : PSET C6,4,5l : PSETC8,5,5l : PSETC4 , 8 , 5) : PSETC6 ,9, 5> 
1 40 GET CO, 0) -- < 1 1 , 12 ) , R 1 , G: PCLS 
150 LINECB,6> - ( 10 ,8) ,PSET : PSE C9,4,5> :PSETC11,6,5J :PSETC 6, 7,5l : PSETCB,9 ,5 ) 
160 GETCO,Ol-< 1 ~ ,1 3 ) ,M2 ,G :PCLS 
170 LINEC6,5>-<B,Bl , PSET : PSETCB,4 , 51 :PSETC9,6,Sl :PSET< 4 ,6,5) :PSET<5,8 , 5l 
180 GET CO,Ol - ( 12,11) ,R2,G:PCLS 
190 LINE(6,4> - C6,71 ,PSET: PSET<4 , 4 , 5l : PSETC 4, 6,5):PSETrB , 4 ,5 ) :PSET <B,6,51 
200GET(l,0!-<12, 11 ) 1 M3 ,G:PCLS 
210 LINEC6,5J-(4,81 ,PSET :PSETC4, 4 ,5l : PSET<3 , 6 , 5):PSET<S ,6, 51 : PSET<7,8 , 5) 
220 GE T<O,Ol -C 12,lll , R3,G :PCLS 
230 LINE<5,61-C 3 ,8l ,PSET : PSET< 4, 4,5J:PSET <2,6,51 :PSET C7 , 7 , 5) : PSET C5,9,5) 
240 GETC0 1 0)-( 12,1 2 l ,,M4,G : PCLS 
250 L INEC3 ,8 )-C6 ,6 ) ,PSET ; PSE T <5 ,4, 51 :PSETC 3 ,5,Sl : PSET C7,8,51 : PSETC5,9 , 51 
2 6 0 GET< 0 , 0 1- (1 1,1 2) 1 R4,G:PtLS 
??Q L INEC4,6J -( 7,6l ,PSET :PSET<5,4,51:PSETC7 , 4,5l :PSETC5,8,5) :PSETC7 ,B,51 
2 80 GET < 2, 1 l - ( 14, 13) , M5, G: F'CLS 
~90 LINEC 3 ,4 l - l 6 , 61,PSET : PSETC5, 3 ,5):PSETC 7 ,4,5):PSETC 3 , 7 ,5 1 : PS TC 5,8 , 51 
300 GET<O , Ol - Cll, 12l ,R5,G:PCLS 
3 10 L I NE< 3 , 3 ) - (5,51 , PSET:PSET<5, 2,5> :PSET<2 , 5 , 51 : PSET<7, 4 1 5l :PSETC 4, 7 , 51 
320 GETC0 , 0)- ( 11,1 11 , M6 ,G: PCLS 
330 LINE C4 1 3 1-<6,6) ,PSET : PSET<7, 3 , Sl :PSETC8,5,5l :PSETC3 , 5 , 5l : PSETC4 , 7,5> 
3 4 0 GE T <0,0>-< 12,11) ,R6,G: PCLS 
350 LINE C6 , 4 1- <6 , 7> ,F'SET : F'SET <4 , 5, 5) : PSET (4, 7 ,5>: PSET C8 , 5 , 5): PSET <8, 7, 51 Continued 
360 GET<l,l>-(1 3 ,1 3 ) ,M7,G :PCLS onpage45 
370 LINE<6,6l - <B, 3 l , PSET : FSET<9,5 1 5l:PSET<8 , 7 ,5l:PSET<5,3,5>:PSETC4,5,5) 
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Two great boob to help 

you tap the power of 

your Dra1on 32. 


llAKIITG THE MOST Of YOUR 

DRAGON, by Clive Gifford , leads 

you through programming the 

Dragon from first princip les, and 

includes more than 150 complete ~;;~I!~~ 
programs. including major arcade ~ 

games. £5.95. 


DYNAMIC GA.llES POR THE DRAGON 32 - Tim 
Hartnell and Robe.rt Young. Thirty magnificent gam es 
for the Dragon are lurking in this 180 page book, to 
make your computer behave just as you hoped it would 
when you bought it. Programs include MAGIC CASTLE. 
SNARK ATTACK. SPACE RESCUE. REVERSl/OTHELLO. 
CHECKERS and CUBIK'S RUBE. Just £4.95. 

I ~~ PubllcaJioru, [),,pt. DU, 'H I Kensington High SI. London W8 5NP. I---- - -- - - - -llllllW
Ienclose£ . Ple11se send me the books indicated. 

I ...J Dyn11mtc Games fo r the Dragon 32 I 
:_, Making lhe mos• of your D·ragon . 

I Name II Address I 

J 


DON'T JUST PLAY GAMES! 

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE 

Ptlysics (0 level/CSE Revh5fon) 

BiOIOgy (0 level/CSE Revision} 

Computer Sludies (0 level/CSE) 

Spelling (Improver 9199 years) 

Malhematlcs (Practice SI 11 years) 

Reasoning ( 11 + Revision) 

Science (Revision 12114 years) 

English (Revision 12114 years) 


Malhs (CSE Revision) 

Spor1s (Quiz 9199 years) 


Tables (Practice 7111 years) 

Kn0wledge (Quiz 9199 yea1s) 

English (Practice 8/ 11 years) 


Atllhmellc (Practice 7110 yeais) 

Maths (Revision 12114 years) 


Unbeatable value at £4.95 each. Post free. 

·o· Level-CSE Computer Studies 
A sel of 1our cassettes. 1am-packed with up to date knowledge covering the 
·o· tevellCSE syllabuses. Full tutorial with revision qvestiOtls 
Svbject areas include: 
Data coding. Data Storage, Computer Arithmetic, Computer l ogic . 
Processing ln1ormation, Society and Computers, Compuler Structure, 
Backing Storage 

and much, much more. 

Also suitable· as a general introduct ion 10 the compu ting world (Mums and 
Dads please note) . 

FANTASTIC VALUE AT £14.50 per set 

PRO-FILE E9.95 
The cassette based filing system 

Hundred$ of uses in IJie home Easy-to-understand 56·page manual. 
Design your own file layout. 
" Your computer is actually useful"' (PCW July 83) 
''Pro-l1le ooas everything 1t claims. and dOes it weu·· (Which Micro 
November 1983). 
"One ol the best manuals or ils type I have seen. ideal for the novice" 
(PCW De<:ember 83}. 

Cheques and PO lo: 

MICRO-DE-BUG CONSULTANCY 

Dept. U, 60 Sir John's Road, Selly Park 

Birmingham 829 7ER. Tel: 021-472 7610 


There's still plenty of f ight left in the Confederate 
south as each side selects forces to manoeuvre on a 
f ull -graphics battlef ield . Pl,av against t he comput er 
or challenge a friend to perfeet your tactics and 
re·w rl t e American 111storv. 

Send tor Johnny Reb and these othertotauv 
absorb ing strat egy games torvour orag on 32 now! 

I PieaSe ;end.,;-th;-se DragonS2 gam;;at £8.95 each Ctlck boi0 I 
I JOHNNY RIB ..J TYRANT OF ATHENS Fight land and l 

sea b at tles ag;unst tne V"ast tI WARLORD cn anen gl ng game set In Persian Empl re 
15thcen'tl.lry Japan [; SAMUllllAI WARRIOR I

I ROMAN EMPIRE Conquer t he nostne can vou survive as asamurai? II countries surrounding Rome 

I 1 enclose cheque PO for E---------- mooe oav~ble t<> M c Lothlorien_I 
Please aE'!lltmv Access A cNo. Slgnea I 
rome Aaaress 

I I 
I sena t o M.C:. Lotl1 1orlen, Def)t . OU 56.a Park Lane,Poynt on. Cheshi_re swu 1 u . I 

LLOTHLORIEN~ •.Mf~ 

data druign . . . 

DRAGON 32/64 

TANDY COLOUR TRS 80 32/64 


PlUSoo 0 

FLEX MUMPS OS9* ucso· 

WHEN SECOND BEST JUST WILL NOT DO! 

Al last. no longer aoes the Colou Compu1e (COCol owner need 10 feel fh& po0< 
re l tiOn. Day's of Non·SfMdard. Non-Compaht>le. Ois~ Ope<atmg Sysiems. wilh their 
laci< or true soffwace are llehmd us. 
Now "Pfus .. :· •OOOoT>O<afiliQ .., lo silo se(l01al.e per(lheraJ C<lrds no one cartridge 
Offers you instan1 Tcanslormation belween any SIOndard CoC<i, and a 11 6809 flex 
b<>sed compt11er sySfem 
Feal ures ofte<ed by Plus ... are * Up lo 11 2K memory addressing .. 4K M.C Monitor. 
Ace with 22 vser roulloies all program caltabla " 2 i;erial RS2J<C poris * 2 software 
controlled Baud R:ate genera ors • Balfery bacl<ed Real T1111e Clock with SO bytes 
battery backed RAM 120 by1"s betr>g •eseM1d for user cus1om paramelers) * SK RAM 
on Plus .•. for J2K. CoCo's Flex operating sys1em • fa emal keyboard ec1llties * 
EXlernal 80 > 24 colu n display * OOUbla Densilydisk op afJon from arry S- OI some 
3 ' drives. 
Adoed 10 the CoCo's fea1ures * Ful ASCII local keybo Cl with Au1o repeal on all eys 
Wiii !\ill ..sa of the Printet tnlerla<:e port • 2 Analogue l10ySl;ci<) inputs • 1 AnalOgue 
(cassefle) ou1pu1 • local 256 >< 192 colour clisplay. 
Plus gives to 1h.e CoC<> lull inlemablOnal slanclard fie• irnerlace , running all 
e"sling Flex soltw~ue. From a Flex Boot ca ll th& monilor. Ace suPl)lios all 1he 
r\CeeSSary configuration p.a.rameters o rnn fhe unconrigured Flex d lskene. Suworts up 
10 lour songle or d~le Sldod dnves. 

Dragon Tandy 1acllot i9S are ummp ea by 1119 addibon of Plus .. and can be 
re1umed 10 at any lime under software comrOI 

Available now also tunn ng MUMPS· with OS& and UCSD to follow, 

Buiil in modulac 1on...i1. cased. Wllh manual . and Re• u1il11y dlskene. prices s1an from 

£129.!>5 (exc VAT) wilh lull upgrade service available. 

OEM options ~11~1ng up lo 96K. of on card ROM. please con1act U$ ror dela1ls. 


Andtek Data Design, 41 Pebworth Road, 

Harrow, Middlesex HA1 3UD, England. 
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ORION SOFTWARE 


ANNOUNCE THE RELEASE OF TWO 

SUPER NEW GAMES 


TOPPLER 
Fairground fun on your Dragon 32. Targets. 5,000 points bonus, 
l'imited bullets and time allowance, multi·screen display, scoring 

up to 1.000.000. requi:res one joystick 

CRAZY CHASER 
At last a Dragon 32 version of the popular Arcade game 
Dodgems ' Super skiill required in this high·speed game. no 

joystick required 1 
Both programs a1re written in 100 per cent machine code and 

have super high resolution graphics and sound 
Al l for only £6.95 each I 

ALSO 

THE ORION ' 

FAMILY FUN PACK 
I 

5 PROGRAMS COMPILED ON ONE CASSETTE 
I · 

Ideal for single players, or tor fun and games at parties 
1: 	 Higher or Lower, based on TV series I 

2: Bingo Caller, allows line and house calls! 
3: Hangman , graphic display with over 400 words! 

I 

4: Fruit Machine, random holds. nudges and gamble feature! 
5: 	Demon Discs. based on Towers ol Handi 

Excellent value at £5.95 I 

Cheqr.res or PlOs to: 

ORION SOFTWARE 
3a TRENTHAM ROAD, COVENTRY, CV1 SBD 

TEL: 0203 23048 

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME 

WINDRUSH MICRO SYSTEMS 

BUG ZAPPER MACE D-BUG 
IV.CE-32/t.4 A c-a• r e!!d<ieri t l!ttito,.Jusipr.:ibh r/systtft non;\or fo,. the PM,1.1;011 

JZl6l. . '111 (. 1tO.fltf. 1n.dt~ent1.M1t17 1)1 E! A'S.T< «a rou e: an. wrll: 1n BAS(( 
(29.9S> .a.nd .u.sMbl'r laAgua f' .n t lti r S.ltlil! t1u. Ttlr ass.erblt-r s~port!: thir 

sr..1t"ldard l'atol'o la soynta.11 for al ~ M.C6!0'il mt:9'!0n ic s.• ll ll CE :1:ir·o.,dde-s a 
CGl\!ILf'tf'ly it"l trl'act i 'Je anmbll l' langLNpf' pr~r.M.ni"'ll r nvhDn"lf'nt. 
Tou ho! ... t! iins~o!flt 4Cce-ss. tht! :EDITOR ... t I!! llS.SE"Bt.Eli: anc If.I"~ S'l'ST E" 
"DNI IOR . ll-01"1 canriao;ie i. itb 8f.l p.1~e N11uat. 

rLl  8UG•12 A co-roei"S1oQent Vtcer/d i s.ius~b lerl"Dnitor for t""" DRtiGOW 32 only. 
[ni; lud~5 ; t s 0 11 RAii! 'SO tt14tt it nay br U!I~ '°' worlc _.; t ti progrd'l!I 

C.29.95) t't', idf,f'l.t 11ny11hoerr l n neWKi rt. D•BIJG t' l"labln )'OU t o si.l"lii!lt' ·ste-p 
trd ct! " prog,.11• or t il di1-11'5sennle • .progru.. ou c11n t'\lt'n 
Jif""'Jlt'• s te-p th,.oug1h thf' 1.J.1,Str llQM. ' 15 ;n t ti e 1PM .-1G~ . "'°"'flJ.111 
i; ; r , r iiJ91! 1o 'it"' '7 P~91! nj""'lfl Plu'J 6l (loi9 (1 ~C6.fl09 i's 9'!nl>l)' 
Lan3W9t' PrQgr•rn~r' Aeft"ttr'iC<t '6u10 • 

D-0UG-32/6t. A' .lfu)._-\i bu~ 4~ M' 11"1¢lo..iM U1• 11!Htrri.U Ult, ()ft l y r t • • ~h 
th .. (> b~Of•-61. in 3Zk iu:idlt ~ 

l'IA CEJti-euG t'tRc.E ¥10 D- BliG- lZJ64 1n Oflit tilrtr l d g:e- . Tn u . rit'Ott'H·nu th ll 
u l t lrtilte lt"I ,H, ,Mbl y Languaf)• ~rog roiti Be.,.•LOPfttm H>OL' 1or tnt 

l49 .95) bA.lGON - ..U IH' flAJ,[jQtf-64~ <Inly ..orll~ ilhh DR:"GaN-64 '" .}2': lll!dt: . RQ:~ 
c ;1nddgoe plu~ P1HE 11.Mlu:tl , fl - BUG r1anual ¥td Pr~rMf!tHS Reier•nc:e 
Guio:i~. 

BVS-Z M' A W""'Of t' U1QML Qtt• V. l t;y EPRDn pnigr~nf.-e"r Ort dilgt fur ttl t 
CI RAGON-3 l o r tht'" DR.AGCll - 64., Cov.rn :t ll s1nl)l t "'ol taigie EPROt'IS: 

t/'9 .95) l/~8 . ~08. 2716, 25 10, 1712 . 21l2• . 25}2 , 27••· 256 4, 68764, 
27 121! ar-a tru! l11Sb~ [ntitl 1 s ;,,titl;.gi!' n t pr~ra;.1";"G aloo ; thl'I 
5.UPPOrtrd for t r 2'164 , 27 12!. ,a.mi 272'S6 . Easr elf us~ ; 5. '1'1J Ullntoerd 
by 11rnu d l"' IVtn oprir•tion: JI LL, OV E. EXA JNE.ICHANliE .. HU:/AS(lt 

~~~~Tu.~E~~!:~:~yp!~p~TA:~~~~p ~~~~~~/::~;, ~::R: 5~~:c.;; 
'"SSETIE. l6 PilQt ....iuaL . 

BUG - Z.AP/P1l!E .h 4bove Dut int Ludm111 PU. CE . 

o~.95> 

PRICES 'INCLUDE POSTAGE & \KT. VISA /NXU.S PHONE OllDfRS ACCEPTED 
WORSTEAD LABORATORIES, NORTH WAI.SHAii. NOM'OLK, ENGLAND. NA28 HA 
TU: (Q09~) 40~/405189 DIEALER ENQUIRIES INVITED 

• Lunar Rover Patrol Ugh 	 •I 	 IJuniors Reven"ge Franklins Tomb 
• Eights Ball Pool Ring of Darkness •I 	 IDanger Ranger Andromeda 
e Skramble Air Traffic Cont rol • 
: Also; DASMIDEMON, HI-AES. EDIT+, COMPOSER, ETC. : 

I NEW T'1TLES. Jumpjet. Flight. 	 I 
• I I I 1 • Whirly Bird Run, Blockhead • 
•: 	 We stock over 300 ti tles for lhe Dragon. Games. Educational, :. 

Utility and Business software. Try before you buy. 

: 	 :

I NOVEX 14" Colour Monitor £230.00 I 
: RGB as we ll as composite video and sound : 
• SANYO 12· Green Screen £87.00 • 
e PHOENIX 12" Green Screen £93.00 • 
: PHOENIX 12" Amber Screen £99 .00 : 

: 	 :
:i 	 :i
I DRAGON Drives + Controller £275.00 single, £385.00 twin . : 
CUMANA D~ives Delta £299 00 single , £425 .00 twin 

! MCP 40 £145.00 SHINWA CPBO £.230.00 I 
SEIKOSHA GP100A £230.00 DELTA 10 £399 00 ••• 
MICROLINE 80 £210.00 GEMINI 10 £280.00!• MICROLITE 80 £250.00 EPSON ZX80 FT £320 .00 e.• ......... ...... ... ... . . ·•
• • • • • • • • • ...••• ••:
... .. ... .... ........ :..... .. .. ..
·: .... .. .. .... ... . . :. 


~ ::::: STATACOM LIMllTED 
: 234 HIGH STREET. : 

• SlJTTON. SURREY $ M1 1NX •


I 	Telephone Mail Orders welcome. 01-661 2266•........••••••••••.......................:• 

m •c:i 	 c:i c:i [!] l!llE'==!l!I !!Ifill 
a ELTEK 29 PARKSIDE AVENUE, LITTLEHl.MPTON El~· 

' WEST SUSSEX, BN17 6BG 

LANGU.AGE Of THE DRAGON: 511G9 ASSUl8~Y LANGUAGE by M. Ja~s A1 lasl s here1 11
m YOU want to learn h0.1 to pmgmn l'1 assemble<. then this 1$ the book lor yoo [6 .!15 
 I~ 	ANATOMY OF THE DAAGDN: ADWANCEO BASIC fOR THE DRAGON. Le•m l>:Jw the Drag 1111 [J 
El 	 workS IAsliJe and ~O\V to ~se it:s pa1••• m you1 ·sal>C· programs t6 . ~5 ~ 


THE 11119 COMPANION Is ause1ul madline oode " ' " re b<Klk con1ain1ng the 6800 ns1ruct1D11 

set plus much more 1or only £2 .10 
~ AH INTllODUCTION TO PROGRAMMING THE DRAGON h ps vou mas1er Basic and h<ts ma11y 
iltlmo•slra~on programs £2.10 

EJ 	 A MICROPROCESSOR PRIMER for (Iii: newcomer o e!ectromcs. £2.10 El 

BEGINNERS GUIDE TD MlCRDPROllESSORS ti COMPUTING. £2. 10 ~ 

MACE EOITOAIASSEMBUlllMONITOR cartridge 1<1111 BO·page manual I-Orm c pr1>Yramm1ng the
••Sy and pro1ess1011al war. t29.9S 

EPRDM PROORAMMER 1or most s1r.g1e suppli eproms lrom I K 10 l2 bytes . Powerlul ll~ . 
~ JnO'ie . eximllle, change . copy. verity . pr09ram cassette ,,...,.1<Jad functions and lull a 


~ 
El documenlaUon t79.H (woth Mft.CE n.1ed ill9.951 ~ 


O·BUG .Trat!r1Monit1>f'Olsas semlller 'Mndge helps to get your mc Plll<Jrams worlO g Q 1ct;ly 

and easily. £29.9!i 

TI:LtWRITtR word processor: Now SYl?n beuer with Au o ref)eat IJ!ld 1~1or keyboard '"'l'OASe . 

£41.IS 

0 . S"nd a Olarnp for delalls of many items 1or the Dragon . J[Jril 	 II( Mail order 0111)") 

l!l:::==Jci 	 c::i c::i c::i a l!l GJ !I 

DRAGON/32 BBC MODEUB ATARI 400/800 TRSBO CIC32K ELECTRON 

747 FLIGHT SIMULATOR 

Superbly realas11c 1ns1 umemauon and p1101 s 
view 1n lrleh'<e s1muta110n wh1cl1 includes 
emergencies such as. engine fires and Sy$· 
1em!J f$1h..1r~s- Thts. program uses high rE!'Solu
to n gr~phlcs to lhe tu l to proouce lhe mos1 
rE>ali~11c ight·deci< display ve1 seen on a 
home computer. There are 21 real dials and 
~ other 1nd1cators (see d1agram1 . Your c.on· 
trO/.S operme lhron1e a11eron , e1e11e1ors. 
flaps. slals. spotlers. land11"19 ge.ar. rOvOr O 
thrust. brakes. etc You see 1he runway in true 
perspec11ve Uses 10\'Stor;ks and includes op
tions 10 Man wi1h ra e-011 or random landing 
approach. ..A. real s•mulahon. no11us1 another 
game" ('You1 Comoutor. Aprrl 19 '83!. 

C.Hett• £9.95 (pip ind VAT Included) : 

DACC Ltd (Dept. DU) 
23 W1verllly Rood, Hindle~. 
GrMt•r M1nchnter WN2 38N. 
fO...pltcll ..Ith n 43 hours) 

·~· •••••••• 

.• w•• · ···· ~ 
ACTUAL SCREEN PH01TOGRAPH 

11'1 U5 527.95 (p&p Included) 
Otdtf from sole dl•trlbutor: 
Fr.link Aahlon 10.pt. DU) 
PO Box 70G7 
Chui• Vista CA 92012 7037 
(C1lltornla ••~ld*nls •dO 6% wles tax) 
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380 GETC O,Ol- <1 2 ,111 ,R7 ,G:PCLS 
39 0 LINEC7, 51-C 9, 31 , PSET: PSET<7,2 ,5>:PSETC5 ,4,51:PSET C10,5,51:PSET<B,7,5l 
400 GETC O, Ol -<12,1 3 1,MB,G:PCLS . 
41 0 L INE <5,6) - (8 1 4l ,PSET :PSET C6,3 1 5):PSETC4 ,4, 5>:PSET<8,7,5l:PSETC6,8,5) 
420 GE T< O,Ol-112,131 ,RB,G 
430 ' ***•* INSTRUCTIONS ? ***** 
440 PRINT@453 ,"NEED INSTRUCTIONSCY/Nl";: INPUT lN$:1F IN:t ="Y" OR lN$= "N" THEN 450 

ELSE 440 
450 IF IN:t= "Y" THEN GOSUB 1140 
460 CLS: PR I NT@23 4, "F'LEASE WA IT" 
470 '***** PREPARE SCREEN *•*** 
480 COLOR O,l: PCLS 
490 DRAW'' BM30 ,50;D80F30R140E20 U20H20L40H30U20H30L40G30 ;BM60,60;D60F14R110U3 L33H4 
6U2<)H14L24G7Dl II: PA I NT ( 4 0 , 60) '0 ' 0 
500 T$='' UHUHFE2RE2HUEH2GH2F2GFG2EFHEHE3HLH2 GHGHG 2LGFG2FDHF2REHEHUE3GHFG2 DFGFGF2E 
FEGHGFD2GD" 
510 DRAW"BM75,110 ;XT$;BM11 5,125;XT$·BM185,75;XT$;BM25 ,165;X T$ ;BM15,35;XT$;BM85 1 7 
5; XT:f:; BM2 :~~0, 175; XT:f; BMl 10 , 182; XT'.f.; " 
5 20 LI NECl,1) - (256,192> ,PSET,B 
530 PUTC190 1 140l - C202 ,1521 ,M5,PSET 
540 SCREENl,O 
550 PLAY''V25T701GGAL3FL8GL4A01BB02CD1L3BL8AL4GAGL4FL2GL4020DDL3DL8C0 1L4B02CCCL3C 
01L8BL4A802L8C01BAGL3B02L8CL4D02L8E02Cl 401BAL2G" 
560 X=190:Y=l40:M=9:A=O:B=O : TIMER=O:SC=O:SX=2:DM=O 
570 .***** START OF GAME ****** 
580 ON M GOSUB 690,710,720,730 ,740,760 ,770 ,780 ,790,810,820, 8 30 ,840 ,860 ,870 ,880 
590 IF SX=l THEN SC=SC-5 
600 IF SX=3 THEN SC=SC+5 
610 IF A<-SX THEN A=-SX 
620 IF A>SX THEN A=SX 
630 IF B<-SX THEN B=-SX 
640 IF B>SX THEN B=SX 
650 IF PEEKC 337l < >255 THEN GOSUE 10 60 
660 IF M>16 THEN M= l 
670 IF M< 1 THEN M=l6 
680 GOTO 580 
690 IF B>O THEN B=B-0 .15 ELSE B=B+0.15 
700 A=A+0.3:X=X+A:Y=Y+B:PUT<X,Y>-<X+12,Y+11> ,M1,PSET:IFPPOINTC X+l 3 ,Yl=l OR PPOIN 
TCX+13,Y+12l=1 THEN900ELSERETURN 
710 A=A+0. 3 :B=B+0 .15:X=X +A:Y=Y+B:PUT<X ,Y>- <X+11,Y+12l,Rl,PSET:IFPPOINTCX+12,Y+l3 
l = l OR PPOINTCX+2,Y+13l=1 OR PPOINTCX+l2 1 Y+2l=1 THEN900ELSERETURN 
7 20 A=A+0 . 3 :B=B+0 . 3 :X = X+A:Y=Y+B:PUT<X,Y> -C X+1 3 ,Y+1 3> ,M2,PSET:IFPPOINT<X+14,Y+l)= 
lDR PPOINTCX+l,Y+141=1 THEN GOTO 900 ELSE RETURN 
7 30 A=A+0.15:B=B+0. 3 :X=X+A:Y=Y+B:PUTCX,Y> - CX+12,Y+11) ,R2,PSET:IF PPOINTCX+13,Y+1 
2)=1 OR PPOINTCX+l 3,Y+1)•1 OR PP01NTCX+2,Y+12l=1 THEN 900 ELSE RETURN 
740 IF A>O THEN A=A-0.15 ELSE A=A+0.15 
750 B=B+0. 3 :Y=Y+B :X=X+A :PUT CX,Y>-<X+11,Y+lll,M3,PSET:IF PPOINT<X,Y+12l=lOR PPOIN 
TCX+10 1 Y+1 2>=1 THEN 900 ELSE RETURN 
760 A=A- 0 .15:B=B+0. 3 :X=X +A:Y=Y+B:PUTCX ,Y> - <X+1 2 ,Y+11) ,R3 ,PSET:IF PPOINT<X - 1,Y+ll 
>=1 OR PPOINTCX - 1,Y+2l=l OR PPOINTCX+11,Y+12l=l THEN 900 ELSE RETURN 

770 A=A-0 . 3 :B=B+0 . 3 :X = X+A:Y~Y+B:PUTCX,Yl -< X+12,Y+1 2 ) ,M4,PSET:IF PPOINTCX-1,Y+l~ 


=1 OR PPOJNT<X+12,Y+13)=l THEN 900ELSERETURN 

780A=A-0. 3 :B=B+O.15:X=X+A:Y=Y+B:PUT<X,Y>-CX+11,Y+12> ,R4,PSET:IF PPOINT CX-l,Y+1 3 

)•1 OR PPOINT<X-1,Y+2l=l OR PPOINTCX+1 0 ,Y+l3 )=1 THEN 900 ELSE RETURN 

790 IF B>O THEN B=B- 0.15 E~SE B=B+0.15 

800 A=A-0.3:X=X+A:Y=Y+B:PUTCX,Y>-<X+12,Y+121 ,M5,PSET:IF PPOINT<X-1,Y>=l DR PPOIN 

T<X-1,Y+9)=1 THEN 900 ELSE RETURN 

810 A=A-0.3:B=B- 0 .15:X=X+A:Y=Y+B:PUTCX,Y>-<X+l1,Y+12> ,R5,PSE~:IF PPOINT CX-1,Y-ll 

= l OR PPOINTCX+9,Y-1>=1 OR PPOINTCX - 1,Y+10 >=1 THEN 900 ELSE RETURN 

8 20 A=A-0. 3 :B,,.B-0.3:X=X+A:Y=Y+B:PUT<X,Y> -< X+11,Y+ll> ,M6,PSET:IF PPOINTCX - 1,Y+9)= 

1 DR PPOINT<X+9,Y-1>=1 THEN 900 ELSE RETURN , 

830 A=A-0 .1 5:B=B-0 . 3 : X=X+A:Y=Y+B:PU T CX,Y> - CX+12,Y+11>,R6,PSET:IF PPDINTCX+l,Y- 1> 

=1 OR PPOINTCX +1 0 ,Y-ll=l OR PP0INT CX- 1,Y+9l=1 THEN 900 ELSE RETURN 

840 IF A>O THEN A=A-0 .15 ELSE A=A+0.15 

850 B=B- 0 .3:Y=Y+B:X=X+A:PUTCX,Yl-CX+12,Y+12l ,M7,PSET:IF PPOINT<X,Y- 1>~1 OR PPOIN 

TCX+l2,Y - 1>=1 THEN 900 ELS~ RETURN 

860 A=A+0 .15:B=B- 0.3:X=X+A:Y=Y+B : PUTCX,Yl-CX+12,Y+11l ,R7,PSET:IF PPOINTCX +1 1 ,Y- 1 

>=1 OR PPOINT CX +l,Y-1>=1 DR PPOINT<X+1 3 ,Y+1 0l= 1 THEN 900 ELSE RETURN 

870 A=A+0. 3 :B=B- 0.3:X=X+A:Y=Y+B : PUTCX,Y>-CX+12,Y+13> ,M8,PSET:IF PPO I NT<X + l,Y-1>= 

1 OR PPO INT <X+13,Y+12l=l THEN 900 ELSE RETURN Contlnuedonpage46 
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880 A=A+0.3:B=8-0.15:X=X+A:Y=Y+B:PUT<X,Y>-<X+l2,Y+131 ,RB,PSET:IF PPOINTIX+l~ ,Y-1 
)= 1 OR PPOINTCX+13,Y+101=1 OR PPOINTCX+l,Y-11=1 THEN 9 00 ELSE RETURN 
890 '***** DAMAGE ROUTI NE ***** 
900 DM=DM+l:IF DM<>B THEN F'LAY"T25501A ":GOTO 610 
910 '***** CRASH ROUTINE ****** . 
9 20 DRAW''BM170,27;U12R68D12L6BR9U12R6D6L6F6BR3U12R606L6R6D6BR3R6U6L6U6R6BR3D12U6 
R6U6D12 " 
93c::> FOR N=i T050: SCREEN 1, 1: PLAY" T25501 A": SCREEN!, 0 : F'LAY" T25501 DEF": NEX TN 
940 ' ***** SCORE ROUTINE ****** 
950 CLS:SC=SC+TIMER 
960 IF SC<HI THEN SC:f.= "BAD LUCI< I I I ELSE SC$= "WELL DONE I I! IIII 

970 FOR N=OT0128 STEP 33 :PRINT@70+N,SC$; :NEX TN 
980 PRINT@260,"YOU SCORED "·SC;"F'OINTS"; 
990 IF SC<HI THEN GOTO 1010 ELSE HI=SC 
1c:::ioo F'RINT@322, "CONGRATULATIONS ! YOLJ HAVE BROKEN THE HIGH SCORE";: GO 
TO 1020 
1010 PRINT@324, "THE HIGH SCORE IS ";Hl 
1020 PRINT@457,"ANOTHER GAME YIN"" 
1030 IF PEEi< 13391 =223 THEN F'RlNT@457, "PLEASE WAIT": GOTO 480 
1040 IF F'EEKC 344l=247 THEN POKE &HFFD6,0:END:ELSE 1030 
1050 ' ** KE YBOARD SUBROUTINE ** 
1060 IF PEEK1344)=223 THEN M=M+l:RETURN 
1070 IF PEEK<3431=223 THEN M=M- l:RETURN 
1080 IF PEEK~342l=223 THEN SX=SX-l 
1090 IF PEEKC3411=223 THEN SX=SX+1 
1100 IF SX< l THEN SX=l 
1110 IF SX >3 THEN SX=3 
11 20 RETURN 
11 30 '***** INSTRUCTIONS ****** 
1140 PRINT@129, "yOU CONTROL A SMALL CAR AND MUST TRY TO ..:EEF· IT ON THE 

TRACf{ FOR AS LONG AS POSSIBLE yOUR SCORE WILL BE DISPAYED AT THE END OF 
GAME TOGETHER WITH THAT OF THE HIGH SCORE. tO CONTROL YOUR CAR USE" 

1150 PRINT" THE RIGHT AND LEFT KEYS TO TURN ANO THE UP AND DOWN KEYS TO 

ACCELERATE AND BRAKE rEMEMBER THE FASTER YOU GO THE HIGHER YOUR SCORE . 

PRESS ANY KEY TO BEGIN."; 

1160 IF INKEY:f.<> "" THEN RETURN ELSE 1160 


I """" _and_ - ......... 

· from TacJ!ey 

COMPOSER AuoWs you lo , - a.. 
k~ to ptc;duce i'l1Usltal notea lnd at 

10 ' **'*'****'***'**'** 
20 '***COMPOSER*** 
30 '***'***BY****'** 
40 '>t:>t:B & M BOND** 
50 '************** 
g0 PMODE4, t:SCREEN1,t:PCLS5 
70 DRAW"C0;BM17,32;R220D100L22 0U100" 
80 DRAW"C0;BM39, 132;U5~L5U50050R10U50D50L5D50R22U50L5U50050R10U5 
0D50L5D50R22U100D100R22U50L5U50050Rl0U50D50L5D50R22U50L5U50050R1 
~U50D50L5D50R22U50L5U50D50R10U50D50L5D50R22U100D100R22U50L5U50D5 

0R10U50D50L5D50R22U50L5U50D50R10U50D50L5050" 
90 DRAW'' C0; 8M39. 164; D28R 177U28L177 II 

100 PAINTC128.162>,0.0 
110 PAINTC40,60),0,0:PAINT<62 ,60),0,0:PAINT(106,60),0,0:PAINTC12 
8,60>.0,0:PAINTC150,60>.0.0:PAINTC194,60),0,0:PAINT (21 E,60 ), 0,0 
120 DRAW "S8" 
130 DRAW"C0;BM26. l24:HU4ER2FHL2GD4FR2E" 
140 DRAW"C0:BM46, 124;U6R3FD4GL3" 
150 DRAW"C0;BM68,124;R4L4U3R4L4U3R4" 
160 DRAW"C0;BM90. 124;U3R4L4U3 R4" 
170 DRAW"C0;:BM114.124;R2EULRDGL2HU4ER2 F" 
180 DRAW"C0;BM134,124;U5ER2FD5U3L3" 
190 ORAW"C0;BM156,1 2 4;UGR3FDGFDGL3U3R3" 
2 00 DRAW"C0;BM180,12:4;HU4ER2FHL2GD4FR2E" 
210 ORAW"C0;8M200.124;U6R3FD4GL3" 
220 DRAW"CIZi;BM222,124;R4L4U3R4L4U3R4" 
230 DRAW"C0;BM48.184;HU4ER2FHL2GD4FR2E ~ 



AT£249.00, 

THE TAIL'S NOT 


WAGGING 

You coufd pql ·a lol mure for a I ni1ter lo i111e1j(1ce 
11 ith J vw· Dmgon. 

Bal it seems crcr} ·Ju tewu a micrv li 't.lh wl wld-011 
can,J ing a price tng m;1111i1µ; into tl11re orfo11r lwndn'd 
pounds. 

/"..'.'ip<'nalb ·11 lwn th<' n •1·0/1111(mm.i "-'<'ikosha (,'P.500·1 
does so much for su liule. 

For e.rample, its uvt.fitll ornphics capabili~l ~ 11 •ith a 
sirwle command enablina a cul111n11 uf•rr(/p/1ic data tu bf.' 
rFper1tnl as 11uf/~} · tinws asJ rnt llf'nl. 

Prinlincr 1:>peed 18 50 charuclers a sf.'cund in an D 
column dot matr1:rfiumnt 011.-.trmdnrd11•1dth paperadjust-

a [Jff' 11p to /() i11clw." 
.·Ind 1111der 1'ts r'Ulnpor/ cosing, the . ',•1'knslm pncks 

<t wealth <fsopl11>tirnf('(f/<'a fun's like wllonmtic pni1ti11g 
(110 dutu lost due lo 1we1jl11u ~, 1i11em11:ni1g ofgruphi'c, 
cl/(/mc/er a11d double-11•1(ltlr chamcf<' 1· 111odf'.1· 011 n si.ngle 
liiw mu/ prinli1w· 11/11 1'111~1 ·<ts a1ell as the 011'g'innl. 

It all or/r/.<; 11p to (/ <jti(dif): 11>/iobl<' odd-011 that 
lm'u//11•s 1u'u•f1i ·c 1i1t11 .l r1w· Drug()n :.,. pe1for111ance: 
accmmts, ratalog11i11g, /t:-;ts, charts, diogm111s rmd prn
gmm deb11g;_..!,·1i1g W'l, now all m•wk1ble 1/1 p11i1t. 

'e<' the .'i'eikosl/(/ CP.500 I i11 uctio11 - plumefor 
dctwZ<J and the 11,r/drcss of1vur ll<!W "f.'.51 dcolc1: 

DRG Rusilwss . J:<ilPm.,·. PerriJhernl5 n;,,,:~ion, /.'/-/4 /~nix f'wscmt, II ii1te1:<itoke Rd Jfi,ston .mpPr ,\lnr<'. Amn 13:. :!.+ 9DN 
'telephone: 093-1-1-19914. 1e/px·: +1-r6 t. 
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M & J SOFTWARE 
"DRAGON ADVANCED PROGRAMMER'S PACKAGE" 

We provide die m°'t w mpret>onsive FOflTH implem<!nta11on on the market - just 
~ere tu' speoflca11ons with lhOse of Dlher FOATI-t packages. You g et: 
1. 	The language itself which can access Basic commands ll'Om within FORTH 

programs 1he<efore r..ia.in ing the Dragon's graphics capabilities. 
2 . 	A powerful 1ext ed or which can be used not only for preparing programs bu1 also as 

a • rnoted wore processor. 
3. A 6809 ma.croassemble<. 
4 , 	The ~g·FORTH lnstalla1ion Manual whiCtl contains 1tle FORTH souroe co<le. 

gloss.ary etc. 
S. A manual con1alnlng IOIS OI lllUlmple programs including the source code tor the 

6809 macroassembter. 
6ut this i s no1 all! 
TD oon-.ilele 1he package we provide a copy of the " Dragon CompanlOt>... Tlli$ 
excellent publication coma.ins a full 6809 disassmnbler. an extensive Dragon me<nory 
map, Clelai ls Of how to access extra graphics models, how lo merge programs and lor, 
more. ONLY t15.00 

A" prices Inclusive of p&p. CheqlJes 81ld POs please to: 

M & J SOFTWARE 
34 Grays Close, Scholar Green 

Stoke-on-Trent ST7 3LU. Tel : (0782) 517876 

11 It m at• ••tlellill • WS•O" Of • A HICC:•.fl•t P'09'it"' w n1t:n wt 111 ~• 

I G4e e: iH•e' PIOjjf ~ftl '°' "* wffn •n, 
da11, D•o• r "' 1 illl ~4 n4 soec:t "'ln 

""""4:f\ ol !hoe 01111 W O ••d 1n $ p<ll'trnQ L i l• S. 

' s s.o • '"" •" 

E~., 16 u~, - ,..0 14' ttwa .. ,0 IH KI.. , 

e oi1 n P•ot1 r111m1. .l • a11a ble la r 

T AND,- COCO J2 Iii 

Jl£D JIOM CATI•. n. l AM8£ AT RO AD. 	 0 10 7 Ok~ 

$ U.TE M•C HI £ r()lfl lf'R:OMPI 0 £llY( A'r -----· 

MIDDLESEX DRAGON CENTRE 
DRAGON32 DRAGON64 

£168 £220 
plus data cassettes, disk drives, printers, monitors, joysticks, dust 

covers, TV and monitor stands, leads. floppy disks, paper and everything 


for the Dragon owner. 

Home Accounts* Database* Stoel< Control, etc - all £19.95 each 


Discounts on all game caHettes and cartridges 

Open 6 days a week * reliable worldwide mail order 
* approved Dragon service and repair centre 

SCREEns MICROCOMPUTERS 
6 Main Avenue, Moor Park, Northwood, Middlesex 

Tel: Northwood 20664 
Access * Barclaycard * Amex * Diners Club * Instant Credit 

THE TYPIST 
TURNS YOUR Dl!AGON INTO A SIMPLE WORD PROCESSOR!!! 

You can now write professional quality letters on yo1,1r printer. Your 
keyboard becomes a typewriter with lull upper and lower case characters. 
Features include lull on sereen editing. change, insert or delete any 
character will file or retrieve data from mass statage medium suppresses 
word wrapround automatically, plus much mor&. Tape version £6.95. Delta 
disc version £9.95 

Plu.s Pontoon. Can you beat the dragon? Full colour graphics. both hands 

on screen. Recognises pontoons, l ive card tricks. with automatic ace 


evaluation. 


And Hi-Low based on the popul;tr TV game, can you predict the next card. 

Very hard . very addictive 


Pontoon Md Hi-Low are on tape and oost £4.95 each 

Our prlces include post and packing and VAT 


SOUTH MOLTON COMPUTERS 
DOOTSON HOUSE, SOUTH MOLTON, NORnt DEVON, EX31 UJ 
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* Software for hire from 11 manufac1urers 
* Over 90 titles to choose from, and growing 
* TWO YEARS membership for only £8.00 

* Same-day service 

Software at 10% discount. Send SAE for details and 
list of titles available to: 

MICROBYTE COMPUTER SHOP 
19a Lower W.arrengate 

Wakefield WF1 1 SA 

, Ql1flDSOFf ~:~'" 

,... DRAGON SOFTWARE AT BETTER PRICES ONL y 

(Dept DU), PO Box 107, Uxbridge, Middlesex UB10 ORG· 

MICROOEAL CHANNEL 8 SHARDS 

SPACE F1GHTER 
 EMPIRE 

DRAGON HAWK 


GOLDEN BATON 
ARP £6.95 TIMEMACHINE 

DANGERRANGER Our Price £6.25ARROW OF DEATHSPACE RAIDER PETTIGREWS DIARY PULSAR 7SKRAMBLE RRP£7.95 WIZARD OF AKYRZ EIGHT BALL Our Pric:. £6.95 FROGGEA FEASIBILITY EXP SN QUICKSHOTTHE KING CIRCUS JOCKSHOT 

RRP£B.OO 

And all their other titles 

RRP C9.95 . RRP£12.95 

Our Price £7. 75 
 Our Price £11 .95Out Pfic. £8.95 

OR SEND SAE FOR OUR CATALOGUE 

FOR THE DRAGON 32 _, / ./

ACE HIGH (MK 2~, . -"~ ·.... 

Machine gun warfare ·· ·· · 

in the sky ~ 
Your machine - The Spitfire. el9h1 £

mact>one guns, 16 one-second t>ursts. · · 
Your targ 111 - slow moving i't<Mkel . 
bombers escorted by IOrmidable Mes- · 

serschmill fighte rs. 
Your task - take the bombers apart Engage the t.tesse<schmitts only rt they get ii\ 

your way. 
A. hogh score gives you a second r un end a crac~ al ACE qualifica1ion - 25 raiders. 

Tn• alert pi lot sU<V1ves. Accurate aun scores nigh . 
Up 10 ten m.nutes violent acllon. 

Features hl·res graphics. COCl<pit view. rear mittor. 4 levels, rea istic soonds, reward 
sys1em end de1~..1ea scorecard. 
A qu dy gamo using I 321<

Not available on Or 10 libraries or club $)'$t&ms. 
Fasl service £6.95 


TUDOR WiLLIAMS 

15 Summerhill Road, Bilston, W. Midlands WV14 8RD 


ULTIMATE SOFTWARE 
15 Shapland Place, Tiverton, Devon EX16 5EP 

ULTIMATE M/C MONITOR 
£5.95 inclusive 

If you only wish to dabble in M/C, you may opt for a 
cheaper alternative. But if you seriously intend to write 
and debug MIC then you need ULTIMATE. 
COMPACT: fits in just over 2K of RAM 

RELOCATABLE, loads anywhere convenient 

EXCELLENT software interrupt handling 


In fact, ULTIMATE has most ol the usual (and soma 
unusual) features found In the better MIC monitors 

BUT ULTIMATE'S PERFORMANCE IS SUPERIOR 

http:RRP�12.95
http:RRP�B.OO
http:RRP�7.95


""' ,, 

240 DRAW"CIZl~BM70, 184;R2EU4HL2GD4F" 

250 DRAW"C121;BM90, 184;LJ6F2E2D6" 

260 DRAW"C0~BM112.184;U6R3FDGL3: " 
 ' 
270 DRAW"C0;BM134r184;R2EU4HL2GD4F" 

280 DRAW"C0;BM154, 182;FR2EH4ER2F" 

29121 DRAW"Cl2); BMl 78, 184; R4l4U3R4L4U3R4" 


, 
 300 DRAW"C0;BM200,184;U6R3FDGL3 RF3 " 

310 PS~"03L3C;L3EAGL6FEOC;04L3C038AL1G;04L3C03BAGL6FEDCL3FEDC~L6 


DEFG03L3C;L3EAGL6FEDC;04L3C038AL1Gi04L3C03BAGL6FEDCL3FED;UC" 

3 20 PLAY"T4"+P$ 

330 GOSUB590 

34121 CLS5 

3 50 PLAY"L5" 

360 AS:INKEYS 

370 IF A$="1" THEN PLAY"01": PRINT"01;"; 

380 IF A$="2" THEN PLAY"02": PRINT"02;"; 

390 IF A$="3" THEN PLAY"03": PRIMT"03;"; 

41210 IF A$="4" THEN PLAY"04": PRINT"04; "; 

410 IF A$="5" THEN PLAY"05":PRINT"05;"; 

420 IF A$="C" THEN PLAY"C":PRINTiA$; 

430 IF A$="D" THEN PLAY"D":PRINTiRSi 

440 IF A$="E" THEN PLAY"E":PRINTiR$; 

450 IF AS="F" THEN PLAY"F":PRINTiAS; 

460 IF RS="G" THEN PLAY"G" :PRINT;A$; 

47f2l IF A$="A" THEN PLAY" A" :PRINT; A$; 

480 IF A$="B" THEN PLAY"B": PRINT; A$; 
 1, 

490 IF AS:'' I II THEN GOT0520 
5Q'HZI IF A$="H " THEN68121 I' 

510 GOT0360 
520 LINE I NPUT" in Put tune ";N$ I 
530 B$=1NKEY$:IFE$=""THEN530 ELSEB=ASC (BS> ,, 540 IFB=80 THEN580 

550 IFB=73 THEN520 

560 IFB=77 THEN3512l 

570 IF 8=72 THEN680 

580 PLAY N$:GQT0530 

590 'INSTRUCTIONS 600 CLS 


.. 610 PRINTiill 1, "COMPOSER" 
620 FOR 1=43 TO 50:PRINT@I.CHRSC131J:NEXT 
630 PRINT"YOU HAVE JUST HEARD A RENDITION OF THE WELL KNOWN TUNE 
,LAVENDER BLUE.THIS lS RN EXAMPLE OF THE DRAGONS MUSICAL CAPABI I• 
LITIES.CANYOU WRI TE ONE BETTER?"' 
640' PRINT"THIS PROGRAM WILL ALLOW YOU TO COMPOSE YOUR OWN TUNE, 

REPLAY ON REQUEST AND MODIFY IF NE;CESSRRY." 

650 PRINT: PRINT" FOR A FULL LIST OF KEY FUNCTIONS <PRESS THE 


SPACEBAR>" 

660 As-tNKEvs: u= As="" THEN 600 . 

670 IF AS=" "THEN 680 

680 CLS 


, 690 PRINT"THE FOLLOWING f<EYS USED ARE:-" 
70121 PRINT:PRINT"'M'--(MANUAL>THIS RLLOWS YOU TO PLAY THE NO 
TES <A-G) FROM THE KEYBOARD AND CHANGE THE OCTAVES l'.KE 
vs 1-5)" I' 

710 PRINT'" I'--< INPUTHJHEN YOU ARE SURE OF THE TUNE YOU HAVE 11 

PRACTISED IN MANUAL MODE.PRESS THIS LETTER AND COPY Y 
OUR NOTES, ENSURING THAT YOU INSERT THE NECESSARY PLA 11 

Y COMMANDS SUCH AS SHARPS.FLATS, NOTE LENGTH ETC." 
720 PRINT: PRINT" PRESS <SPACEBAR> TO CONTINUE"; 
730 AS=INKEYS:IF A$="" THEN 73121 
740 IF AS=" " THEN 750 
750 CLS=PRINT:PRINT"'P'--<PLAY>AFTER TYPING IN YOUR NOTES A 
ND ENTERING IN THE 'I' MODE.YOU CAN PLAY YOUR TUNE AN 

' Y NUMBER OF TIMES. BY PRESSING THIS KEY." 
i' 750 PRINT:PRINT"'H'~-(HELP>THIS WILL ENABLE YOU TO RETURN T 

0 THE KEY LIST IN ORDER ,TQ REF'RESH YOUR MEMORY." 
770 PRINT: PRINT" PRESS <SPACE9AR> TO CONTINUE"; 
780 AS=INKEY$:IFA$=""THEN 780 
790 IFAS=" "THEN 340 ELSE RETURN 
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Make yoLi' Dft'igon him Into a real computer with the 
new Double'Denl,lty:Della Dlslt System. 

The Della Dllilr System. Olvet. You • ; • 
• An affordabte'C:111k system: . .. 

, ·• Powerful Delta disk o<>mmancta. 
Lets you prC:)(:iuee an(i hO'ridle random access 

L\. 
.....~~~ 
..-~Ms-
1\)$1 ,...
s(if1!t~.,.I.ft." Jt.\"'Sii"
,:':.,,._\\.S..#l•

,' · • 
flle$as eaaUyQIS&Jtol fiie..s;, / ''· ' ·: · 

• RondOIT) seq...f'!tldl' arid .Indexed fl,., handIIng. 
. •Simple plUg=Jrito'OtQgon' . . .= 

there are no HARDWARE MOOS-needed to run DELTAI 
• 	 Easily expandable '801001.4 megabyte 

. ON LINE Sk>Jage! .· . . 

• 	 Fo~I range:of busl~ uttllty and games 


,$Qflware. AVAl~ENOW1 


eutlU 
ncn~ 

FLEX FOR 
THE DR:AGON 

~DE•••USInu •IA 

DOODLE 

MASTER 


OOOOlt-MASTBI provides the DltAGON 32 gtaphlc1 progirammer with 
ua1ip.t•1.W- lac:~itiM for the ct.flnillon of graphics shape1.* er.ate high quality llhapon /cha-octen which con be used In BASIC or 

MACHINE COOE progn1m1
* Fully compotible with ENCODER 09* Shapes con be generated and edited many times faster
* A WlllTE fodlty ollows the - to generoie a serie1 of pr<;>gr"1fT' line~ 

mnlainlng DATA or FC8 s!olements repre1«1ting the tharactar/ shape. 
whicft automatically append themMhtes to the current program in memory 

• 	 Shape data can be sOll9d to conette «disk* A LINK facility allows ~to be joined together el..,_,. ,....rticolly or 
horizontollr 

• 	 A PMOOE adjust function allows the uHr to e><amine the generated shape In 
_.._ PMODf mode 
Price: Camidve £17.95 DELTAO.SI< £16.95 

OILTA CAll1tllGE - coi ltall • DELIAdllk Operatlo"lg System, 0-Manual.demon•alondllk...... £120.00 
'DaTA'f- DB.IACGltrldge,Uw Manual, a *9• ll~-...oc:k(18CllQ drive plusc:able •• • .• • •. • !320.00 
' DllrAi-a1DELtA1,bulwt1t1a*Vellded1CMroct(36Cll()dllve .... . . . ...... . .. . ..... .. .... uu.oo 

Dllklnlertace~(luppledwllhDEllA1 or2J . .. .. . ...... . ..... .. .... ... .......... '.... . ... £9.95 .ENCOC>il °'QIU llll*ridltlm 1mbl•dedlof - llWgrQlwlhDElTA ........ . .................. w.95 
HOME ACOOUNll tul home package for DB.IA ... ........ ~ : ...... ... ........ . ... ...... . .. !1.._95 
·NOllM -oma-.. __ IQQllm•nt--- "" ____. ae"• -A""*"' · · .. · ··. . ts_____.._ Mal _ •1e1•System C01 .'..,.~••cti••tor•DB.J•--·• ... • u• .• 

R.EX is on internationally accepted Disk Operating System. It features dynamic file 
allocation, random and sequential file handling, executive file capability, auto drive 
searching, file doting, space compression, user environment control, error messages in 
English and over 20commonds for disk operation. 
A large number of high quality sohwore packages are available to run under FLEX 
ranging from spreadsheets to word processors, compilers to new languages. FlEX is an 
elegant, friendly and efficient disk based operating system. FLEX is available now tor the 
64K DRAGONS using PREMIER's DELTA disk system. It is supplied complete with a 200 
page manual. An editor and assembler are both supplied with the package. 

FLEX is the registered trade mork of Technicol Systems lncorporoted. £86.25 inc . VAT and P&P. 

TOOLKIT FOR 

DRAGON32 

follMiirS ASION11$HINO NIW TOOUUT fOlt THI DttAON S2 P'lllrOllMS 
lMI FOUOWINO AMillNO PUNCTIONS:. 
• 	 RJU IC.....,. editor allowing copying . 
• 	 Eight PROGRAMMABl.E KEYS. 
• 	 2S full .:olou< low-re10lution gropliin screens. 
• 	 Full ronge ol ERROR HANDC.ING c.ommando with sevwol RESUME options. 
• 	 O~ SIXTY NEW WOROS fully linked to your DRAGON BASIC. 
• 	 VARIABLE GOTO/ GOSUB commands. 
• 	 ~TRACE eommand which uSM top right of .craen only. thus leaving 

graphio/ taxt intact. 
• 	 SEARCH and REPLACE eommonds for easier program modification . 
• Comes complete with COMPREHENSIVE 40+ poge MANUAl . 
Available In CARTRIDGE or DELTA enhancement format £29.95 inc. 

'iHJiiiEN·ti 

• 	The price vou see Is the prtee voo pav. 
NO HIDDEN RAM upgrade costs, 

• 	Uses under 2K of user - RAM aa DELTA 
Is held In·EPROM. 

• 	 Enables programmer to easily produce 
appllcatlons SOttware which automatfoalty 
starts up and operates wtthout any 
Intervention from the usef. 
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If you've got a te<:hnical question or problem write to Brian 
Cadge, Dragon An,$wer$, Dragon User, 12113 Little Newport .Dragon AnswersStreet, London WC2R 3LD. 

Memory 

address 

I WOULD like to know the port 
memory address for use with a 
joystick and light pen on a Dragon 
32K. 

Dav;d Morgan. 
Ferndale, 
Rhondda. 

THE joystlck/llghit pen sockels 
are wired to the Dragon's El/A 
convertor which is addressed as 
locafiion SFF20. However, to 
read values from this address 
Involves a lot or tedious playing 
around selecting which socket 
you want to address, and thank
fully there Is a ROM routine to do 
ltfor us. 

The values from lhe four in
puls are stored as a number 
between 0-63 in locations 346 to 
349. The values can be updated 
at any time by using the machine 
language command JSR 48466, 
or in Basic using EXEC 48466. 

As the same OJA converter Is 
used for sound output, you can
not mix sou1nd or have the sound 
channel open when reading the 
ports. 

Basic 
converter 
I WOULD like to know whether 
there is a computer fo r the Dra
gon 32, which could convert 
Basic language straight into 
machine code. 

D. K. Dashtield, 
Frimley, 
Surrey. 

TIIERE IS such a compiler avail· 
able tor the Dragon 32 from 
Oasis Software. The compiler 
will handle sound and graphics 
as well as FOR-NEXT loop1S, 
arrays, strings, etc. It can also 
complle programs st1aight from 
tape. 

The compiler costs £14.95 
and is available from Oasis so.ft· 
ware, 9a Alexandra Parade, 
Weston-s;uper-Mare., and tbe 
telephone number Is (0934) 
419921 . 

Out ot 
the maze 
ON THE text screen I have con
structed the plan view of a maze 
in string arrays consisting of 

ASCII CHR: 128, and move a 
CHR: around using the arrow 
keys. 

The problem is, how do I 
detect when the moving CHR: is 
accidentally moved out of the 
maze? 

If the CHR: is moved out I also 
want to print a message when this 
ha ppens. 

R Collinson, 
Spondon, 

Derby. 
THE easiest way to do this is to 
PEEK the screen memory. If the 
eharac:ter you are moving around 
is stored as CHAR, and the 
current position on the screen Is 
x,y. then a s mple program line 
such as: 
100 IF PEEi (1024+X+ 
32*Y) <> 128 AND 
PEEK(1024+X+ 3Z*Y)<>CHAR 
THEN . •. out of maze routine 
will detect whether the player 
has attempted to leave the 
maie. 

Defender 
games 
I HAVE owned a Dragon 32 com
puter for some time now. In my 
searches of magazines and soft
ware dealers , I have. as yet. been 
unable to find a Defender game 
for my computer. 

Do you know of any such 
game, and H so, where can I 
obtain a cop,y, and for how 
much? 

Stephen Le Hunte, 

Camborne, 


Comwall. 

THERE ARE a number of Delen
der type games on the markel lor 
the Dragon. One of the most 
accurate Imitations I have seen 
Is called Planet Invasion by Mlc
rodeal. 

Tiiis com £8 and should be 
avallab,le at stores s11ch as Bmots 

or direct from Microdeal at 41 
Tr11ro Road, St Austell, C·ornwall 
PL25 SJE. The game requires a 
joystick to play and has colou' or 
black and white options. 

Code 
accessing 
COULD you please tell me if ~t is 
possible to access any of the 
machinecode routines in Rom for 
hi-res graphics directly from a 
machine code program? If so 
how? 

A Jord;m, 
King's Heath, 
Birmingham. 

LISTED below are the machine 
code entry addresses for all of 
the useful graph.ics commands. 
Before using any or them you 
must set up localion 1661167 to 
point lo tile correct ASCII chara.c
ters, possibly held In a table 
within your m/c program. 

For example. It you wanted to 
use PRESET, you would set up 
loc 166 to point lo "(x,y)" where 
x and y are the graphics coordln· 
ates you wish lo use, and then 
use JSR 4.2739. 

LINE= 42825 
PSET = 42735 

SCREEN "' 43518 
CIRCLE"' 45624 
PMODE = 43439 
PCLS = 43200 

PRESET = 42739 
COLOR "' 43220 
PAINT = 44167 
DRAW= 45137 

POKE 

speeds 

IT'S PROBABLY already been 
answered but . . . Why doesn't 
the widely publicised POKE 
&HFFD6,0 and its alter ego, POKE 

&HFFO? ,0 work on my Dragon© 
May 1983? 

If 1try this method of speeding 
up my programs, tihey instantly 
crash . Presumably something 
has been changed, so is there an 
alternative location for newer Dra
gons? I remain stuck on 0.9 
megahertz. 

Mike Ashburn, 
Ashton Keynes. 

Swindon. 

YOU'RE QUITE righl, this ques
tion has already been answered, 
but it keeps turning up time and 
time again and so Is worth 
repetition . The command POKE 
&HFFD7 (and 65495) instructs 
the SAM chip to address ROM at 
double speed (1.8 MHz), hence 
the Basic runs faster- note U1at 
user machine code doesn 1I nm 
faster as this is in RAM. The 
6809 processor at the heart of 
the Dragon Is only supplied to 
nm at normal speed. Some wlll, 
however, tolerate the double 
speed - these Dragons are the 
exception, not the norm and 
there is nothing wrong with your 
Dragon. 

Untort11nately, ther·e is no
thing you can do short of replac
ing the 6809 chip and maybe 
others with ones of a higher 
specification (which I don't re
commend). In any cHe, Dragon 
Data does not recommend the 
uS11 of the high speed POKE. 

Assembly

language 

I HAVE bought a copy of Prog
ramming the 68fJ9 by Rodnay 
Zaks and William Labiak, to learn 
assembly language on my Dra
gon. Which assembler for sale 
under £10 do you think would be 
best to use with my book, and 
how can I purchase it? 

Paul Burgin. 
Fulwood, 
Sheffield. 

DRAGON DATA otters a very 
good assembler/editor for 
£10.95 called Dream (can no L3 
0515). This comes on cassette 
and so uses some RAM itself. 

II you prefer a cartridge ver
sion this Is available, called All 
Dream which al'so Includes a 
disassembler. This costs £24.95 
(cal no 12 0001) and although it 
Is more expensive, It Is probably 
a better Investment. Both should 
be available from most Dragon 
software dealers incl11ding 
Boots. 
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Classified 

~ -·-- - ----  --~-

DUST COVERS I 

* DRAGON 32 & 64 * 
m&Qe-1crme.nurit In Quotrty naturaJ ""'Vi 
wffh cuHJuts IOr terminals anel leads.· 
Just send l'.2.95 (no stamp required) 10: 

ALLEN ENTERPRISES 

Freepost, Luton LU2 BBR 


I 	 COMPUTER PROGRAMS copied 
(cassette based only)_ Printed inlay 
cards supplied if required , Minimum 
order 10 cassettes. Price from 44p. 
Tel : MG C-Oples (MIG Recordings), 
Burntwood 75375 (24-hOur answering 
service) . 

"COLOUR FANTASY" 
(for Dragon 32) 

A. lantasy utravag~llU ot oon1inuous1Y 
changiog deS<gns and merglr>g colours. wflh 
sound and music. A. must flN artists. llesig· 
ners. or for b<Jdy arlll mind rl!faxation. A. 
t 2·part menu of lfltrlcale, h'(llnotic or simpl~ 

des.gns, user controllM. 
rs 50 

WINCOLTD 
l..9yne•HoUM 

5:t6-528 WM!ord W1y, Miii HIH 
London 'NW7 4RS 

EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM suitable 
for ttlree- to seven-year-olds, teaching 
letter recognition aoo writing in IOwer 
case. uses joystick control only for 
high resolutioo mode. Send £7 lor 
cassette to B. A. Eden, 5 Bosley Close, 
Midcllewich, Cheshire CW10 ONW. 

OJ_y_ FOR MICRO CONPUTBIS - VOL 1 
l et ygur MICRO ~si$1 ygu 1Q work 001 tile 
QtJantlties of b111difl!I male~ls 1or ygur home 
improYemems and repairs, using a: 

DRAGON 32 end 6' 
SPECTRUM 48K 

BBC32K 
SIDE 1 of tile C01s$ette Qi'l'llS guidance and 
c:;ilculates Ille a<eraQe materials lor BRICK· 
LAYING, C~CRETING , TILING and PAVING. 
PAINTING and WALLPAPERING, and 1150 
con1/111'1s 20 units o1 me.isurernent from 
Melricllmperial and lmperlal>Metrlc. 
You may 'ente( In Metric or Imperial Units , 
Ille rH<JllS being gjven in the Metric Units o1 
sale_ 
SIDE 2 !livesAOVICE ano HINTS on tile aboYe 

Sllb)eCIS , plus HEALTH AND SAFETY Ind 

METRICATION. 

£5 (ors a.e, 1or Oela!ls) to. 


D. A. H1nmi • • SllUla Co4llQIS 

Slieolay L.,., L ....1• C01111y 


H1rt1 AL21AD 


CASH BOOK lor 32164 disc compat· 
Ible (specify)- 400+ entries with full 
facilities, £7. P. Leach. 95 Donegore 
Drive, Antrim BT41 10Z. 

DUMP TEXT to CGP 115 printer.' Any
thing on text sCfeen, tables, char1s, etc
quickly printed. Full explanation of op
eration and how to incoqx>rate into 
your programs. Send £2 50p postage 
to P. Mallon, 126 Blakestown, Clonsil
la, Dublin 15. 

ULTI MATE FLIGHT SIMULATOR. 
Send £7.50 to K. Gorringe, College 
Software, 62 Longlands Road, Sidoop , 
Kent DA15 7LR. Part machine code 
program. Quick delivery. 

DRAGON LISTINGS lrom cassene, 
7$p eacll (min 2). Chappel Hoose 
Farm, Newport Road, Albrighlon WV7 
SGT. 
DRAGON LISTINGS from cassette by 
return post, first copy £1, seoond 50p. 
K. Copeland, 23 The Lane, AwswOllh. 
Nottingham. Tel : 0602 324658. 

TELEWRITER WP software £38, prirt
ler lead £9_ Tel : Blnmingham 4278252. 

DRAGON SOFTWARE EXCHANGE. 
Send quality Dragon cassette and soi:i 
p&p for similar cssene 10: W. Reynolds, 
40 Beatrice Avenue, Gorton, Manches
ter M18 7JU. 

DRAGON HITEXT. Place text on the 
hi-res SCfeen with this macfline Ian· 
guage utility. Features lull upper, IOwer 
case, reverse field and double height 
characters. 224 definable characiers, 
24 x32 display. Maximum 10 els col
ours. 6 display modes, £4.95 to R. 
Thompson, 7 Brindley Way. Southall, 
Middlesex_ Tel : (01) 571 3610 (even
ings), 

DRAGON ARTIST. 100% machine 
code uti lity , large set of commands, 
dump picture to MCP-40 £5. M. Ro-. 
gers, 22 Hermes Way, Wallington. 
Surrey SMS 9EL. 

CENTRONICS LEADS for the Dra
gon, t .5m long to fit all slarodard 
Centronics i nterface printers, 
£13.50 inclusive VAT, postage. 
Quick despatch- Cheques payable 
to: High Tech .08'/elopmenlS, 27 
Ouantock Roacl, Weston-super· 
Mare, Avon BS23 400, 

DllAGONCOPY will copy machJne 
code programs. For instructions send 
50p and SAE lo Dragoncopy, 11 Bent
ley Road, Ooncasler, Yorkshire. 

SET OF 30 PROGRAMS. Microdeal, 
Salamander, Dragon Dela, ale. (worth 
£300) for £49. Several sets available. 
Seoo SAE tor list to T. Mohammed. 3 
Lois F'lace, Blackbum. 

P. PEARtS EDUCATICllW. SOFTWARE 

1 MATHS PACK ONE ....... ..... _.. .. ...£2.111 

2 MEASURESTI:STS .. ... -·· ··· -- ···· ···a .111 

3. AMERICAN CAPITALS" -· ·· ··--· ··· .a .!119 

~- HANGMAN" ..... ............ "" U .!119 

5 POKER" ... .. ......... .. .. .... . _ ...... .. £U9 


·Features I.. COiour Hi-AA!s lirapnics. 

Be•d c•tq111a/Plli t1: P. Perris, II ,..,,.., 

CrtRHt, s_,,,.,.,Wnt Yam I0112HH, GI 


1111• SAE t•r 11111111.ls.. 

cttEMISTRY Test One (tests know
ledge of periodic table ot elements), 
price £1 .80. Multi-mattls (1ests know
ledge ol times tables). Superb value al 
£1.80. Amen.can Capitals, £1.80. En-
glish Tesl One, £2.99. Send cheques/ 
POs 10: p _ A. Perris, 88 Poplar Cres
cenl, Shipley. W. Yorks 8018 2HH. 

ANYONE FOA CRICKET? 

t )oystlck required * Save ~sme * 4 match 


series * 10 llo""8r opllons 

WOROSUACH 

Gmit family Qame • 300+ 'llO'ds in 10 
c:;itegaries • 1 to 4 players • different game 

BilChrot1nd 
flLE.fT 


16 .000 chm~ers in !i()() liies • menu 

d'fflen, ,printer 001pu1 - £4 .95 ..ch. all)' 2 


lor £8, all 3 tor £11 p&p inc, 

Basic Nslinf1.S 5llp fJ1f 11rogram. Send ~e 


1110mpf te turn on an onws. 

DORSOFT, 1s Gurlun ci 


Upton Poor., Dorwt 8"18 SOH 


SEIKOSHA OWNE.RS. SAE for delails 
of Minitex text editor. Cassette £4 inc. 
pp, Slater, 44 Hope Street, Btamplon, 
Cheslerfield S40 1DG

RS232 INTeRFACES, lully built and 
tested, only £28_50 plus p&p. Send 
SAE tor details; 25 Bryn Glas , Thorn
hill. Cardiff_ Tel: 7566531691494. 

SUPADRAW OUTGUNS THE VEST! 
Now only £4.50. a comprehensive 
graphics package for Dragon 32. 
Keyboard or joystick. Steeple~fl. 59 
Oeeplield Way. Coulsdon. Surrey. 

UPGRADE your Oragon 32 to 64K. 
Includes hardware. screen invert 
switch Basioopy and ulility software. 
Only £55 Mth rebate for chlps not 
replaced . Libra Home Entertainmenl, 
307 Eder1field Aoad, Cutgate Shopping 
Cenlfe, Rochdale, Lanes. 

DRAGON 32 EDUCATIONAL 
GAMES. A lantaslie olter - two for tile 
pcice of one: Hangman and Ma111·s 
Invaders . Soth cassette-based. Send 
£5.25 chequeJPO to: 0 . Wilkinson, 228 
Kenlon Lane, Kenton , Harrow HA3 
BRW. 

DllAGOM 32 IUSlllESS SOFTWARE 
DATABASE. ~n I'll vsed ~o create • library of 
inlOf1111tiDf1 , Specify file formits . EnQuirel 
amend file fomuts. lnsefl. delele and amend 
dala records. Dala saardl tai:illi1y oo any ey . 

t12.95 
REPORT GENERATOR {needs prln1etl. Gener· 
ate your own r!l!Orts 1rom your database file . 
nclllde or l!ltlulle SIM!tific items, total lil!fds 

option, sort Oil lflY key £7.!15 
Bot~ programs arr: comt*tely meoo dMven 
and user lr1endly_ 
IA~ti AltD HAVE BOTH FOR £11.• 

lt Vin lrlMtr, 7Z llerry Hil l.111 
Mllldlel,, Nolts. 

GRAPH DRAWING. All hl·r8$, lriendly 
menu-driven pcogram. Redefined 42
character screen. Linear .and logartth· 
mic scales. Multiple and partial plots. 
Regression analysis_ Two screen 
dumps (Epson) , Full rescaling and data 
editing lecltllles plus instruction manu
al , £6. M. Symes, 40 East Drive, 
Carshalton, Surrey. 

Hl·RES ARCADE graphic design 
pack. 160 grids, 12 memory maps, sbc 
pixel maps. expansion maps, £2.50. 
ChequestPOs to J, Soott, 6 Meadow 
View. Glastonbury, SomerseL 

WONDERING ABOUT 

MACHINE CODE? 


Then this is for YoU! We offer )IOU DISA. 
our complete 6809 disassembler, plUs 
our 'MACHINE CODE PROGRAMMING' 
booldet - a simple but thorough intra
duclion to the subject which, combined 
wllh our euy pracileal mlc routines OI\ 
lape, will have you writing games in no 
time - PLUS 'MIC EXEC' which wil 
Auto-~ y- mlC programs on loading. 

The wholl pKlc8ge £7 

DISA •ncl 11/C EXEC •IOM £5 


WARMSOFT 
« llllO•r Roi•, W11t!11r, l>AI, Ktnl 

JOIN lhe " Slough Dragon Poslal Us
ers Group." Free to join! Exchange 
software. Write to J . R. Griffin, 1 
Garrard Road, Britwell Estate, Slough, 
Bu<:ks, or phone Tom on Slough 
24924. 

COVERS. Dragon 32 high quality vinyl 
covers with lead terminal cut·oulS_ 
Seoo £2-95 to Warwick Trim. Unit 4, 
Hurlbutt Road, Healhoote, Leaminglon 

Si>a-
PLAY POSllTION M. Simple to play 
(d ifficu lt to master) board game. 
Against the clock or try lo outsmart the 
Dragon. Colourful hl·res graphics. Also 
Squad (Connect 4 type game). Bolh 
on'ly £5. 'PO/cheque to ; HF, 1 Victoria 
Road, lrlam, Mancllesler_ 

FAST SCREEN DUMP to Epson RX 
80 etc, versatile rnlc basic program 
give.s pmode 4 copy (positive or nega
tive Image) in under 11h minutes_ cas
sette plus ful l instructions, £4.95. To: T. 
Salter, 9 Malnults Close, Wordsley, 
Stourbridge, W_ Midlaoos. 

DRAGON 32, many pr0grams, joy
slick:s. One year old, £150. Tel: 0·2404 
4622. 

BACK IT UP. Two ma.chine code 
programs to copy all Dragon machine 
code programs. ineiluding aulo-run 
programs . Cassella £3.50. listing 
£1.75 from T. Collins, 51 Magdaia 
Street, Belfast BT7 1 PU, 

THREE-IN-ONE GAMES CASSETTE. 
Pakman, Connekt 4, Championship 
Darts. No joyslicl<s needed. Send 
£3_50 lo J. Fenton. 10 Ashlar Close, 
Chell, Stoke-on-Trani ST6 6UP. 

DRAGON 32. Make your Basic or 
machine code program:s auto-run and 
dlsplay graphics whilst loading, £3.95. 
SAE to lmp~ft. 63 Clarendon Way, 
Chi9lehu1st. Kent 

DRAGON 32/M SOFTWARE 
Games Pack Orie: t ~r ~1ealures lull oolour 
Hi,rts Graplilcs). 2 Hangman (great game for 
ail the family leal•res tuli colour Hi-res 
(jqpliics), lelll lllft GH .... • , • Price 
£4.lt. List 11g servicie pri1;111 2p per line. 
Minimum clllr11t ri .00. Send chequestPO's 
IQ: P. Plnll, II l'l)lfar Cn-i, WSSI 
Ylli!Pn ID11 !Ill. 

DUMP ~ to COP 115 printer. 

Anything on text SCfeen, tables, cnans, 

etc. quickly printed- Full explanation of 

operation and how to incorporate Into 

your programs. Send £2 50p postage 

to P. Mallon, 126 Blal<estown, Clonsil

la, Dublin 15 . 


PRINT THAT PICT\JRE. Dragon ID 

AcomtSeikosha C3P100A, Tandy 100/ 

120r.?OO, fast machlne code, £5. Dis· 

assembler to screen or printer. ASCII 

and hex., in Basic, £5, A3 above in 

relocatable machine code, £5.95. ASP, 

6 Monks Leys Terrace, Lincoln LN2 

SJG. 

2 LISTINGS FOR £1 l Send cassette, 

£1 and s.a_e. lo 34 Laridlelds, North

lleet, Kent. 


HORSE RACING AHALYSIS BY 

COMPUTER RATING METHODS 


Be liloe tlM! PrGfessionm, do your own 
RATINGS with real i;onlidenoe ldlen ycu use 
thlS ~nique "'METl-IOD" There 's no1hing to 
beat n. so. IT'S GOT TO BE YOUR BEST BET 
Also in~l•d•d in 111is unique package Is a <ery 
sUiCGessful and easy Method for finding the 
most c111111S1ent "HORSE TD FOLLOW"' plus· 
a Slljlerb Stabng Plan . Remember. )'OU 've 
nothin9 to IO$t bill a lot to gam wllen you 

know "HOW" . 

Suitable IOI' t><Mn FlAT & Nltf and supplied on 

one us:sette. Don·1 c!eiay. wme ID!lay lor 

1urlher inlormation lea1!e1 enclosing SAE to: 

CllM 14, IJl•lllllle Pleet. MIWlon Ayclllll, 


brillg!H, CG. bariN!in, blS 70X 


AND NOW •• . 
ATTRACTIVE CUSTC>IML\0£ 

DUST COVERS TO FIT YOUR 


DRAGON HMIDWARE 


DRAQON32 
Beige proofed fabric with red taped 
edge, screen printed with Dragon. 
DRAGON64 
Blue prooted fabric with grey taped 
edge, screen printed with Dragon. 
DISCDRl,VE 
Available in either ol above super 
colour combinations. 

Only £3.50 Inc pip 
AVAILABLE NOW FROM: 

COTSWOLD COVERS, 


& MIDDLE ROW, 

CHIPPING NORTON, OXON. 


Tel : (0608) 41232. 


ULTIMATE FLIGHT SIMULAYOR. 
Send r7.50 to K, Gorringe, C-Ollege 
Software, 62 Longlands Road. Sida.ip, 
K.ent DA15 7LR. Part machine code 
program. Quick delivery. 
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WORD ESCAPE 
Can you rocaP4ure IM lelters in this fun 
education game whrch 11npr0ve:s spelling , 
dlrecto0na1 sense. memory ano react ion 
l ime? ChOIC8 or dil1icul1y and speod 
enables the game to be play<1d by ear ly 
learners yet slill oo challong1ng 1or adulls. 
Fu11 REM statements 10 help 1ramee 

p rog rammers. 

Ju s1 send £~ to: 

GLYNN IROMLEY. STANLEY HDUSE 


STDNEAGE LANE. DUNKERTON 

BATH , AVON 


DRAGON HITEXT. Place te~I on tne 
hi-res screen wilh lhis machine utili ty. 
Features 32 x 24 display. six display 
modes. upper and lowercase, reverse , 
tieId and double height characters. 224 
redefinable characters, !:4.95 to: R. 
Thompson, 7 Brindley Way , Sovthall , 
Middx UB1 3JN, Tel: (01-571 3610 
evenings. 

CENTRAL HEATING CALCULATOR 
TAPE gives radiator and boile-t sizes. 
Metric tap& gives areas. perimeters, 
volumes and capacities ol cylinders, 
crsterns arid pipes with rmperial to 
metric conversions. Ideal tor business. 

Classified 

~-----------------· I• Here's my classified ad. 
I (Please write your copy In capital letters II on the lines below.) I 
I I 
I I 

C0.60I £0. 80 I 
I £1 .00 I 
I £ 1,40 £ 1.60 IQUALITY DRAGON LISTINGS 75p 

college and school use, £7 each. Dra CL80 £2.00per copy. Graphics screen copies. I Igon BBC (B) TRS80 Ill IV. Torwoodsizes 11 ems x B ems. 20p. 21 ems x 16 
Educational Tapes, 250 Leicester 1::2.40ems, 30p. Cassettes. cheques·'PO (ln  I IRo;id , Markfleld. Leicester .cludin.g 30p pos1age) and requirements 

£2.BO l'.2.80Ito : Y . But ler . 3 Walbank Road , I 
ArmthOrpe , Doncaster. Te l: (0302) UPGRADE your Dragon 32 lo 64K. 

£3.00 £3.20 I833464. Includes hardware , screen invert I 
switch basicopy and ut ility soltware . I £3.40 C3.60 ICOMPUTER PROGRAMS copied Only £55 wi th rebate for chips not 

(cassette based only). Printed inlay replaced. l.1bra I-tome Enlerlainment, I£3.60 £4.00 cards supplied i1 required Minimum 307 Ed&nfield Road. Cutgate Shopping 
order 10 casseue s. Price from 44p. Centre , Rochdale. Lanes. IPlease oonUnue on a separate sheel of paperTel: MG Copies [MIG Recordings). 
Burntwood 75375 (24-hour a 11swe ring I 
service} I make this .. ... ... .... words, at 20p per word so I enclose£ ... ....... ... I
JOYSTICKS 
DRAGON PRINTOUT SERVICE . 
Send i: t 75+ cassette and Sae 10: Name .. .. ......................................... .. ..................... .................... .. .. I
DRAGON 
Abercrombie House, Town Slreet. Sul· 
ton Cum Lound , Relford. Notts. Address .. ........................ .. ............... .. ........... ..... ............ ......... ...... II
JOYSTICKS 

FULLY PROPORTIONAL 

JOYSTICK INTERFACES 
 WITH ARE BUTTON IATARI OUICKSHOT - Ora110n . Orie, Spec Now only £12.95 


COMING SOON: Trackball fe r tht Dragon less 

trum. Tl.'99, Oraa~n 1:'1.95 POAfo r o1hers. Iper pair Incl. 

than£20 Telephone ....................... .. .. ............................... ............. .. .. .. .... ... I
+ £1 p&pTrada oriqulrit!'s wttJcome 
JAY DEECOMMUNICATIONS PERITRON Please cut out and send this form to: Classified Department, Ora· I 

Pot1 Talbol 
1823 water s1re1t 

21 WOODHOUSE ROAD gon User, 12-1 3 Little Newport Street. London WC2A 3LD I~ Weil Glt111org• n·SA12 6ll c:mz:::m LONDON N12 9EN~ 24-!t<Jur l nS.,t!/! '111 serwce ~ 

------------------· 
A RADVERT INDEXAndtek Data Design......... ..... .. . 43 Rainbow .. .. ....... .... ...... ....... ... ... . 35 


L Red Rom Data.. .. ... .. ........... ... .. . 48 

B MC Lothlorien ....... .. .... ...... ...... .. 43 


Beyond Software .... ........ ... .. ..... 5 

Brunton Software .. .. ..... .. .... ... ... 40 
 s 

Salamander Software.. .. .. ..... .. .. 2
M c Screens Microcomputers ... .. .... 48M & J Software ... ... .... ....... .. ...... 48 

Compusense ... ..... ... ... ...... ..... .. . 13 Shards Software .. .... .... ...... ....... 36
MST Consultants .. .. ... ... ....... .. .. . 9 


Smith Corona .. .... .. .. ......... .......... 20
Merlin Microsystems .. .. .... ........ 30
D South Molton Computers.. ..... ... 48
Microcare ..... ... ... ... .. ...... .. ... ..... . 14
DAGG ..... ..... ... ... .. ..... .. .. .. .... .... .. 44 
 S1atacom ..... .... .. ....................... 44
Microdeal .. ........... .. ... .. ...... ... ..... 56
DAG Peripherals ..... ...... ... .... ... . 47 

Micro-De-Bug.. ........ .. .... ... .... .... 43
Datapen Microtechnology ...... .. 32 
Monster Software ... .. ... .. ..... .... .. 48 T
J . Morri son (Micros) .... .... ... ... .. .. 30
E Trojan Products ..... ........... .... .. .. 10 

Electroanalytical Technology· -- 24 Tudor Williams.... .... .. .... .... ..... ... 48 


H 0 u
Hewson Consultants .. .. .. .... .... .. 17 Oasis Software ... ....... ... .... .... 6 & 7 


Ultimate Software ... ... ......... ...... 48

Hobby Software. .... ... ... ..... ... .. ... 32 Oltrosoft .... .... .... ..... .... ..... ..... .. ... 48 

Hot Co-Co .. .. ....... .. .. ... .. .. .. ... ..... 28 Orion Software .. .. .. ......... .. ... ... .. 44 
 v 

Voltmace .. .... .. ........... .............. . 55
I 

Interface Publications .. .......... .. . 43 
 p 

PSL Marketing ... ... ........ ... ......... 22 w 

J Phipps Associates ... .... ... ... ....... 35 Windrush Microsystems ..... ... ... 44 


JCS Micro Systems ............. ..... 9 Premier Publications ... .. .. .. .. ..... 50 Wintersott ..... ... ... ... .... ... ...... ... ... 11 

Juniper Computing ..... .... ....... .. . 40 Program Factory .............. .. ...... rn Wizzard Software ............. .. ...... 40 
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Answers to Competition Corner, 
Dragon User, 12113 Llttle NewportCompetition Corner 

Street, London WC2R 3LD 

WITH ALL FOOLS DAY nearly on us 
again, it is perhaps appropriate to look at 
some of the ways in which mathematicians 
have attempted to fool each other over the 
years. In each case, although the problem 
may appear very complicated, there is, in 
fact, a simple method of finding the 
answer. 
1. Bill and Ben start out simultaneously 
from opposite ends of a straight 10-mile
long road, walking towards each other, Bill 
walking at two miles an hour and Ben 
walking at three miles an hour. At the 
same time as the men set off, Biii's dog 
runs on ahead until he meets Ben. He then 
turns and runs back to Bill. This procedure 
is repeated, with the dog zig-zagging 
backwards and forwards between the two 
men until they finally meet. If the dog runs 
at ten miles an hour - and no lime Is lost 
in changing direction - how far does he 
run in all? 
2. Al 12 noon the hands of a clock lie one 
above the other. When will they next be 
precisety superimposed? 
3. The secretary of the Muddlecombe 
Chess Club was trying to arrange the 
fixture list for the annual knockout cham
pionships. There were 97 entrants, who 
were to be prured, the winner of each 
game going forward to the next round, until 
only one player remains as champion. The 
secretary knew that there would have to be 
a number of byes, but how many matches, 

Prize 
A PRINTER win not only enhance your 
programming skills but also add to the 
range of things you can do with your 
Dragon- and this month DRG Business 
Systems gives you the chance to win one 
of the latest Seikosha models. 

The printer in qUeStion • the Selkosha 
GP500A. worth 0!8rty £250. This model 
prints at 50 charactet'8 a second In an 
BO-column dot matrix format on paper up 
to 10 inches wide. Featul'88 include 
lntermbclng of graphic, character and 
doUble width character modes on a 
single Hne, printing a copy as well as the 
original, and a single command enabling 
a column of graphic data to be repeated 
as many times as you need. 

RUlll 
TO W1N the Setkosha ~you have to 
send in the most elegant solution to the 
puzzle. You must show both the answer 
to the competition and how to sofve it 
with the use of a Basic program de
veloped on your Dragon. As a tiebreaker, 
complete the following sentence in 15 
words or less: 0 1want to add a printer to 
my Dragon because ..." 

Your entry must arrive at Draf1011 User 
by the last working day in April. The 
name of the winner, and the solution to 
the puzzle, will be published in ~r July 
laaU•• You may only enter the COn'lpeti
flon once. Entriea will not be acknow
ledged and we C'&.nnot enter into oorres

-win a 

printer


from DRG 

Answer Gordon Lee to win 
DRG Business Systems' prize 

in all, would need to be played? 
4. I have a three-inch cube of wood. By 
making six cuts with a saw I can cut the 
block into 27 smaller one-inch cubes. 
However, is it possible to complete this 
task with a fewer number of cu1s if I am 
allowed to rearrange the pieces before 
each cut? Now for the answers; 
1. I hope that you didn't work this out by a 
series of decreasing distances! Bill and 
Ben are approaching each other at a 
combined speed of 5 mph. Therefore they 
will meet in two hours. As the dog runs at 
10 mph, it will run a total distance of 20 
miles in the time . 
2. In the 12 hours from noon to midnight, 
the hands are one above the other 11 
times. As both hands move at constant 
speoos, they coinc4de every 1'111 hours. 
Thus, after noon, they will next coincide at 

pondence dscussing the result. 

January winner 
FIRST OF ALL you had to find all 
five-digit ilqUares in which the third and 
fourth digits are alike. all other dlgita 
being different This Is to correspond to 
the word "HAPPY". This can be done 
easily with a program that checks the 
squares of these numbers from 100 to 
316. By putting the square into a string 
the duplication can be tested for. This 
results in just 16 possible values. Now, 
there are just 13 three-dlgtt squares with 
all digits different, so each possible fiVe
dlglt square should be matched against 
the three-digit squares. 

Onty those pairs that do not contain a 
common digit are possible because there 
are no letters common to both HAPPY 
and NEW. For example, the lowest num
ber which could stand for HAPPY is 
12996, so only those three-digit 5quares 
which do not contain a 1, 2, 6 or 9 can be
oonsidered. Thus, only the square 784 
would be a possibility. 

Some of the five-digit squares can be 
totally eliminated. For instance, 24336 is 
not possible as there is no three-digit 
square that does not contain at least one 
of these digits. Some squares, such as 
63001 . have more than one possible 
pair. This number can be paired with 289, 
529, 729 or 784. 

All possible pairs should be listed for 
values of "HAPPY" and "NEW'. We 
now have to find a value for the word 

1.05 and 27o/11 seconds. 
3. The east way to answer this problem 
is to realise that every game will eliminate 
one player, therefore it there are 97 
competif.ors. all but one of the players will 
need to be eliminated, and to do this 96 
games will need to be played. 
4. It is impossible to reduce the number of 
cuts by rearranging the pieces. Cutting a 
block in the manner described will produce 
27 smaller cubes. of which one will be 
located in the very centre of the larger 
cube. This one cube will have all six of its 
faces newly cut - therefore needing the 
minimum of six cuts. 

This month's competition question Is 
also concerned with cutting cubes of 
wood. I have a number of large cubes of 
wood, each a different size but each an 
exact number of inches along the side. I 
wish to make a quantity of toy bricks for the 
school bazaar by cutting every large block 
into one-inch cubes. 

Unfortunately, the larger blocks have 
been painted on all surfaces. So I find that. 
after I have completed sawing, I have 
some blocks with at least one face painted, 
the rest having all six faces newly sawn. In 
fact, there are equal numbers of painted 
and unpainted cubes. What Is the small
est number of small cubes that I could 
possibly have, and state also the num
ber and sizes of the original large 
cubes? 

"YEAR" that is to be prime. But, you will 
notice that the three ~ represented 
by the letters Y, E and A are already 
determined as they all appear in the 
other two words. So, taking as an ex~m
ple the pair HAPPY=12996 anc;t 
NEW=784, the prime represented by 
YEAR must begin with the digits 882. 
The final digit can only be a digit which 
doesn't already appear in this set. A 
Simple program can be devised to test for 
primes, and from this it can be found that 
only 6823 is prime. 

If this procedure is continued down the 
list all possibilities except for seven can 
be eliminated. However. we are told that 
th& professor inclUded the value of this 
last digit R, in order that the problem 
could be solved. ff we look at the list of 
seven. possibilities, there are four inst
ances where this last digit is a 3, two 
Instances where it is a 7. and one 
Instance where it Is a 9. Therefore, only If 
it was this last case that the professor 
gave as the value for R would a unique 
solution be possible. Therefore the solu
tlon is HAPPY=13225 (1152 ), 

NEW•784 (282), YEAR=5839. 
James MacDonaktof Luton was one of 

the many to find the correct answer. His 
winning tiebreaker suggested that Orbis 
was the right name for a small business 
computer (we'll let you know if Dragon 
Data takes him up on this). James will be 
r~ing the prize donated by Dragon 
Data Itself - a total of 70 software 
packages. 
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